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Leach, Lesley Ann Freeny, Bias and Precision of the Squared Canonical Correlation 

Coefficient under Nonnormal Data Conditions. Doctor of Philosophy (Educational Research), 

August 2006, 381 pp., 42 tables, 15 illustrations, references, 106 titles.  

This dissertation: (a) investigated the degree to which the squared canonical correlation 

coefficient is biased in multivariate nonnormal distributions and (b) identified formulae that 

adjust the squared canonical correlation coefficient (Rc
2) such that it most closely approximates 

the true population effect under normal and nonnormal data conditions. Five conditions were 

manipulated in a fully-crossed design to determine the degree of bias associated with Rc
2: 

distribution shape, variable sets, sample size to variable ratios, and within- and between-set 

correlations.  

Very few of the condition combinations produced acceptable amounts of bias in Rc
2, but 

those that did were all found with first function results. The sample size to variable ratio (n:v) 

was determined to have the greatest impact on the bias associated with the Rc
2 for the first, 

second, and third functions. The variable set condition also affected the accuracy of Rc
2, but for 

the second and third functions only. The kurtosis levels of the marginal distributions (b2), and the 

between- and within-set correlations demonstrated little or no impact on the bias associated with 

Rc
2. Therefore, it is recommended that researchers use n:v ratios of at least 10:1 in canonical 

analyses, although greater n:v ratios have the potential to produce even less bias. Furthermore, 

because it was determined that b2  did not impact the accuracy of Rc
2, one can be somewhat 

confident that, with marginal distributions possessing homogenous kurtosis levels ranging 

anywhere from -1 to 8, Rc
2 will likely be as accurate as that resulting from a normal distribution. 



            

 

Because the majority of Rc
2 estimates were extremely biased, it is recommended that all 

Rc
2 effects, regardless of which function from which they result, be adjusted using an appropriate 

adjustment formula. If no rationale exists for the use of another formula, the Rozeboom-2 would 

likely be a safe choice given that it produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2estimates for 

the greatest number of condition combinations in this study. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 
 

 Over the last several decades, the movement towards the use of effect size estimates in 

determining the importance of statistical results has intensified. This movement can be seen in 

the editorial policies of at least 23 educational and psychological journals (Onwuegbuzie, Levin, 

& Leech, 2003) that explicitly require the inclusion of effect sizes with statistical results. The 

fifth edition of the American Psychological Association Publication Manual (APA, 2001) 

deemed it “almost always necessary to include some index of effect size or strength of 

relationship” (p. 25) when reporting results. This has resulted in increased awareness that, when 

used alone to interpret results (i.e., without effect sizes or other statistics), p-values derived from 

null hypothesis significance tests (NHSTs) offer little or no information about the importance of 

results or their ability to replicate (Henson & Smith, 2000; Kirk, 1996; Kline, 2004; Thompson, 

1996, 1998).  

  For example, p-values only offer information as to the likelihood of obtaining a sample 

result given that the null hypothesis is exactly true in the corresponding population at a particular 

sample size. This, however, is not the same as what many researchers want to know and 

inaccurately believe – that p-values represent the probability that the null hypothesis is true in the 

population (Cohen, 1994; Kirk, 1996). Additionally, because p-values take sampling error into 

account, tests boasting larger sample sizes (with presumably less sampling error) will likely 

result in lower p-values and greater power, leading to a greater chance of statistical significance. 

As a result, any difference, no matter how small, will always be statistically significant at some 

sample size (Cohen, 1994; Tukey, 1991). 
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When used alone to interpret results, p-values only offer information regarding the 

likelihood of a result and no information about the result’s magnitude of effect in the population, 

also known as its “practical significance”. Effect size estimates offer such information by 

quantifying the magnitude of a difference or relationship between variables. Consequently, 

numerous authors and institutions have argued that effect sizes should be included with statistical 

results (e.g., APA, 2001; Henson, in press; Thompson, 1996, 1998a; Wilkinson & APA Task 

Force on Statistical Inference, 1999).  

There is still some debate, however, as to whether effects should be included with all 

NHST results, even those that are not statistically significant, or only for those tests that are 

statistically significant (Roberts & Henson, 2002). Some researchers have gone as far as to 

recommend that hypothesis tests be banned entirely (e.g. Carver, 1993) and replaced with effect 

size estimates or other statistics. But, as noted by Onwuegbuzie, Levin, and Leech (2003) and 

O’Grady (1982), effect sizes are not without their limitations and are “subject to as much abuse 

and misuse as are tests for statistical significance” (Onwuegbuzie, Levin, & Leech, 2003, p. 38). 

Much has been published regarding the limitations of NHSTs, but less has been published 

regarding the use of effect sizes. Consequently, many researchers are unaware that effect size 

estimates can be criticized on some of the same grounds as NHSTs, including, but not limited to, 

the fact that effects can vary according to sample size and variability, and they are often sensitive 

to departures from normality (Onwuegbuzie & Levin, 2003; Onwuegbuzie, Levin, & Leech, 

2003). Further study is needed to determine how various factors including sample size, 

variability, and nonnormality impact effect size estimates. The present study investigated the 

effect of these three factors on Rc
2 (squared canonical correlation coefficient), the multivariate 

analogue of the regression analyses’ R2, a variance-accounted-for effect size often used in the 
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context of canonical correlation analysis, a direct multivariate extension of multiple regression. 

In practical applications, Rc
2 informs researchers as to the strength of relationship between two 

sets of variables. 

Effect Size Estimates   

While there are many types of effect sizes from which researchers can choose, most fall 

into two broad categories: (a) standardized mean difference effects and (b) measures of strength 

of association (Kirk, 1996; Kline, 2004; Olejnik & Algina, 2000; Onwuegbuzie, Levin, & Leech, 

2003). Standardized mean difference estimates such as Hedges’s g and Glass’s ∆ are often used 

in t-test or ANOVA-type analyses where mean differences are tested. They are calculated by 

standardizing the difference between two means via division by some estimate of variability 

(Henson, in press; Olejnik & Algina, 2000; Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004). 

Measures of strength of association estimate the variance in one or more variables (often 

dependent or criterion) that can be accounted for by one or more other variables (often 

independent or predictor), thus earning the name “variance-accounted-for” measures (Olejnik & 

Algina, 2000). The most common measure of association reported in the literature is R2, most 

likely due to the fact that R2 is routinely provided as part of the regression output in most 

statistical packages (Kirk, 1996). 

R2 Effect Size 

Studies have shown, however, that R2 systematically overestimates the effect found in the 

population (Carter, 1979; Fan, 2001; Larson, 1931; Snyder & Lawson, 1993; Thompson, 1999; 

Yin & Fan, 2001). By design, the ordinary least squares estimation method commonly used in 

regression analyses seeks to maximize the correlation between variables resulting in the largest 

possible effect size. To obtain the greatest possible effect, the analyses capitalize on all the 
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variance in a given sample, including the variance attributable to sampling error (Thompson & 

Kieffer, 2000). Because the effect size accounts for variability unique to the sample – variance 

unlikely to be found in the population or future samples – the resulting “uncorrected” R2 is 

assumed to be a biased estimate of the effect in the population (Roberts & Henson, 2002; Yin & 

Fan, 2001) or in future samples (Snyder & Lawson, 1993). 

To statistically remove the bias, effect sizes are adjusted by the theoretical amount of 

sampling error present in a given sample (Snyder & Lawson, 1993; Thompson, 1999; Vacha-

Haase & Thompson, 2004). The magnitude of adjustment, also known as “shrinkage”, is 

determined by incorporating the factors that affect sampling error. Theoretically, sampling error 

increases as (a) sample size decreases, (b) the number of the variables in the model increases, 

and (c) the population effect decreases (Thompson, 1999; Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004). 

Because adjustment formulae take into account the influence of factors that increase sampling 

error, these “corrected” effects often provide a more accurate estimate of the population squared 

multiple correlation coefficient (Carter, 1979; Larson, 1931; Pedhazur, 1997).  

Adjusted R2 Formulae 

 There are many formulae available for correcting R2. The present paper incorporates the 

adjustment formulae highlighted by Snyder and Lawson (1993) and Yin and Fan (2001), which 

shrink R2 based on the number of predictors (k), sample size (n), and the uncorrected effect (R2). 

Table 1 outlines the various adjustment formulae.
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Table 1 
 Adjusted R2 Formulae for Investigation of Use with Rc

2 

Population Effect Estimates  Future Sample Effect Estimates 

Index Formula  Index Formula 

Smith 
( )211 cR

vN
N −








−
−  

 Lord-1 
( )21

1
1

1 cR
vN
vN

−
−−
++

−  

Ezekiel 
( )21

1
11 cR

vN
N −








−−
−−  

 Lord-2 
( )( )

( ) ( )21
1

111 cR
NvN

NvN −
−−

−++−  

Wherry-2 
( )2111 cR

vN
N −








−
−−  

 
Darlington-
Stein 

( )211
2

2
1

11 cR
N

N
vN

N
vN

N −





 +








−−
−









−−
−−  

Olkin-Pratt 
( ) ( )

( )( ) ( )222 1
11

321
1

2
cc R

vNvN
NR

vN
v −








+−−−

−−−
−−

−  
 Brownea 

( )
( ) cc

cc

vN
vN

ρρ
ρρ

+−−
+−−

2

24

22
3  

Pratt 









−−
−

+
−−
−−

−
3.2
)1(2

1
)1(

)1)(3(
1

22

vN
R

vN
RN cc  

 Claudy-1b ( )22 cR−ρ  

Claudy-3 
( )( )

( )
( )









+−

−+
−−
−−−

1
121

1
141

22

vN
R

vN
RN cc  

 Claudy-2 
( )211

2
2

1
11 cR

N
N

vN
N

vN
N

−





 −








−−
−









−−
−

−  

   Rozeboom-1 
( )211 cR

vN
vN −







−
+−  

   Rozeboom-2a 

1

2

2
2 1

2
1

−



















 −








−−
+

c

c
c vN

v
ρ

ρρ  

Note. N=number of subjects. v=total number of variables. Rc=canonical correlation coefficient. Adapted from “Estimating Shrinkage in Multiple Regression: 
A Comparison of Different Analytical Methods,” by P. Yin and X. Fan, 2001, The Journal of Experimental Education, 69, pp. 207-209 and “Evaluating 
Results Using Corrected and Uncorrected Effect Size Estimates” by P. Snyder and S. Lawson, 1993, Journal of Experimental Education, 61, pp. 334-349. 
aρ2 was estimated with the Ezekiel value. bρ was estimated with the square root of the Ezekiel value. Negative Ezekiel values were replaced with zeros. 
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The adjustment formulae fall into two different categories based on their purposes: (a) 

population effect estimates and (b) future sample effect estimates. Population effect estimates 

approximate the association strength expected to be realized in the population (Yin & Fan, 

2001), while those in the future sample category estimate the effect likely to be found upon 

replication of the study with a new sample (Snyder & Lawson, 1993). One could expect that 

adjustment formulae estimating the effect in future samples would likely be more conservative 

than those estimating the population effect. As Snyder and Lawson (1993) explained, greater 

shrinkage can be expected with future sample estimates because “[they] must adjust for sampling 

error present in both the present study and some future study" (p. 340). Conversely, adjusted 

effect estimates of the population parameter only adjust for the sampling error influencing the 

present study's data and, consequently, will be less conservative than estimates of the effect in 

future samples (Leach & Henson, 2003).  

Adjusted effect estimates also provide some preliminary information as to the 

replicability of one’s results that NHSTs and uncorrected effects do not. Sample results mean 

little or nothing if they cannot be replicated. For that reason, it has been suggested that all 

NHSTs be supplemented with information regarding the replicability of results (cf. Henson, in 

press; Henson & Smith, 2000; Thompson, 1996). Although external replication analyses are 

preferred (Henson, in press; Kline, 2004; Levin, 1998; Levin & Robinson, 1999; Robinson & 

Levin, 1997; Vacha-Haase, 2001), the magnitude of shrinkage in a corrected effect offers a hint 

as to the ability of the sample results to replicate. As one would expect, larger adjustments would 

likely indicate greater influence of sampling error in the results, and correspondingly less 

likelihood that the results would replicate. Of course, the opposite would be true as well; a 

smaller adjustment would indicate a greater likelihood of a similar result upon replication. 
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Because corrected effects theoretically provide a more precise estimate of the population or 

future sample effect than do uncorrected effects as well as information regarding a result’s 

likelihood to replicate, it would seem prudent to include corrected effects with statistical results, 

particularly when sampling error may largely influence the results (e.g., small sample size) 

(Leach & Henson, 2003). 

The use of R2 adjustment formulae has not been limited to univariate applications such as 

multiple regression. For example, Thompson (1990a) considered the use of corrected effects in 

canonical correlation analysis (CCA), the multivariate analog of multiple regression. The present 

research focuses on the squared canonical correlation coefficient (Rc
2), the multivariate analog of 

R2, and corresponding adjusted effect size measures. 

Canonical Correlation Analysis 

Like other multivariate methods, CCA has seen increased use in educational research, 

presumably due to its ability to limit experimentwise error rates and the fact that, by design, 

research studies using multivariate methods such as CCA often more accurately reflect the 

situations to which researchers wish to generalize (Fish, 1988; Henson, 1999; Sherry & Henson, 

2005). CCA determines the magnitude of the relationship between synthetic composites of two 

sets of variables, denoted by the canonical correlation coefficient (Rc). When squared, the 

canonical correlation (Rc
2) denotes the proportion of variance that the two synthetic composites 

linearly share (Henson, 1999; Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 1984). In practical 

applications, Rc
2 informs researchers as to the strength of relationship between two sets of 

variables.  

Bias in Rc
2 estimates. Similar to the univariate application of R2, studies have shown that 

the canonical correlation coefficient can be positively biased due to the influence of sampling 
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error (Thompson, 1990a; Thorndike & Weiss, 1973). In his investigation, Thompson (1990a) 

examined the effect of several variables on the bias associated with the squared canonical 

correlation including the number of variables in the predictor and criterion sets, the total number 

of variables, the ratio of the number of subjects to the number of variables, the average 

interdomain and intradomain correlation coefficients for the predictor and criterion sets, and the 

standard deviation of the interdomain and intradomain correlations for both sets. Thompson 

detected the “best predictor” (p. 24) – the subject to variable ratio – using stepwise regression 

analyses. Because most adjusted R2 formulae largely consist of that very ratio, he investigated 

the use of two R2 adjustment formula [the Ezekiel (1930) and Olkin-Pratt (1958) formulae] in the 

canonical case. Ultimately, he found the Ezekiel adjustment formula to be the more efficient 

formulae of the two in adjusting the canonical correlation coefficient for the influence of 

sampling error (Thompson, 1990a).  

Because Thompson (1990a) used stepwise methodology to determine the best predictors, 

it is prudent to note that, since that time, Thompson (1995, 2001) has written much regarding the 

“evil” (Thompson, 2001, p. 86) nature of stepwise methods. However, knowledge of the factors 

that influence sampling error (e.g., sample size, number of variables in the model) can restore 

some confidence that Thompson’s (1990a) conclusions regarding the effect of the subject to 

variable ratio on Rc
2 were likely correct. 

In his investigation of Rc
2, Thompson (1990a) only examined the accuracy of Rc

2 and 

performance of two R2 adjustment formulae when the multivariate normality assumption of CCA 

was met. Studies have shown, however, that few educational and psychological datasets are 

exactly normally distributed (Blair, 1981; Bradley, 1968, 1982; Micceri, 1989; Pearson & Please, 

1975) and, as such, there is a need to investigate the performance of CCA and various adjustment 
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formulae under nonnormal data conditions. It is important to note, however, that the normality 

assumption is formally required only when testing the statistical significance of canonical results 

(Marascuilo & Levin, 1983; Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 1984). But, as Thompson 

(1984, 1996) observed, when normality is not met, distribution shapes must still be reasonably 

comparable. If not, entries in the matrix of association used to derive canonical estimates may be 

attenuated, which could compromise the results including the magnitude of the effect. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purposes of this study were to: (a) compare the degree of bias associated with the 

squared canonical correlation coefficient (Rc
2) gained from distributions possessing varying 

degrees of nonnormality to that found with multivariate normal distributions, (b) identify 

formulae that, when the normality assumption has been met, adjusts the squared canonical 

correlation coefficient such that it most closely approximates the true population effect, and (c) 

identify a formula(e) that, when the data is multivariate nonnormal, adjusts the squared canonical 

correlation coefficient such that it most closely approximates the true population effect. Monte 

Carlo simulation methodology was used to fulfill these purposes. 

 With respect to the first purpose, the present study employed a fully-crossed design to 

determine the degree of bias associated with the canonical correlation coefficient. Five 

conditions were manipulated: (a) distribution shape, (b) variable sets, (c) sample sizes, (d) 

within-set correlations, and (e) between-set correlations. Within-set correlation refers to the 

correlation amongst the variables in either the predictor or criterion set. The between-set 

correlation refers to the correlation that variables in the predictor and criterion set share. See 

Table 2 for the conditions and their respective levels. Two of these conditions are replications of 

Thompson’s (1990a, 1990b) investigations of Rc
2 in CCA including the number of variables in 
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the variable sets and sample sizes. The present study investigated 6 distribution shapes, 4 

variable sets, 4 sample sizes, and 7 correlation matrices (manipulating both the between- and 

within-set correlations), resulting in a total of 672 manipulated conditions. 5,000 samples were 

drawn for each condition resulting in a total of 3,360,000 canonical analyses.  

 

Table 2   
Summary of Data Conditions Manipulated in the Study 
   

Data condition  Levels Manipulated 
Distribution shape  b2= -1, 0, 1, 3, 5, 8 
   
Sample size: variable ratio  3:1, 10:1, 25:1, 40:1 
   
Variable Sets  6 + 6 (v=12) 

4 + 4 (v=8) 
4 + 2 (v=6) 
10 + 2 (v=12) 

   
Correlation matrices  Between-set correlation Within-set correlation 

0 0 
~.1 (small)  ~.3 (moderate) 
~.1 (small) ~.5 (large) 

~.3 (moderate) ~.3 (moderate) 
~.3 (moderate) ~.5 (large) 

~.5 (large) ~.3 (moderate) 
~.5 (large) ~.5 (large)  

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. The various variable sets are denoted in the 
following manner: no. of variables in the predictor set + no. of variables in the criterion 
set (total number of variables in both sets). 
 

The shapes of the distributions were manipulated to facilitate comparison of results under 

normal theory to those found under multivariate nonnormal data conditions. Specifically, in 

addition to other conditions, this study examined the impact of varying levels of kurtosis (b2) on 

the squared canonical correlation coefficient. Five multivariate nonnormal datasets were 
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generated such that all marginal distributions in each dataset possessed the following levels of 

univariate kurtosis: 

(a) Negligible kurtosis – b2= -1, 1,  3 

(b) Moderate kurtosis – b2= 5, 8 

These value ranges are consistent with other studies investigating the effect of nonnormality on 

other sample statistics (e.g., Curran, West, & Finch, 1996; Olsson, Foss, Troye, & Howell, 

2000). For example, Olsson, et al. (2000) investigated the effect of different estimation methods 

in structural equation modeling on indexes of fit and parameter bias with varying degrees of 

model specification error and kurtosis (skewness was held constant at 0). Eleven levels of 

kurtosis were considered ranging from “negligible” (p. 570) (b2=1.8-2.4) to “severe” (p. 566) 

(b2=25.45). Curran, et al. (1996) also investigated the effect of nonnormality and model 

misspecification on test statistics, specifically three different χ2 statistics, but in the context of 

confirmatory factor analysis. A multivariate normal distribution was considered as well as two 

nonnormal distributions, ranging from “moderate” (p. 20) (b1=2.0, b2=7.0) to “severe” (p. 20) 

(b1=3.0, b2=21.0)  .  

It is unrealistic to expect that multivariate datasets seen in practical applications would 

typically possess equal univariate kurtoses across the marginal distributions (Yuan & Bentler, 

1999). But, for the sake of clarity and ease of interpretation, this procedure was used in the 

present study as it has been in past investigations (e.g., Curran, West, & Finch, 1996; Fouladi, 

2000; Nevitt & Hancock, 2001; Olsson, Foss, Troye, & Howell, 2000). The results from these 

nonnormal distributions were compared to those from a multivariate normal distribution. The 

multivariate normal distribution was generated at the multivariate level rather than through 
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creation of marginal distributions with zero kurtosis for all variables (as will be the case for the 

nonnormal distributions). Skewness was held constant at symmetrical (i.e., skewness = 0).  

The second condition that was manipulated was the variable sets. Variable sets consist of 

a set of independent variables (x) and a set of dependent variables (y). Throughout this paper, the 

x variables will be denoted first followed by the y variables. As in Thompson’s (1990a) study, I 

incorporated the following variable sets: (a) 6 + 6 (v=12), (b) 4 + 4 (v=8), (c) 4 + 2 (v=6), (d) 10 

+ 2 (v=12). These variable sets represent sets that one would likely see in behavioral studies.  

The third condition considered in the study was sample size. I chose to follow 

Thompson’s (1990a, 1990b) lead and include 3, 10, 25, and 40 cases per variable to represent the 

spectrum of sample size to variable ratios one would typically encounter in educational research 

applications. 

Seven population correlation matrices served as the foundation of the analyses. Six 

combinations of small, moderate, and large within- and between-set correlations served as the 

population matrices in addition to a “null” model with all correlations equal to zero. Cohen’s 

(1988) descriptions of small, moderate, and large effects (.2, .5, .8, respectively) were used to 

determine the entries in the correlation matrices. The magnitudes of effect mentioned above are 

values for d, a standardized mean difference effect size measure. Cohen (1988, p. 23) proposed 

an approximate d to r conversion formula  

        (1) 

 

that can be used to convert the d values to values of r. Cohen (1988) offered the following 

conventions for values of r to correspond to the d benchmarks (r=.1, .3, and .5 indicating small, 

medium, and large effects, respectively) (Henson, in press). 

42 +
=

d
dr
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 It is important to note, however, that these values should not be considered rigid criteria 

for determining result importance. Effects should always be considered in the context of the 

study from which they result to determine if they indicate a small, moderate, or large effect.  In 

the present paper, I use the wording “small”, “moderate”, and “large” only to refer to the various 

effects; my choice of wording does not indicate that the various magnitudes will always 

represent small, moderate, and large effects. Furthermore, Cohen’s effect size rules of thumb 

were originally presented for use in univariate contexts. In multivariate contexts, one could 

conceivably expect larger effects as a result of the additional variance made available for 

prediction by multiple dependent variables. There is little research to support these guidelines for 

multivariate outcomes, however, so the univariate approximations are used in this study.   

Varying combinations of within- and between-set correlations were used to define the 

correlation matrices (excluding the null model). Within-set correlations were limited to moderate 

(~.3) and large (~.5) correlations since, in a typical CCA analysis, one would often expect the 

correlations within the variable sets to be moderately, if not highly, correlated. Between-set 

correlations would likely possess a wider range, and, as such, I chose to use small (~.1), medium, 

and large correlations in the present study. Table 2 presents the combinations for the various 

population correlation matrices. 

The second and third purposes of the present study involve the identification of Rc
2 

adjustment formulae that most accurately adjust the squared canonical correlation coefficient for 

bias under normal and nonnormal data conditions, respectively. Adjusted Rc
2values were 

calculated for each of the canonical analyses using the fourteen adjustment formulae presented in 

Table 1. The difference between the known population Rc
2 and the adjusted Rc

2 values was 

calculated. Descriptive statistics of the differences including the mean and standard deviation 
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were calculated for each formula to determine which produced the most accurate correction for 

each of the conditions. This procedure was followed for normal and nonnormal data conditions. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions were answered in this study: 

1. How are the bias and precision of the squared canonical correlation coefficient affected 

by multivariate nonnormality of the data? 

2. Of those reviewed by Snyder and Lawson (1993) and Yin and Fan (2001), which 

correction factor most accurately adjusts for the bias in the squared canonical correlation 

coefficient under normal and nonnormal data conditions? 

Monte Carlo simulation methodology was used to investigate the characteristics of Rc
2 under the 

data conditions specified above.  

Significance of the Study 

 Research on the bias associated with the canonical correlation has historically been 

limited to situations where the assumption of multivariate normality has been met. I noted little 

research on the effect of sample and/or distributional characteristics on the bias associated with 

the canonical correlation when the parent population was multivariate nonnormal. Moreover, 

research concerning the accuracy of adjustment formulae in correcting for bias in the Rc has been 

limited to only the Ezekiel (1930) and Olkin-Pratt (1958) formulae. 

The present study extends the current knowledge base concerning the canonical 

correlation coefficient by examining the effect of a combination of sample and distributional 

characteristics, including distribution shape, on the bias associated with Rc. In addition, the 

present study identified the best predictors, if any, of the bias, both under normal and nonnormal 

data conditions, and investigate the most accurate correction(s) for bias. The adjustment 
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formulae reviewed by Snyder and Lawson (1993) and Yin and Fan (2001) (see Table 1) were 

used in determining the most accurate correction.  

Delimitations 

 The data conditions investigated in this study do not encompass all possible conditions 

that could occur. Instead, the data conditions studied herein are a sampling of possible 

conditions. These include various distribution shapes, variable sets, sample sizes, within-set 

correlations, and between-set correlations. As a result, findings will only be generalizable to the 

specific conditions investigated in the present study. For example, the present study only 

investigates the effect of sampling error on Rc
2. Potential sources of additional error include 

measurement and/or model specification errors that are often present in applied research 

scenarios. Other studies have dealt with some of these issues (e.g., Schumacker, 1984), however, 

the present study does not address these additional sources of error. As such, this study should 

not be expected to generalize to those aspects of applied studies. Lastly, simulation methodology 

only approximates actual data, so the results may not be generalizable to actual datasets. 

Definition of Terminology 

1. Accuracy – average (i.e., mean) amount of bias 

2. Bias – difference between the sample effect size and corresponding population effect 

size (e.g., Rc
2)  

3. Canonical correlation – maximized bivariate correlation between two synthetic 

variables derived from two variable sets. 

4. Corrected effect size – (also known as adjusted effect size) effect size that has been 

adjusted by the theoretical amount of sampling error in the sample data. Corrected 

effect sizes are adjusted by the factors that affect sampling error: (a) sample size, (b) 
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number of variables in the model, and (c) the magnitude of the effect size initially 

obtained (i.e., “uncorrected” effect size). These factors are used to adjust effect sizes 

to obtain a more accurate representation of the effect expected in the population or 

future samples. 

5. Dependent variable – “variable that is, or is presumed to be, the result of the 

manipulation of the independent variable[s]” (Hinkle, Weirsma, & Jurs, 2003, p. 

735).  

6. Effect size – estimate of the degree to which a phenomenon is present in the 

population (e.g., R2, η2), or degree of deviation from a null hypothesis. 

7. Experimentwise error rate – probability of committing a Type I error anywhere in a 

set of comparisons. 

8. Fully-crossed design – research design in which all combinations of variables levels 

are submitted for analysis. For example, consider a research design that includes two 

variables – x (gender) and y (ethnicity). Variable x has two levels – female and male – 

while Variable y has four levels – African-American, Caucasian, Hispanic, and other. 

As a result, there will be 8 groups/conditions (x times y). A graphic approach for 

determining all possible conditions in a fully-crossed design is illustrated below. 

 x1 (Female) x2 (Male) 
y1  
(African-
American) 

x1 y1 
(African-
American 
females) 

x2y1 

y2 
(Caucasian) 

x1 y2 x2y2 

y3  
(Hispanic) 

x1 y3  
 

x2y3  
 

y4  
(Other) 

x1 y4  
 

x2y4  
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9. Independent variable (IV) – “a variable that is controlled or manipulated by the 

researcher” (Hinkle, Weirsma, & Jurs, 2003, p. 736)  

10. Interaction effect – effect that examines whether the levels of one independent 

variable are the same across the levels of another independent variable. Interaction 

effects are possible between any numbers of variables greater than 2. 

11. Kurtosis–the fourth central moment of a distribution that represents its degree of 

peakedness (i.e., degree of nonnormality). A normal distribution will have a kurtosis 

coefficient equal to 0. A distribution that is flatter and wider than a normal 

distribution, or “platykurtic” distribution, will possess a kurtosis coefficient that is 

negative. Conversely, a “leptokurtic” distribution that is taller and thinner will 

possess a positive kurtosis coefficient value. Univariate kurtosis can be calculated 

using the following formula (Olsson et al., 2000): 
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Assuming x1, x2, …, xp is a p-variate sample, Mardia’s (1985) measure of multivariate 

kurtosis (b2,p) can be calculated  
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where D2 is the Mahalanobis distance calculated using )2 x(xS)x(x j
1

i −′−= −D  

(Henson, 1999; Stevens, 1996, p.111), x is a sample mean vector, and S is the sample 

covariance matrix (Mardia, 1985). The Mahalanobis distance “indicates the geometric 

distance a given case is from the vector of means” (Henson, 1999, p. 203).  

12. Main effect – effect of one independent variable on the dependent variable(s). 
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13. Multivariate normality – A p-variate sample is multivariate normal when multivariate 

skewness (b1,p) equals 0 and multivariate kurtosis (b2,p) equals p(p+2). In a 

multivariate normal distribution, each and every linear combination of variables is 

normally distributed. For a distribution to be multivariate normal, all variables must 

be univariate normal (b2=0) and every possible paired combination of variables must 

be bivariate normal.  Univariate and bivariate normality are not sufficient conditions 

for multivariate normality, however. Every combination beyond pairs must be 

normally distributed to achieve multivariate normality.  

14. Precision  - standard deviation of the bias estimates 

15. Simulation – research that uses generated data to test the performance of particular 

statistics. 

16. Skewness– degree of symmetry found in a distribution. A perfectly symmetrical 

distribution will have a skewness coefficient of 0. A positive skewness coefficient 

denotes a distribution that is positively skewed (i.e., the tail of the distribution falls 

toward the positive numbers), while a negative skewness coefficient indicates a 

negative skew (i.e., the tail of the distribution is directed toward the negative 

numbers). Univariate skewness can be calculated using the following formula (Olsson 

et al., 2000): 
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Assuming x1, x2, …, xp is a p-variate sample, multivariate skewness can be calculated 
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where  )2 x(xS)x(x j
1

i −′−= −D , x is a sample mean vector, and S is the sample 

covariance matrix (Mardia, 1985; Stevens, 1996). 

17. Squared canonical correlation coefficient – squared maximized bivariate correlation 

between two synthetic variables derived from two variable sets. The squared 

canonical correlation coefficient (Rc
2) denotes the proportion of variance within the 

dependent variable set that can be explained by the independent variable set. 

18. Synthetic – (also known as latent) unobserved.  

19. Testwise error rate – probability of committing a Type I error for a given statistical 

test 

Summary 

 This first chapter provided the background for this study. Previous research investigating 

the bias in Rc under normal data conditions was discussed as well as the paucity of research 

investigating the same under nonnormal data conditions; this lack of research provided the 

impetus for this study. Purposes of the study as well as research questions were identified. 

Delimitations were also presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
 This chapter provides a synthesis of the literature relating to the present study. The 

chapter briefly reviews the debate concerning the use of null hypothesis significance tests in 

result interpretation as well as the need for supplementary statistics such as effect sizes to 

determine the practical importance of results. Several common effect size indices are discussed 

including, but not limited to, corrected effects that theoretically offer a more accurate 

representation of the true population effect. A study investigating the application of one type of 

corrected effect, adjusted R2, in canonical correlation analysis is reviewed. Furthermore, studies 

investigating the stability and precision of the canonical correlation are discussed. Because the 

present study will investigate the performance of the squared canonical correlation coefficient 

under nonnormal data conditions, the concepts of multivariate normality and nonnormality are 

discussed. Finally, procedures for generating data that are multivariate nonnormal are presented. 

Null Hypothesis Significance Tests 

 The debate over the sole use of null hypothesis significance tests (NHSTs) in determining 

result importance is not a new one. Dating back decades, the debate continues today, most likely 

due to the fact that few have heeded recommendations (and, in some cases, explicit instruction 

[cf. Wilkinson & APA Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999]) to always consult and report 

effect sizes when interpreting statistical results instead of consulting p-values alone (Vacha-

Haase, Nilsson, Reetz, Lance, & Thompson, 2000). Recommendations concerning the use of 

effect sizes have attempted to correct the pervasive misuse of statistical significance tests in 

behavioral research by correcting the common misinterpretations of what p-values actually do 

and do not tell us about results (Cohen, 1994; Kirk, 1996; Kline, 2004; Thompson, 1996, 1998).  
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For example, one common misconception is that p-values represent the probability that 

the null hypothesis is true in the population when, in fact, the opposite is true (Cohen, 1990, 

1994; Kirk, 1996; Kline, 2004; Nickerson, 2000). A NHST assumes that the null hypothesis is 

true in the population; a p-value then indicates the likelihood of obtaining a given or more 

extreme result from a sample drawn from that population (Cohen, 1990, 1994; Henson & Smith, 

2000; Kirk, 1996; Kline, 2004; Nickerson, 2000). Because p-values are a function of sample 

size, any difference will be statistically significant at some sample size (Cohen, 1994; Kirk, 

1996; Nickerson, 2000; Tukey, 1991). Furthermore, because p-values deal with probabilities 

alone, they offer no information about a result’s importance or “practical significance”. As 

Kerlinger (1979) explained,  

Statistical significance says little or nothing about the magnitude of a difference or of a 

relation...to use statistics adequately, one must understand the principles involved and be 

able to judge whether obtained results are statistically significant and whether they are 

meaningful in the particular research context (pp. 318-319, emphasis in original).  

As a result, the reporting of effect size estimates has been promoted for its ability to inform 

researchers about the magnitude of their results (see Carver, 1993; Robinson & Levin, 1997; 

Shaver, 1993; Thompson, 1998). In fact, the 5th edition of the APA Publication Manual (2001) 

recently stated: 

 It is almost always necessary to include some index of effect size or strength of 

relationship...The general principle to be followed...is to provide the reader not only with 

information about statistical significance but also with enough information to assess the 

magnitude of the observed effect or relationship (pp. 25-26). 
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The APA Task Force on Statistical Inference went so far as to require the reporting of effect 

sizes with statistical results (Wilkinson & the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999).  

With so much of the recent literature devoted to criticisms of NHSTs and the subsequent 

promotion of effect size reporting, the novice researcher could assume effect size estimates to be 

without limitations. But, as noted by Onwuegbuzie, Levin, and Leech (2003), effect sizes are 

“subject to as much abuse and misuse as are tests for statistical significance” (p. 38). They went 

on to note  

although effect sizes have logical appeal, it is clear that their use has not been subjected 

to the same degree of scrutiny as has statistical hypothesis testing. As such, it appears that 

many researchers are unaware that certain of the same criticisms leveled at statistical 

hypothesis testing also can be directed at effect size estimation (p. 38).  

Onwuegbuzie and Levin (2003) discussed the various limitations of effect size estimates, 

some particularly relevant in cases where the effect size is the only statistic consulted in the 

interpretation of results. Specifically, they claimed that effect size estimates are sensitive to the: 

(a) research objective, (b) sampling design, (c) size and variability of the sample, (c) type and 

range of the variables, and (e) reliability of each of the measures. O’Grady (1982) offered similar 

criticisms of one type of effect size - measures of association. He maintained that variance-

accounted-for measures are inherently limited, and as a result, may not always accurately 

represent the true population effect. For example, along with other authors (e.g., Henson, 2001), 

he contended that the effects were affected by psychometric issues such as low reliability of the 

measures employed in a study (O’Grady, 1982). Because measures of explained variance are 

bounded by the product of the reliabilities of the variables (Lord & Novick, 1968; Nunnally & 

Bernstein, 1994), variables that are not reliably measured can significantly impact the effect that 
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would have been found with more reliable measures (O’Grady, 1982; Onwuegbuzie & Levin, 

2003).  

 Like Onwuegbuzie, Levin, and Leech (2003), O’Grady (1982) also discussed the 

limitations on methodological grounds. Specifically, O’Grady (1982) claimed that the research 

objective (i.e., explanatory versus predictive studies), type of study (experimental versus 

correlational), the research design (between- versus within-subjects designs), the range of the 

variables measured (specifically, the restriction of range), and the population from which a 

sample is drawn all have the potential to limit measures of explained variance (O’Grady, 1982) 

and other effects. Finally, like NHSTs, the use of parametric effect sizes often come with a list of 

distributional assumptions including normality and homogeneity of variance, the violation of 

which can potentially attenuate the magnitude of effect (Hogarty & Kromrey, 2001; 

Onwuegbuzie, Levin, & Leech, 2003).  

Clearly, effect sizes are not without their limitations. But, as has been noted by many 

authors (cf. Henson, in press; Onwuegbuzie & Levin, 2003; Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004), 

in appropriate situations and under certain assumptions, effect size estimates can offer valuable 

information regarding the practical significance and magnitude of results. 

Effect Sizes 

 Effect size indices estimate the “degree to which the phenomenon is present in the 

population or the degree to which the null hypothesis is false” (Cohen, 1988, pp. 9-10, emphasis 

in original). In other words, an effect size “quantifies the degree to which sample results diverge 

from the expectations (e.g., no difference in group medians, no relationship between variables) 

specified in the null hypothesis” (Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004, p. 473). There are many 

effect size indices from which a research can choose, but most fall in two broad categories: (a) 
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standardized mean difference effects and (b) measures of strength of association (also called 

“variance-accounted-for” measures) (Kirk, 1996; Kline, 2004; Maxwell & Delaney, 1990; 

Olejnik & Algina, 2000; Onwuegbuzie, Levin, & Leech, 2003).  

Standardized Mean Differences 

Standardized mean differences denote by how many standard deviations two means differ 

(Cohen, 1988). The standardization of the two means allows for comparison of group means that 

are measured on different scales (Richardson, 1996). The general formula for computation of the 

population parameter estimating a standardized mean difference between two groups is 

σ
µµδ 21 −=      (7) 

where µ1 and µ2 are the means of populations 1 and 2, respectively, and σ equals a population 

standard deviation, often called the “standardizer” (Cohen, 1988; Kline, 2004). The denominator 

can change based on which formula is used. For example, Hedges’s g  and Glass’s ∆ are two 

popular mean difference effect size indices that use different standardizers to calculate the 

sample standardized mean difference. It is important to note that Cohen’s d is a popular third 

option that is apparently the center of some debate. While many authors (e.g., Kirk, 1996; 

Olejnik & Algina, 2000; Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004) categorized Cohen’s d as an 

additional measure of standardized mean differences between two samples, Kline (2004) 

contended that, in Cohen’s (1988) power analysis book the symbol d did not refer to a sample 

statistic, but rather the population standardized mean difference δ. In that same work, Hedges’s g 

was referred to as the corresponding measure of the sample standardized mean difference. As a 

result, Cohen’s d will not be discussed as a sample measure of effect in the present paper. 

Hedges’s g estimates the population standardized mean difference using the sample 

statistic  
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ps
MMg 21 −=      (8) 

where M1 and M2 are the means of the two groups and sp is the pooled standard deviation 

(Hedges, 1981; Kline, 2004).  The pooled standard deviation is calculated using 
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where n1 and n2 are the respective group sizes and s1
2 and s2

2 are the group variances (Cohen, 

1988; Kline, 2004). Because the variances are pooled, Hedges’s g assumes homogeneity of 

variance (Kline, 2004). Put simply, if the variances of the two groups are extremely different, the 

pooled standard deviation may not be representative of either group and could result in a biased 

estimate of the effect.  

To circumvent the homogeneity of variance issue with Hedges’s g, Glass (1976) 

proposed using the variance of the control group as the standardizer in the effect size index ∆, as 

he claimed that it would better represent the population standard deviation. Glass’s ∆ is 

computed using the formula 

controls
MM 21 −=∆      (10) 

where M1 and M2 are the means of the two groups and scontrol  is the standard deviation of the 

control condition (Glass, 1976; Kline, 2004).  

Given their differences, the use of Hedges’s g  and Glass’s ∆ are appropriate in varying 

situations. Due to its use of the pooled standard deviation, Hedges’s g may be preferred when the 

variances are roughly similar. Glass’s ∆ would likely perform better when the group variances 

are extremely different (Kline, 2004; Rosenthal, 1994; Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004) or 

when a treatment is expected to drastically vary the mean and variability (Kline, 2004).  
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The present discussion deals with two-group designs. But, standardized mean differences 

can be calculated for multiple-group designs as well. See Olejnik and Algina (2000) for a 

thorough discussion of various indices for multiple-group designs and their calculations. 

Measures of Association 

 Measures of association make up the second broad category of effect size indices. These 

measures denote the “amount of covariation between the independent and dependent variables” 

(Kline, 2004, p. 98), both in univariate and multivariate contexts. They can be expressed in 

squared and unsquared metrics. For example, the simplest variance-accounted-for measure is the 

Pearson product-moment correlation r; it represents the strength of relationship between two 

continuously-scaled variables (Kline, 2004). Pearson’s r ranges from -1 to 1 (i.e. 0 to 1 in 

absolute value), with 0 indicating no relationship while r= 1 and -1 denote perfect relationships – 

positive and negative, respectively, between variables. When r is squared, it (r2) denotes the 

proportion of variance that the two variables share (Kline, 2004), ranging from 0 to 1. Again, 

when r2=0, the variables demonstrate no relationship and have no variance in common. An r2 

value of 1 can be interpreted as the two variables sharing 100% of their variance, or as sharing a 

perfect relationship. The focus of the present study will be correlations and multiple correlations 

(see explanation below) ranging from -.5 to .5 because the majority of correlations in applied 

research fall within that range. 

 Multiple R similarly denotes the relationship between variables, but between multiple 

independent variables and a single criterion variable (Pedhazur, 1997). For example, multiple R 

and its square (R2) are often used in the context of multiple regression to denote the strength of 

relationship between a set of predictors and a single criterion variable. As with r, multiple R 

ranges from -1 to 1, and R2 ranges from 0 to 1. They offer similar interpretations to r and r2, 
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respectively, with one exception. In the cases of multiple R and R2, multiple IVs can be credited 

for sharing variance with the DV. In other words, R2=1 would not necessarily indicate that all 

variables share variance with the criterion, but that, when acting together, the variance of the 

predictor variables make up 100% of the dependent variable variance. This could include a 

scenario that may contain so-called suppressor variables that suppress measurement error 

variance in the other predictor variables so that they can account for a greater portion of the 

systematic (non-error) variation in the DV.  

 In analysis of variance (ANOVA) and related analyses, eta-squared (η2) is often the effect 

size of choice. It is calculated using the formula 
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total
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SSSS
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+
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2
2
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η     (11) 

where SSB represents the sum of squares between the groups and SSW denotes the sum of squares 

within the groups. Or, in other words, the denominator is the “variance of the dependent variable 

computed about the population grand mean and the numerator is the variance due to the effect of 

interest” (Kline, 2004, p. 99). Because it represents the total proportion of variance accounted for 

by the IV(s), it is analogous to R2.  

Corrected Effects 

 It has long been recognized that variance-accounted-for measures such as R2 and η2 

overestimate the population effect (Carter, 1979; Kline, 2004; Larson, 1931). The reason for this 

is the analyses’ “capitalization on chance” (Kline, 2004, p. 99, emphasis in original). Put simply, 

estimation methods used in parametric analyses seek to maximize the correlation between 

variables. In doing so, they capitalize on all the variability in the sample, including variability 

that may be unique to the sample (i.e., sampling error) (Thompson & Kieffer, 2000). This 

typically results in a larger effect size that would be found in the population (Kirk, 1996; Olejnik 
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& Algina, 2000; Roberts & Henson, 2002; Yin & Fan, 2001) or in replications with new samples 

(Snyder & Lawson, 1993). 

 “Corrected effects” have been proposed to adjust or “shrink” effects for the amount of 

bias associated with variance-accounted-for measures. For example, omega-squared (ω2) is 

commonly used as a correction for η2; it is calculated using the following formula: 

WT
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MSSS
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−−= )1(2ω     (12) 

where SSB refers to the sum of squares between groups, SSW denotes the sum of squares within 

the groups, k is the number of groups, and MSW represents the mean square error (Hinkle, 

Weirsma, & Jurs, 2003, p. 350).  

Adjusted R2 formulae. Formulae are also available to adjust R2. There are many 

adjustment formulae from which a researcher may choose to adjust R2 (see Table 1 for the 

formulae to be examined in the present study), but they all are functions of the factors that 

theoretically increase sampling error:  (a) sample size, (b) the number of variables in the model, 

and (c) the uncorrected effect (Snyder & Lawson, 1993; Yin & Fan, 2001). Theoretically, 

sampling error increases as (a) sample size decreases, (b) the number of variables in the model 

increases, and (c) the population effect decreases (Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004). Because 

adjustment formulae take into account the factors that increase sampling error, these “corrected 

effects” often provide a more accurate estimate of the population effect (Carter, 1979; Larson, 

1931; Pedhazur, 1997). 

The adjustment formulae fall into two different categories based on their purposes: (a) 

population effect estimates and (b) future sample effect estimates. As their respective names 

suggest, population effect estimates approximate the association strength expected to be realized 

in the population (ρ2), while those in the future sample category estimate the effect likely to be 
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found upon replication of the study with a new sample, also called the coefficient of cross-

validation (ρc
2) (Cattin, 1980; Huberty & Mourad, 1980; Snyder & Lawson, 1993; Yin & Fan, 

2001). The population coefficient of determination (ρ2)  is often sought in explanatory research 

situations where the relationship between a set of predictors and a criterion variable is the focus 

of the analysis. The coefficient of cross-validation (ρc
2) is typically of interest in predictive 

research where the efficacy of a predictive equation with a new sample is the primary objective 

(Kromrey & Hines, 1995). As Snyder and Lawson (1993) explained, greater shrinkage can be 

expected with future sample estimates because “[they] must adjust for sampling error present in 

both the present study and some future study” (p. 340). Conversely, population effect estimates 

simply adjust for the sampling error influencing the present study’s data and, consequently, will 

be less conservative than estimates of the effect in future samples.  Because estimates of ρ2 and 

ρc
2 will likely produce different estimates of effect, it is important that researchers are aware of 

their differences and utilize the various types of adjustment formulae accordingly. 

Yin and Fan (2001) and Snyder and Lawson (1993) explored the effect of various factors  

on formula for adjusting R2. Through a series of heuristic source tables, Snyder and Lawson 

(1993) demonstrated the effect of four sample sizes (n=10, 30, 50, and 100) and four different 

uncorrected effect sizes (η2=.60, .30, and .10) on the magnitude of several corrected effect 

indices including the Ezekiel (1930) [miscited as the Wherry (1931) formula], Herzberg (1969), 

and Lord (1950) formulae. As one would expect given the theoretical influence of sample size on 

sampling error, larger sample sizes resulted in less correction while smaller sample sizes resulted 

in greater correction across the formulae. The opposite was true for uncorrected effect size; the 

greater the effect, the smaller the correction and visa versa (Snyder & Lawson, 1993). 
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Yin and Fan (2001) investigated the effectiveness of different adjustment formulae for 

adjusting R2 using Monte Carlo simulation methods. More specifically, they examined the effects 

of the population ρ2, sample size (N), number of predictor variables (p), the ratio of sample size 

to the number of predictors (N:p), and the degree of multicollinearity among the predictors on 

the performance of the fourteen adjustment formulae presented in Table 1. Based on their 

literature review, three values of population ρ2 were chosen: .20, .50, and .80. Number of 

predictors were chosen to be representative of the number of predictors of real data –  2, 4, and 8. 

Sample sizes of 20, 40, 60, 100, and 200 were chosen to represent those typically found in the 

educational and psychological literature. The N:p  ratio was determined based on the specified 

sample size and predictor set. Finally, intercorrelations of .10, .30, and .50 between the predictor 

variables were considered for the multicollinearity factor (Yin & Fan, 2001). 

Yin and Fan (2001) employed a fully-crossed design to investigate the effect of all 

combinations of factors on the adjustment formulae. Twenty-seven populations were generated 

to reflect the various combinations of multicollinearity conditions, numbers of predictors, and 

uncorrected population effects. Five hundred samples were drawn for each condition, and sample 

R2 values were obtained and compared to the population ρ2 and ρc
2.  

Results indicated that the Pratt formula (Claudy, 1978) most frequently provided the 

closest match to the population ρ2. The Browne formula was the most effective in estimating the 

population cross-validity coefficient ρc
2. Furthermore, the ratio of sample size to number of 

predictors was the most influential factor in estimating the shrinkage of R2. In fact, Yin and Fan 

(2001) found that when the N:p ratio equaled 100, most of the adjustment formulae gave 

“unbiased estimates across all sampling conditions” (p. 222). Of course, this finding is not 
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surprising given that R2 adjustment formulae largely consist of that very ratio (Thompson, 

1990a). 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the use of R2 adjustment formulae has not been 

limited to univariate applications such as multiple regression. Thompson (1990a) considered the 

use of corrected effects in canonical correlation analysis, a direct multivariate extension of 

multiple regression. Additionally, Thompson (1990a) and several others (see e.g., Barcikowski & 

Stevens, 1975; Thorndike & Weiss, 1973) examined the influence of sampling error on the 

canonical correlation coefficient and related statistics.  

Canonical Correlation Analysis 

 CCA was initially developed by Hotelling (1935) and has seen increased use over the 

years (Thompson, 1984). Its primary purpose is to describe the relationship between synthetic 

composites of two sets of variables, although CCA can be extended to more than two variable 

sets. The complexity of the results with 2+ variable sets, however, would likely make 

interpretation too complicated for practical applications. 

 Like other parametric methods, CCA applies weights, called standardized canonical 

function coefficients, to observed variables to create synthetic variables (Campbell & Taylor, 

1996; Henson, 2000; Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 1984, 1991). These synthetic variables 

are the focus of canonical analysis. For this reason and the facts that all analyses are correlational 

and produce r2-type effect size estimates, CCA has been shown to subsume all other classical 

parametric methods such as analysis of variance and regression (Baggaley, 1981; Knapp, 1978). 

Among others (see e.g., Campbell & Taylor, 1996; Henson, 2000),  Knapp (1978) demonstrated 

CCA as the general linear model and concluded that “virtually all of the commonly encountered 

parametric tests of significance can be treated as special cases of canonical correlation” (p. 11). It 
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is important to note, however, that structural equation modeling actually subsumes all classical 

parametric methods, including CCA, but differs in that it takes measurement error into account. 

As stated, weights are applied to the variables in both the predictor and criterion sets to 

obtain two synthetic (or latent) variables. This is completed through use of linear equations that 

are 

directly analogous to the use of linear equations in the more familiar multiple regression 

in which beta (β) weights are multiplied with observed scores (in Z score form) and then 

summed to yield synthetic predicted scores (i.e., Y’ =  β1x1 + β2x2) (Sherry & Henson, 

2005, p. 39). 

For a more technical explanation of the weighting process used in CCA, see Cooley and Lohnes 

(1971). Through this process, two synthetic variables are formed – one for the predictor variable 

set and one for the criterion variable set. The measure of effect, or canonical correlation 

coefficient (Rc), is then calculated as the simple bivariate correlation (in the common case with 

two sets of variables, although more are possible) between the two synthetic variables (Campbell 

& Taylor, 1996; Henson, 2000; Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 1984, 1991). It is important 

to note that the goal of CCA is to maximize this correlation (Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 

1984, 1991). It is in this optimization process, however, that sample-specific variation can 

become problematic because, although it was considered in determining the sample magnitude of 

effect, the sample-specific variance cannot be expected to exist in a new sample. Thus, one 

would anticipate a lower magnitude of effect in the population and/or replication with a new 

sample.  

 When squared, the canonical correlation (Rc
2) represents the proportion of variance that 

two synthetic CCA composites linearly share (Henson, 2000; Sherry & Henson, 2005; 
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Thompson, 1984). In other words, Rc
2 denotes the percentage of variability in the criterion 

variable set that can be explained with knowledge of the independent variable sets.  

 In univariate parametric methods such as multiple regression, only one set of weights is 

produced (Thompson, 1991). But, CCA produces several sets of weights and consequently, 

several synthetic variables, each of which is associated with a separate “canonical function” or 

variate (Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 1991). These functions are directly analogous to 

principal components in factor analysis; “[they] are uncorrelated or orthogonal, and can be 

rotated in various ways” (Thompson, 1991, p. 18). The number of functions produced by CCA is 

equal to the number of variables in the smaller variable set (Sherry & Henson, 2005; Thompson, 

1984, 1991), explaining why there is only one set of weights (one implicit function) in multiple 

regression analyses – the smaller variable “set” contains only the criterion variable. 

It is important to note, however, that not all canonical functions are noteworthy. As a 

result, it is important for researchers to decide which canonical functions should be interpreted. 

Thompson (1991) recommended examining both statistical significance test results and the 

canonical correlation coefficient when determining how many canonical functions to interpret in 

a given research scenario.  

 Like other parametric analyses, the use of canonical correlation analysis demands that 

several assumptions be met. The canonical analysis could be completed without meeting the 

following assumptions, but the results would likely be compromised. The assumptions include: 

(a) that measurement error be minimized so as to not attenuate the effects, (b) the variables’ 

variances not be restricted so as to not attenuate the effect, and that (c) the shapes of the 

variables’ distributions be reasonably similar (Thompson, 1984). Regarding the latter, Thompson 

(1984) noted that, except when testing the statistical significance of the effect, normality need 
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not be considered an assumption of CCA. Such an assumption would naturally preclude use of 

dichotomously scaled variables (Thompson, 1984), variables that CCA has been shown to 

accommodate (Maxwell, 1961).  But, as stated, the shapes of the variables’ distributions must 

still be roughly similar as to not attenuate the effects. 

Bias in Rc Estimates 

 Similar to the univariate application of R2, studies have shown that the squared canonical  

correlation coefficient can be positively biased due to the influence of sampling error (e.g., 

Thompson, 1990a; Thorndike & Weiss, 1973). See Table 3 for a concise presentation of studies 

that have examined this phenomenon. 

Thorndike and Weiss (1973) first investigated the impact of sampling error on the 

canonical correlation. They used real data obtained from two different sources – clients of the 

Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and data from Thorndike et al. (1968) (N=789 

and 505, respectively) – to investigate the stability of the canonical correlation. Study 1 used 

scores from the former group, for which subjects completed the Minnesota Vocational Interest 

Inventory (MVII) and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality InventoryTM (MMPI) (NCS 

Pearson, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, www.pearsonncs.com). The scores from the subscales 

(21 and 10 subscales, respectively) of each inventory made up the two sets for this group of 

subjects. Study 2 was comprised of the latter group who completed the MVII (21 subscales) and 

the Minnesota Importance Questionnaire (MIQ) (20 subscales). Subjects from both sources were 

randomly split into two groups each (n=418 and 371 and n=246 and 259, respectively) for a total 

of four groups. Canonical analyses were run on each of the four groups, and canonical 

correlations were obtained for each of the subgroups. The authors calculated the cross-validated 

canonical correlations for each study as well by applying the weights of one subgroup to the 
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other and visa versa. Cross-validation is often used as an internal method of replication to 

examine bias that may be sample-specific.  

 

Table 3 
Characteristics of Three Studies of Bias in the Canonical Correlation Coefficient 
 Study 

Study Characteristics  

Thorndike & 
Weiss  
(1973) 

Barcikowski & 
Stevens 
 (1975)  

Thompson 
(1990a) 

       
Sample size  246-418  200-3000  18-480 
No. of variables  31, 41  7-41  6-12 
No. of variables in larger set  21, 21  10, 10  4-10 
No. of variables in smaller set  10, 20  2-20  2-6 
n per variable  6-13.5  4.9-428.6  3-40 
n samples  1, 1  100  1,000 
Dataa  Real  Modeled  Synthetic 
n of conditions investigated  2 (1 + 1)  120 (8 x 15)  64 (4 x 4 x 4) 
Note. From “Invariance of Multivariate Results: A Monte Carlo Study of Canonical Function and 
Structure Coefficients,” by B. Thompson, 1990, Journal of Experimental Education, 59, p. 370. 
Copyright 1990 by Heldref Publications. Adapted with permission of the Helen Dwight Reid 
Educational Foundation. Published by Heldref Publications, 1319 18th Street, NW, Washington, 
D.C., 20036-1802. heldref.org. a”Real” data were data from a study with real subjects. 
“Modeled” data were synthetic data created such that the population data matched sample 
statistics taken from studies with real subjects. “Synthetic” data were randomly created such that 
the populations possessed desired variations, but those variations were not dictated by statistics 
from other studies.   
 

Thorndike and Weiss (1973) compared the canonical correlation with the cross-validated  

canonical correlation for each of the four subgroups. For Study 1, differences between the 

obtained and cross-validated canonical correlations ranged from 0.08 to 0.26. The results of 

Study 2 indicated even greater bias, with differences between the obtained and cross-validated 

Rcs ranging from 0.24 to 0.59. These large differences implied that sample-specific covariation 

may affect sample results, prompting the authors to recommend the use of double cross-

validation when one applies canonical methods before valid generalizations can be made, 
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especially in cases where the results will be used for prediction purposes (Thorndike & Weiss, 

1973). It is prudent to note that the division of the samples may have affected results as well. 

 Barcikowski and Stevens (1975) also investigated the effect of sampling error on the 

canonical correlation. They selected 8 correlation matrices from the literature [two of which were 

from Thorndike and Weiss (1973)] and, using a procedure described by Huberty (1969), 

generated data with the same properties as the selected datasets. Each of the correlation matrices 

was treated as a separate population. Finally, sample correlation matrices were generated from 

the population matrices, and canonical correlation analyses were performed. The number of 

variables ranged from 7 to 41, and the sample sizes ranged from 200-3000 in increments of 200. 

Each sample size was replicated 100 times. The results indicated that the canonical correlations 

were “very stable under replication” (Barcikowski & Stevens, 1975, p. 362), even in the cases of 

small sample sizes (e.g., 100-200).  

 Thorndike (1976) and Thompson (1990a) subsequently criticized Barcikowski and 

Stevens (1975) on different grounds. Thorndike (1976) claimed that they did not provide 

information regarding the sampling distributions of canonical correlations that were “probably 

available to them” (p. 250). He contended that this information would have empirically 

demonstrated whether the canonical correlation was a biased estimate of effect as well as the 

impact that various sample sizes would have on the canonical correlation (Thorndike, 1976). 

Barcikowski and Stevens (1976) responded by pointing out that the canonical correlations were 

not their primary focus, but, had they been, information regarding the sampling distributions 

would have been compelling information. 

In his investigation of the bias associated with the canonical correlation, Thompson’s 

(1990a) results contradicted those of Barcikowski and Stevens (1975). Unlike the studies by 
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Thorndike and Weiss (1973) and Barcikowski and Stevens (1975) that employed real and 

modeled data, respectively, Thompson (1990a) used Monte Carlo methods to simulate data such 

that it met predetermined properties. In addition to examining the bias associated with Rc, 

Thompson (1990a) used the simulated data to empirically derive a correction factor to adjust Rc
2 

similar to those used to adjust R2.  

The simulation began with the creation of four populations of data (N=6,000 x the 

number of variables) that possessed particular between- and within-set correlations. A total of 

four conditions were investigated – between- and within-set correlations as well as sample size 

and variable sets. Specifically, the following correlation matrices (varying both the between- and 

within-set correlation conditions) were investigated: (a) matrix in which both within- and 

between-set correlations were zero, (b) matrix in which the within-set correlations were zero, but 

the between-set correlations ranged from zero to 0.6 (c) population in which the within-set 

correlations ranged from zero to 0.6, and the between-set correlations were zero, (d) population 

in which both within- and between-set correlations were moderate (i.e., approximately 0.25) and 

homogeneous. Thompson (1990a) maintained that these four matrices reflected “the range of 

plausible factors that were thought to potentially influence bias in Rc” (p. 20). Matrix (a) was 

chosen because it represented the case in which the null hypothesis was true in the population. 

Matrices (b) and (c) represented cases in which large effects would likely be found, while matrix 

(d) represented the more typical result – where both within- and between-set correlations were 

moderate in magnitude. The study varied sample sizes and variable sets as well. Variable set 

combinations included: (a) 6+6 (v=12), (b) 4+4 (v=8), (c) 4+2 (v=6), and (d) 10+2 (v=12). 

Finally, four sample size ratios – 3, 10, 25, and 40 cases per variable – were considered 

(Thompson, 1990a).  
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Thompson (1990a) employed a fully-crossed design incorporating the conditions noted 

above. Thus, 64 (i.e., 4 correlation matrices x 4 sample sizes x 4 variable sets) condition 

combinations were investigated. For each condition combination, 1,000 random samples were 

drawn and analyzed, resulting in 64,000 canonical correlation analyses for interpretation. 

Sample deviations for the true population parameters were calculated and examined. 

Specifically, the difference between the sample Rc
2 and population Rc

2 were computed for the 

first three canonical functions as well as the standard deviations of Rc
2 (akin to standard errors) 

(Thompson, 1990a, p. 23) for the first three functions. Thompson (1990a) then examined the 

bivariate correlations between these six deviation scores and 11 factors of interest including: (a) 

the number of variables in the predictor set, (b) the number of variables in the criterion set, (c) 

the total number of variables, (d) the number of subjects sampled per variable, (e) the total 

number of subjects, (f) the mean of the squared correlations between the variable sets (i.e., 

interdomain correlation), (g) the standard deviation of the squared interdomain correlations, (h) 

the mean of the squared correlations among variables within the predictor sets (i.e., intradomain 

correlation), (i) the standard deviation of the squared intradomain correlations within the 

predictor sets, (j) the mean of the squared intradomain correlations among variables within the 

criterion sets,  and (k) the standard deviation of the squared intradomain correlations with the 

criterion sets. Stepwise regression analyses were then performed to select the best predictor(s) of 

the variance in the deviation scores.  The ratio of subjects to variables emerged as the best 

predictor in all six analyses (i.e., one for each of the three Rc
2 deviation scores and three Rc

2 

standard error deviations). Since the bivariate correlations between these values were positive, 

Thompson (1990a) concluded that a greater number of subjects per variable could potentially 

lead to less bias in Rc
2. Furthermore, Thompson (1990a) found that, while the estimates of Rc 
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were somewhat positively biased, the bias was minimal unless a ratio “as small as three to one” 

was used (p. 27). The bias even then could be minimized in some situations if the value of Rc 

was moderate to large (e.g., greater than .40) (Thompson, 1990a).        

Because Thompson (1990a) used stepwise methodology, it is prudent to note that, since 

that time, Thompson (1995, 2001) has written much regarding the “evil” (Thompson, 2001, p. 

86) nature of stepwise methods. Thompson (1995, 2001) identified three reasons why stepwise 

methods should not be used: (a) statistical packages use the wrong degrees of freedom in their 

calculations which, in turn, incorrectly inflates the chance of obtaining a statistically significant 

F ratio,  (b) stepwise methods do not always pick the best subset of predictors as many 

researchers believe that they do, and (c) they capitalize on sampling error and, for that reason, 

cannot be trusted to replicate. It is possible, then, that the results found in Thompson (1990a) 

could be in error. However, knowledge of the factors that influence sampling error (e.g., sample 

size) can restore some confidence that Thompson’s (1990a) conclusions regarding the effect of 

sample size on Rc
2 were likely correct. 

Thompson’s (1990a) results also provided “an empirical basis for isolating a correction 

formula for Rc” (p. 25). Because Rc is simply an extension of the multiple correlation coefficient 

(R) (Thompson & Borello, 1985), Thompson (1990a) considered the use of correction formula 

typically used to adjust multiple R for use in the canonical case. See Table 1 for various 

adjustment formulae for R2; Thompson (1990a) investigated the Ezekiel (1930) [sometimes 

mistakenly cited as the Wherry (1931) formula, as was the case in Thompson (1990a)] and 

Olkin-Pratt (1958) formulae for use in adjusting canonical results. As is evident from the two 

formulae, adjustments are made to R2 based largely on the ratio of the number of subjects to the 
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number of variables. It made logical sense, on both empirical and theoretical grounds, that the 

formulae used to adjust multiple R2 could likely be used to adjust Rc
2 (Thompson, 1990a). 

Acting on this reasoning, Thompson (1990a) applied the Ezekiel (1930) and Olkin-Pratt 

(1958) formulae to the squared canonical correlations. Results indicated that the amount of 

correction was very small when Rc was large, often regardless of the ratio of subject to variables. 

Furthermore, Thompson (1990a) found that, when Rc was large, the correction became 

disproportionately smaller as more subjects were added. As Thompson (1990a) explained, “the 

effects of adding the first 10 subjects, for example, will be greater than the effects of adding the 

next 10 subjects” (p. 26).  

Regarding the choice of adjustment formulae, Thompson (1990a) concluded that the 

Ezekiel correction was more appropriate for the adjustment of Rc than the Olkin-Pratt correction. 

Thompson (1990a) chose the Ezekiel over the Olkin-Pratt formulae because it was more 

computationally simple and yielded roughly the same correction as the Olkin-Pratt. Thompson 

(1990a) did find, however, that the Ezekiel correction could be somewhat overly conservative, 

particularly in the cases of a small sample or small uncorrected Rc. As a result, he suggested 

using the adjusted coefficient as a lower bound in determining where a true population value 

would most likely lie. Thompson (1990a) explained that, “the researcher can be reasonably 

certain that the true population values will lie between the adjusted Rc and the calculated Rc for a 

given canonical function” (p. 29).    

In sum, Thompson (1990a) determined that the bias in Rc was less than had been 

speculated (e.g., Cooley & Lohnes, 1976, p. 212; Cliff, 1987, p. 446), but was still pronounced 

when the sample size to variable ratio was low and/or the magnitude of Rc was small. Moreover, 

Thompson (1990a) confirmed that adjusted R2 formulae, particularly the formula credited to 
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Ezekiel (1930), could be applied with some confidence to canonical results to obtain a more 

accurate range of the population effect.  

Multivariate Nonnormality 

 The studies detailed thus far all investigated the bias in Rc when the data were 

multivariate normal. The present study investigated the bias in Rc when the data were nonnormal. 

Thus, a review of multivariate normality is warranted as well as a discussion of the various 

procedures used to generate multivariate nonnormal data. 

 Many multivariate methods assume a multivariate normal distribution. For example, 

analyses incorporating ordinary least squares, generalized least squares, or maximum likelihood 

estimation methods all assume that the data are multivariate normal (Thompson, 1998b), 

particularly when evaluating statistical significance. Accordingly, Henson (1999) suggested, that 

“multivariate normality, then, is an important assumption that should be evaluated in studies that 

draw inferences presuming that analytic assumptions have been met” (p. 195). How strictly these 

assumptions should be enforced, however, is a matter of how robust a particular analysis is to 

violation of the normality assumption.  

Multivariate Normality 

 A conceptual explanation of multivariate normality first requires a discussion of 

univariate and bivariate normality, as they are conditions of a multivariate normal distribution. In 

other words, for a dataset to be multivariate normal, all of the marginal distributions must be 

univariate normal, and each paired combination of the marginal scores must be bivariate normal. 

But, a dataset that is univariate and bivariate normal will not necessarily be multivariate normal. 
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Univariate normality. Univariate normality is determined by examination of the 

univariate kurtosis coefficient, which can be computed using the following formula (Olsson et 

al., 2000): 
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Typically, researchers subtract b2 from 3, so that a perfectly normal distribution will have 

kurtosis equal to 0. It is important to note, however, that there are an infinite number of normal 

distributions (Bump, 1991). Normality simply measures the relative height to width of the curve 

of a distribution. It is conceivable then (even likely), that a normal distribution could take many 

shapes.  

A non-zero kurtosis coefficient indicates a nonnormal distribution that can vary as a 

matter of degree based on the magnitude of the coefficient. As one would expect, a larger 

kurtosis coefficient would indicate a more severely kurtotic (i.e., nonnormal) distribution while a 

smaller coefficient would denote less severe kurtosis. In addition, kurtotic distributions are often 

labeled based on whether the kurtosis coefficient is positive or negative. For example, a 

leptokurtic distribution is one that is taller and thinner than a normal distribution; it is denoted 

with a positive kurtosis coefficient. A negative kurtosis coefficient indicates a platykurtic 

distribution or one that is shorter and wider than a normal distribution (Henson, 1999).       

 The skewness, or degree of symmetry, of a distribution can also affect its normality. For 

example, a distribution must be symmetrical to be normal. The opposite is not true, however. If a 

distribution is symmetrical, it may or may not be normal, as with the case of a bimodal 

distribution. The coefficient used to assess the skew of a distribution can be calculated using 

(Olsson et al., 2000): 
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A skewness coefficient of zero denotes a perfectly symmetrical distribution. A positive 

coefficient indicates a positive skew (i.e., tail of the distribution points to higher numbers) while 

a negative coefficient indicates a negative skew (i.e., tail of the distribution directed toward the 

smaller numbers).  

 Bivariate normality. As mentioned previously, multivariate distributions must possess 

marginal distributions that are univariate normal as well as bivariate normal, although the 

satisfaction of these conditions alone is insufficient for a dataset to be multivariate normal. A 

distribution is bivariate normal when “all possible linear combinations of two variables are also 

normally distributed” (Henson, 1999, p. 198).  

 A thorough, graphic explanation of bivariate normality can be found in Henson (1999). 

For the present purposes, however, it is sufficient to understand that, when plotted, the linear 

combination of two variables results in a bell-shaped figure. To conceptually explain the result of 

plotting all pairwise combinations of two variables, it is first necessary to consider a simple 

scattergram of two variables. The scattergram would result in a two-dimensional figure with 

points gathered around the centroid (i.e., the plotted means of the two variables) in a circular 

(weaker relationship between variables – r approaches 0) or an elliptical shape (stronger 

relationship – r approaching -1 or 1).  

However, the scattergram represents only one of the possible pairwise combinations of 

two variables. For bivariate normality to hold, all pairwise combinations of the two variables 

must be considered, resulting in multiple plots of the same coordinate. Henson (1999) provided 

an accessible explanation of this plotting process: 
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a three-dimensional space must be considered as multiple plots of the same coordinate 

begin to stack on top [of] each other like ping pong balls, creating a third frequency axis. 

This axis will be perpendicular to the original two-dimensional X and Y plane (p. 198). 

In other words, the scattergram we considered takes on a three-dimensional shape as the points 

from the remaining pairwise combinations (ping pong balls) are stacked on and around those 

points. As with the scattergram, the majority of the coordinates will group around the centroid 

resulting in a three-dimensional bell-shaped object. As with the scattergram, the bell may take a 

circular or elliptical shape. For bivariate normality to hold, each and every two-dimensional 

plane, or “slice”, through the centroid must be univariate normal (Henson, 1999). This illustrates 

why univariate normality of the marginal distribution is a necessary, but insufficient condition 

for multivariate normality. 

 Multivariate normality. The concept of multivariate normality is simply an extension of 

bivariate normality. Similar to bivariate normality, for a dataset to be multivariate normal, all 

linear combinations of the variables must be normal. However, because there are more than two 

variables, when plotted, the combinations become multidimensional. This results in a four-

dimensional figure that cannot be easily represented graphically. But, like bivariate normality, all 

three-dimensional sections would need to be normal for multivariate normality to hold (Henson, 

1999).  

 As discussed, many conditions must be met for variables to be multivariate normal 

including, but not limited to, univariate and bivariate normality of the variables. As with 

univariate normality, any deviation from multivariate normality is considered nonnormal to some 

degree. Because univariate normality and bivariate normality are necessary conditions for 

multivariate normality to hold, it logically follows that, if either condition is not met, the 
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resulting data will not be multivariate normal. This logic will be used in the present study. 

Specifically, data will be generated such that it is multivariate nonnormal by incorporating 

nonnormal marginal distributions. Because the variables will be univariate nonnormal, one can 

deduce that the variables will be multivariate nonnormal as well. 

Generation of Multivariate Nonnormal Data 

There are many methods available for generating univariate nonnormal distributions, but 

only a few methods of multivariate nonnormal generation exist (Yuan & Bentler, 1997). 

Fleishman (1978) introduced a method that relies on a polynomial transformation to transform 

individual normally distributed variables into distributions with desired levels of skewness 

and/or kurtosis. Following Fleishman’s (1978) “power method” (p. 522), the transformation for 

generation of a nonnormal variable takes the form 

     32 dZcZbZaY +++=    (15) 

where Z = a normally standardized distributed variable (i.e., M=0, SD=1) and a, b, c, d = 

coefficients derived by solving equations (16), (17), (18), (19) where M=0, SD=1, skew=γ1 and 

kurtosis=γ2 . The transformation is individually applied to each marginal distribution in the 

multivariate dataset.  
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Equations (15) and (16) would be solved using the Newton-Raphson iterative method with 

convergence occurring when the difference between the expected and observed first four 

moments (i.e., mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis) of Y is less than 10-15 (Fleishman, 1978). 

 Fleishman’s power transformation method has been criticized on several fronts, two of 

which are relevant here. First, it cannot produce distributions with all possible combinations of 

skew and kurtosis (Fleishman, 1978; Tadikamalla, 1980). Specifically, the power method is 

unable to generate distributions with extreme combinations of skew and kurtosis. But, as 

Tadikamalla (1980) discovered in a comparative study of six methods, “Fleishman’s procedure 

was the easiest to implement and executed most quickly” (Vale & Maurelli, 1983, p. 465). As a 

result, Tadikamalla (1980) recommended the use of Fleishman’s method “if what is needed is a 

method to generate different distributions with the least amount of difficulty and as efficiently as 

possible” (p. 278).  

The second and perhaps most important drawback associated with Fleishman’s power 

transformation method is that, on its own, it cannot produce multivariate data that is correlated. 

Fleishman’s (1978) method produces nonnormal data by applying univariate transformations to 

variables individually. It is often extended to produce multivariate data using a matrix 

decomposition procedure (cf. Kaiser & Dickman, 1962) that begins with specification of the 

desired population correlation matrix. The correlation matrix is subsequently factor analyzed to 

obtain the component weights. Then, a series of random numbers are generated for each 

component. The random numbers are multiplied by the respective component weights and 

summed to produce the random variables for the multivariate dataset. This process culminates in 

a dataset that is multivariate normal and possesses the desired intercorrelations set forth in the 

population correlation matrix.  
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To make the variables nonnormal, Fleishman’s power transformation can be applied to 

each of the marginal distributions. This procedure works well for data that are perfectly 

uncorrelated. But, when the data are correlated, as is the case with many behavioral applications, 

the matrix decomposition procedure and power method negatively interact, often yielding data 

that do not possess the desired intercorrelations (Vale & Maurelli, 1983).  

Vale and Maurelli (1983) provided a method by which this interaction can be 

counteracted.  It involves an intermediate correlation matrix. When the intermediate correlation 

matrix is inputted in place of the population correlation matrix, the result is a dataset with desired 

correlations as well as the desired levels of skew and kurtosis. 

Derivation of an intermediate correlation between two variables begins with the 

computation of the Fleishman’s’ power transformation coefficients a, b, c, and d. The 

intermediate correlation can then be determined using the following formula  

 ( ) ( ) ( )21
3

21
2

21212121 62933
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where X1 and X2 are normal variables that correspond to Y1 and Y2, and a, b, c, and d are the 

Fleishman’s power function weights (Vale & Maurelli, 1983). Intermediate correlations should 

be calculated for each bivariate relationship in the original matrix of association. Once 

assembled, the intermediate correlation matrix can be subjected to the matrix decomposition 

procedure followed by Fleishman’s power transformation method to obtain a multivariate 

nonnormal dataset with the desired intercorrelations.  

Summary 

 This chapter reviewed the relevant literature for the present study. Articles discussing the 

various limitations of NHSTs were discussed as well as those promoting the reporting of effect 

sizes with results. The use of corrected effects was reviewed, paying particular attention to their 
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use with the canonical correlation coefficient. Studies investigating the bias and precision of the 

canonical correlation coefficient under normal data conditions were reviewed. The concepts of 

multivariate normality and nonnormality were discussed. Finally, methods that have been used to 

generate multivariate nonnormal data were presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Introduction 
 

 This chapter provides the methodology for the present study. As enumerated in Chapter 

1, the purposes of this study are to: 

1. Compare the degree of bias associated with the squared canonical correlation 

coefficient (Rc
2) gained from distributions possessing varying degrees of 

nonnormality to that found with normal distributions. 

2. Identify formula(e) that, when the normality assumption has been met, adjusts 

the squared canonical correlation coefficient such that it most closely 

approximates the true population effect.  

3. Identify formula(e) that, when the data is nonnormal, adjusts the squared 

canonical correlation coefficient such that it most closely approximates the 

true population effect. 

This was accomplished using Monte Carlo data simulation methods. More specifically, 

populations of data (N=1,000,000) with specified characteristics were generated, from which 

5,000 samples for each condition (conditions are detailed below) were drawn. The replications 

provided a sampling distribution of Rc
2 for each condition, from which interpretations were made 

regarding the various conditions’ effects, if any, on the squared canonical correlation coefficient. 

It is interesting to note that, because R2 (and, by extension, Rc
2) is an indeterminant fit statistic, 

no sampling distributions exist for the squared effect size. This study provides information about 

this fit statistic by generating a theoretical sampling distribution using Monte Carlo simulation 

methods.  
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Research Design  

 The present study manipulated five data conditions to determine the degree of bias 

associated with the squared canonical correlation coefficient:  

1. Distribution shape  

2. Variable sets  

3. Sample size 

4. Within-set correlation 

5. Between-set correlation 

The first condition was selected for investigation due to the paucity of research that exists 

concerning the performance of Rc
2 under nonnormal data conditions. The next two characteristics 

– variable sets and sample sizes – were replications of those investigated by Thompson (1990a, 

1990b). Finally, within- and between-set correlations were investigated to determine the effect of 

various correlations on Rc
2. The investigation of these characteristics facilitated comparison of 

results under normal theory to those found under multivariate nonnormal data conditions. The 

condition levels were fully crossed for a total of 672 condition combinations: 6 distribution 

shapes, 4 variable sets, 4 sample sizes, and 7 correlation matrices with varying combinations of 

within- and between-set correlations. 5,000 replications were completed for each condition 

combination, resulting in 3,360,000 total canonical correlation analyses.  

With regard to distribution shape, studies investigating the effect of nonnormal 

distributions have found that tests for variances and covariances (e.g., CCA) are more affected 

by kurtosis than skewness (Mardia, Kent, & Bibby, 1979). As a result, distributions for this study 

were generated with specified kurtosis levels while skewness was held constant at symmetry 
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(i.e., skewness = 0). Five multivariate distributions with the following properties were randomly 

generated for each correlation matrix:  

(c) Negligible kurtosis – b2= -1, 1, 3 

(d) Moderate kurtosis – b2= 5, 8 

A multivariate normal distribution was generated in addition to the kurtotic distributions to 

facilitate comparison between the results of the analyses with normal and nonnormal 

distributions. 

One purpose of this study is to identify not only how multivariate nonnormality (i.e., 

kurtotic distributions) affects canonical results, but also how the degree (e.g., negligible to 

extreme) of kurtosis affects the results. As a result, it was necessary to isolate the degree of 

kurtosis for each data set. One reasonable way to do this is to populate the multivariate data set 

with univariate distributions possessing homogenous kurtosis levels (see Curran, West, & Finch, 

1996; Fouladi, 2000; Nevitt & Hancock, 2001; Olsson, Foss, Troye, & Howell, 2000). Marginal 

distributions with heterogeneous kurtosis levels are not conducive to the generation of 

multivariate data sets with pre-specified kurtosis and would complicate interpretation of the 

effect of kurtosis on the canonical results. Therefore, the nonnormal data sets in the present study 

were made up of marginal distributions with homogenous univariate kurtosis levels. All of the 

univariate marginal distributions must be normal for multivariate data to be multivariate normal 

(Henson, 1999). Because the marginal distributions used in the present study were univariate 

nonnormal (except for the normal data set that will be generated for comparison purposes), it 

logically follows that the multivariate data set was nonnormal as well. Mardia’s (1985) 

coefficient of multivariate kurtosis was calculated to provide information as to the degree of 

multivariate nonnormality. 
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 The second condition that was manipulated involved the variable sets. Given the direct 

influence that the number of variables in a model has on sampling error (i.e., as the number of 

variables increase, so does the theoretical amount of sampling error), the manipulation of this 

condition had the potential to provide interesting results. For comparison purposes, the variable 

sets from Thompson’s (1990a) study were replicated in the present study: (a) 6 + 6 (v=12), (b) 4 

+ 4 (v=8), (c) 4 + 2 (v=6), (d) 10 + 2 (v=12). These sets were chosen because they represent the 

numbers of variables commonly seen in analytic practice.  

The third condition considered in the study was sample size (N). The investigation of this 

condition has the potential to provide particularly interesting results because of the direct 

theoretical influence of sample size on sampling error (i.e., as sample size increases, sampling 

error theoretically decreases). Again for comparison purposes, I chose to follow Thompson 

(1990a, 1990b) and include 3, 10, 25, and 40 cases per variable to represent the spectrum of 

sample size to variable ratios one might typically encounter in educational research applications. 

The wide range of sample sizes allowed investigation of the effect of both the high and low ends 

of sample size on the canonical correlation coefficient. 

 Given the direct influence of uncorrected R2 (and by extension, uncorrected Rc
2) on the 

theoretical amount of sampling error present in a sample (i.e., as R2 increases, sampling error 

theoretically decreases), the investigation of a continuum of correlation combinations was 

warranted. Seven correlation matrices served as the foundation of the analyses: a null model (i.e., 

all correlations equal to 0) and six combinations of within- and between-set correlations.   

In typical practice, one would likely see moderate to large within-set correlations as it is common 

to populate sets in CCA with variables that measure similar constructs. As a result, this study 

incorporated moderate to large within-set correlations in the correlation matrices. Between-set 
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correlations would likely be more variable in practical applications. As a result, I incorporated a 

broader range of between-set correlations – small, medium, and large – into the correlation 

matrices. Correlation matrices incorporating all pairwise combinations of within- and between-

set correlation levels mentioned above were considered. Table 1 presents these combinations. 

Tables 4 - 10 present the correlation matrices (a) – (g), respectively. 

 It is prudent to note, however, that matrix (f) was not positive definite and, as a result, the 

factor analysis used in the data generation procedure for this matrix could not return a usable 

solution with the correlations originally designated. It was necessary then to revise the 

correlations in order to obtain a solution. As Table 9 indicates, the within-set correlations were 

changed to .43 while the between-set correlations remained the same (i.e., .5). The .43 value was 

the smallest correlation that was greater than the original value of .3 that allowed the factor 

analysis to run. The revised value is still a reasonable within-set correlation for comparative 

purposes with practical applications of canonical correlation analysis.   

Cohen’s (1988) descriptions of small, moderate, and large effects (.2, .5, .8, respectively) 

were used to determine the entries in the correlation matrices. The magnitudes of effect 

mentioned above are values for d, a standardized mean difference effect size measure. Cohen 

(1988, p. 23) proposed an approximate d to r conversion formula  

        (1) 

 

that can be used to convert the d values to values of r. Cohen (1988) offered the following 

conventions for values of r to correspond to the d benchmarks (r=.1, .3, and .5 indicating small, 

medium, and large effects, respectively) (Henson, in press). 

42 +
=

d
dr
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 It is important to note, however, that these values should not be considered rigid criteria 

for determining result importance. Effects should always be considered in the context of the 

study from which they result to determine if they indicate a small, moderate, or large effect.  In 

the present paper, I use the wording “small”, “moderate”, and “large” only to refer to the various 

effects; my choice of wording does not indicate that the various magnitudes will always  

represent small, moderate, and large effects. Furthermore, Cohen’s (1988) effect size rules of 

thumb were originally presented for use in univariate contexts. In multivariate contexts, one 

could conceivably expect larger effects as a result of the additional variance made available for 

prediction by multiple dependent variables. There is little research to support these guidelines for 

multivariate outcomes, however, so the univariate approximations will be used in this study.  

Populations of data were randomly generated that mirrored the correlation matrices at the 

kurtosis levels previously specified. A total of 42 multivariate populations (N=100,000) were 

created (i.e., all paired combinations of the 6 distribution shapes [1 multivariate normal and 5 

kurtotic] and the 7 correlation matrices). Furthermore, note that the matrices contained 16 

variables each. This was designed to encompass each of the variable sets that were investigated. 

See the table notes for information on which variables made up the various sets.   
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Table 4 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (a) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
2    1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
3      1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
4        1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
5          1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
6            1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
7              1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
8                1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
9                  1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
10                    1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
11                      1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
12                        1.00  .00  .00  .00  .00 
13                          1.00  .00  .00  .00 
14                            1.00  .00  .00 
15                              1.00  .00 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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Table 5 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (b) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
2    1.00  30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
3      1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
4        1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
5          1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
6            1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
7              1.00  .30  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
8                1.00  .30  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
9                  1.00  .30  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
10                    1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
11                      1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
12                        1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30 
13                          1.00  .30  .30  .30 
14                            1.00  .30  .30 
15                              1.00  .30 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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Table 6 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (c) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
2    1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
3      1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
4        1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
5          1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
6            1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
7              1.00  .50  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
8                1.00  .50  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
9                  1.00  .50  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10  .10 
10                    1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
11                      1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
12                        1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50 
13                          1.00  .50  .50  .50 
14                            1.00  .50  .50 
15                              1.00  .50 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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Table 7 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (d) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
2    1.00  30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
3      1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
4        1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
5          1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
6            1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
7              1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
8                1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
9                  1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
10                    1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
11                      1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
12                        1.00  .30  .30  .30  .30 
13                          1.00  .30  .30  .30 
14                            1.00  .30  .30 
15                              1.00  .30 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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Table 8 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (e) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
2    1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
3      1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
4        1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
5          1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
6            1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
7              1.00  .50  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
8                1.00  .50  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
9                  1.00  .50  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30 
10                    1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
11                      1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
12                        1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50 
13                          1.00  .50  .50  .50 
14                            1.00  .50  .50 
15                              1.00  .50 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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Table 9 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (f) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
2    1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
3      1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
4        1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
5          1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
6            1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
7              1.00  .43  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
8                1.00  .43  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
9                  1.00  .43  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
10                    1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43  .43 
11                      1.00  .30  .43  .43  .43  .43 
12                        1.00  .43  .43  .43  .43 
13                          1.00  .43  .43  .43 
14                            1.00  .43  .43 
15                              1.00  .43 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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Table 10 
Expected Population Correlation Coefficients for Matrix (g) 
  Variables 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
1  1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
2    1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
3      1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
4        1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
5          1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
6            1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
7              1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
8                1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
9                  1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
10                    1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
11                      1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50  .50 
12                        1.00  .50  .50  .50  .50 
13                          1.00  .50  .50  .50 
14                            1.00  .50  .50 
15                              1.00  .50 
16                                1.00 
Note. Variable combination (a) [6+6 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-6, set 2 = variables 11-16; variable combination (b) [4+4 (v=8)] will consist of set 
1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 13-16; variable combination (c) [4+2 (v=6)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-4, set 2 = variables 15-16; variable combination 
(d) [10+2 (v=12)] will consist of set 1 = variables 1-10, set 2 = variables 15-16. 
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The second and third research questions involve the identification of Rc
2 adjustment 

formulae that most accurately adjust the squared canonical correlation coefficient for bias under 

normal and nonnormal data conditions, respectively. Adjusted Rc
2 values were calculated for 

each of the canonical analyses using the fourteen adjustment formulae presented in Table 1. The 

difference between the known population Rc
2 and the Adjusted Rc

2 values were calculated. 

Descriptive statistics of the differences including the mean and standard deviation were 

calculated for each formula to determine which produced the most accurate correction for each 

of the conditions. This procedure was followed for normal and nonnormal data conditions. 

Data Analysis  

Obtaining Canonical Results 

 CCA was performed with SAS® software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, www.sas.com) 

version 9.1.3 using syntax (see appendixes) and the Rc
2 values were computed for each of the 

canonical functions. The syntax was written by the author using the reference by Fan, Felsővályi, 

Sivo, and Keenan (2002). The variance explained (Rc
2) for the first three canonical functions was 

the focus of analysis in the present study.  The first three functions were selected as a practical 

matter; researchers rarely interpret more than 3 functions in typical analytic practice (and often 

fewer). The sampling distribution of Rc
2 values gained through repeated analysis of sample 

replications were stored in matrices so that further calculations could be completed across the 

5,000 replications of each condition. 

 Summary statistics including the mean and standard deviation were computed to provide 

information about the distributional characteristics of Rc
2 under each of the conditions. The 

accuracy and precision of Rc
2 were also examined. To determine the amount of bias associated 

with the squared canonical correlation coefficient, the differences between the sample means and 
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population values of Rc
2 were computed for each condition. Differences greater than +.30( Rc

2) 

were considered severe. This criterion is based on Bradley’s (1978) recommendation that a 

procedure can be considered robust to the violation of an assumption if the Type I error rate is 

within +.50α. Bradley (1978) considered +.50α to be a liberal criterion and +.10α to be 

conservative criterion. As have other authors (e.g., Hess, Olejnik, & Huberty, 2001), I considered 

Bradley’s (1978) criteria too extreme and chose +.30( Rc
2) as a reasonable standard for indication 

of severe bias. Furthermore, the bias associated with the kurtotic distributions was compared to 

that found with the multivariate normal distribution. Specifically, the average level of bias (i.e., 

accuracy) as well as its variability (i.e., precision) was compared to detect differences in bias that 

may arise with nonnormal distributions.  

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to provide information regarding the effect of 

each condition level, if any, on the bias of Rc
2. Three separate ANOVAs were run, one for each 

of the three canonical functions. The difference between the population Rc
2s and the sample Rc

2s  

for each of the three functions acted as the dependent variables (DV) in the analyses. The 

condition levels acted as the independent variables (IV). Specifically, the IVs included: (a) 

various variable sets, (b) the sample size to variable ratio, (c) the expected univariate kurtosis 

level, (d) expected within-set correlation, and (e) the expected between-set correlation. Each of 

the ANOVA results provided information about the effect of each IV individually on each of the 

DVs (i.e., main effect). Interaction effects were not considered in the present study. The 

importance of the main effects were judged based on statistical significance of the p-values from 

the various F tests as well as from η2 and ω2 (i.e., analog to Adjusted R2; effect size that is 

adjusted for the theoretical influence of sampling error). The effect size provided an estimate of 
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how much of the dependent variable’s variability could be explained by knowledge of a given 

effect. 

Typically, this variable grouping (i.e., 3 DVs, 5 IVs) would dictate a multivariate 

research design. Indeed, a multivariate design would keep the Type I error rate at the proscribed 

alpha level. However, a multivariate design with 3 DVs and 5 IVs would provide results so 

complex that they would be difficult to interpret. I chose to use 3 separate ANOVAs in an effort 

to keep the interpretation as straightforward as possible. In doing so, however, I risk inflating the 

Type I experimentwise error rate. When multiple tests are conducted on the same data, the 

testwise alpha rate, or risk of committing a Type I error somewhere in the study (often set to .01 

or .05), increases based on the following formula 

C
TWEW )1(1 αα −−=     (21) 

where αTW=testwise error rate, αEW=experimentwise error rate, and C=number of comparisons 

(Maxwell & Delaney, 2004). 

As a result, in the present study, if the testwise alpha level were set at .05 as is common 

in behavioral studies, the resulting experimentwise error rate would be .14. In other words, I 

would have a 14% risk of committing a Type I error somewhere in the study. In an effort to 

decrease that risk, I used the Bonferroni correction 

C
EW

TW
αα =      (22) 

where αTW=testwise error rate, αEW=experimentwise error rate, and C=number of comparisons 

(Maxwell & Delaney, 2004). This correction calculates the appropriate testwise alpha level such 

that, after conducting a given number of tests on a data set, the experimentwise error rate will not 

exceed a predetermined value. In the present study, the experimentwise error rate was set at .05. 

As a result, the testwise alpha level was set at .02 for each ANOVA (i.e., .05 / 3 tests=.016). This 
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means that, for a p-value to be statistically significant, it must have been equal to or less than 

.016. Because the sample sizes will be so large (n=5,000) resulting in substantial power, 

statistical significance results played a smaller role in the interpretation than the effect sizes.  

 In practical terms, the results of the ANOVA analyses could provide valuable 

information regarding how various data characteristics (e.g., nonnormality, number of variables, 

sample size, between- and within-set correlations) may bias Rc
2. Lastly, the precision, or the 

amount of sampling variability, of Rc
2 were determined through examination of the standard 

deviation of the sampling distributions of Rc
2 (akin to standard errors) for each condition. 

To evaluate the efficacy of the various R2 adjustment formulae in correcting the squared 

canonical correlation coefficient, the difference between the known population Rc
2 and adjusted 

Rc
2 was calculated using the 14 adjustment formulae for each condition under normal and 

nonnormal data conditions. In both the normal and nonnormal cases, these values were compared 

to the corresponding population parameter (i.e., known population Rc
2) to determine whether the 

formula provided a biased or unbiased estimate of Rc
2. Adopting criteria from Kromrey and 

Hines (1996) and Yin and Fan (2001), an estimate was considered unbiased if was within ±.01 of 

the population parameter. If it fell out of that range, the estimate was considered biased. The 

percentage of cases for which the various adjustment formulae provided unbiased estimates of 

Rc
2 were determined across the various data conditions. Those formulae offering the greatest 

percentage of unbiased estimates for each condition were reported.   

Simulation 

 Monte Carlo simulation methods were used to simulate the conditions for the present 

study. SAS software, version 9.1.3 was used to carry out the simulation and to analyze the 

simulated data. Using the SAS code found in the various appendixes, data were generated and 
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canonical analyses run on 6 separate Intel® Pentium 4 computers, each possessing 2.4 GHz 

processors and 512MB of RAM; all operated on Windows XP Professional platforms. Analyses 

for six of the correlation matrices were run simultaneously; this process took approximately 17 

days to complete. To speed up the process for the one remaining correlation matrix, the code was 

split into parts and these parts were run simultaneously on the same 6 computers. This process 

took approximately 3 additional days to complete.  

Data Generation 

Data was first randomly generated to carry out the simulation. As previously discussed, 

the nonnormal multivariate populations were created by generating marginal distributions with 

specified, homogenous kurtosis levels. Procedures presented by Fleishman (1978) and Vale and 

Maurelli (1983) were used to generate the multivariate nonnormal random distributions in SAS. 

See Chapter 2 for discussion of the data generation procedure used in the current study. 

SAS Syntax 

  The data generation procedure detailed above was accomplished using SAS syntax. 

Appendix A presents syntax for computation of the Fleishman coefficients used in the data 

generation process while Appendix B presents the syntax for computation of the intermediate 

correlations. See Appendixes C, D, E, F, G, H, and I for the syntax used to generate the data for 

correlation matrices (a) – (g), respectively. Appendixes J, K, L, M, N, O and P present the syntax 

for simulation of the data conditions for correlation matrices (a) – (g), respectively. Appendix Q 

presents the syntax to obtain Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. While it is possible to 

combine these 15 subsections of SAS code into one large program, I chose to keep them separate 

in an effort to shorten the execution time of the computer. Separation of the code also aided in 

quicker diagnosis of problems that arose upon compilation. 
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As explained above, to randomly generate nonnormal data that yields a given correlation 

matrix, it is necessary to first create a normally distributed data set for each of the seven 

correlation matrices. The syntax varied little from one correlation matrix to the next with one 

exception - the correlation matrix that was inputted. 

Before data was generated, however, the Fleishman coefficients corresponding to the 

specific kurtosis values were calculated. The IML procedure in SAS was used to input the 

desired skewness and kurtosis coefficients into the matrix SKEWKURT. The Newton-Raphson 

solution method was carried out in a %DO loop that executed the fewer of 25 times or upon 

convergence (convergence was set at 0.000001). Within the %DO loop, the four power 

transformation coefficients were determined and returned in an output file as a, b, c, and d. 

Once the Fleishman coefficients were computed, the appropriate correlation matrix [e.g., 

(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), or (g)] was inputted for the data generation process. As described above, 

when the data to be generated will be nonnormal and intercorrelated, an intermediate correlation 

must be used in place of the matrix containing the correlations desired upon completion. In the 

present study, this was the case with matrices (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) – it was necessary to 

input intermediate correlation matrices in place of the desired correlation matrix in these cases. 

See Appendix B for the syntax used to determine each of the intermediate correlations. Because 

correlation matrix (a) has no relationship between the variables, however, the original matrix was 

inputted in that case.  

Once the appropriate correlation matrix was inputted (intermediate or original), the SAS 

FACTOR procedure was used to factor analyze the correlation matrix resulting in the factor 

pattern matrix. The factor weights were then organized into matrix F using the IML procedure. 

Next, the RANNOR function was called to return a random data set (matrix DATA) of 
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N=1,000,000 that consisted of 16 standardized variables (i.e., M=0, SD=1). A seed of 0 was used 

in the RANNOR statement so that the results would not be duplicated upon replication. The 

product of matrices DATA and F resulted in a random normal distribution (matrix Z) with the 

desired correlations.  

The next step in the simulation was to transform Z to produce marginal distributions with 

the desired degree of kurtosis. This was accomplished using SAS code for Equation (1), 

incorporating the appropriate power transformation coefficients. 

Obtaining Estimates of Rc
2 and Adjusted Rc

2 

As with the data generation process, seven separate SAS programs were written to 

produce the Rc
2 estimates, one for each of the seven correlation matrices under investigation. The 

seven programs were virtually the same except for the data sets that they referenced (i.e., each 

correlation matrix and kurtosis combination referenced one of the 56 different population data 

sets). 

The programs were written in macro language so that iterative loops could be 

incorporated. The loops allowed greater automation than would have been the case if the steps 

had been entered separately. The canonical correlation procedure was nested within 4 %DO 

loops, the first three of which varied the values of kurtosis, the numbers of variables in each set, 

and the sample sizes. The kurtosis loop was executed 6 times because there were 6 different 

kurtosis conditions. There were 4 variable set combinations in the next loop; this loop executed 4 

times for each kurtosis condition. Likewise, there were 4 sample sizes; this loop executed 4 times 

for each of the 24 kurtosis/variable set condition combinations (i.e. 6 kurtoses x 4 variable sets). 

At this step in the series of nested loops, the population values of Rc
2 were calculated for each of 
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the 96 (i.e., 6 kurtoses x 4 variable sets x 4 sample sizes) kurtosis/variable set/sample size 

condition combinations using the CANCORR procedure.  

The fourth loop controlled the 5,000 samples that were drawn and analyzed for each of 

the condition combinations. This loop executed 5,000 times. Within each replication, a random 

sample of size n was drawn, canonical correlation analysis run with variable sets of size n1 and 

n2, and kurtoses and descriptive statistics calculated. Furthermore, adjusted Rc
2 were calculated 

using each of the adjustment formula presented in Table 1.  

Drawing a random sample from the population data set. Data sets were sampled with 

replacement from each of the 42 populations. To draw a random sample of size n from the 

appropriate population, the population was first copied and stored in a temporary data set (temp). 

Next, a random number (ranno) was generated using the ranuni function in SAS. A seed of 0 was 

used so that the results would not be duplicated upon future runs of the program. The temporary 

population data set was sorted by the value of ranno using the SORT procedure in SAS. Then, 

the first n observations of the randomly sorted population were sampled and stored in a new data 

set (smpldat).  

 Canonical correlation analysis. Next, the sample data was submitted to canonical 

correlation analysis (PROC CANCORR) to obtain sample estimates of Rc
2. Of course, this 

procedure was carried out using the appropriate number of variables in the variable sets and 

sample sizes as dictated by the values in the nested loops within which the CANCORR syntax 

was contained. 

Rc
2 was calculated for the first three canonical functions in the CCA results. A %DO loop 

was used to accomplish this.  
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Descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics including the mean, median, standard 

deviation, and sample kurtosis were calculated using the PROC MEANS statement in SAS. The 

accuracy and precision of the sample Rc
2 estimates were determined using the SAS syntax 

presented in Appendix R. 

Adjusted Rc
2 calculations. Simple arithmetic statements were written to solve for the 

various adjusted Rc
2 estimates. The difference between the population Rc

2 and the adjusted Rc
2 

values were calculated. Appendix S presents the SAS syntax used to identify the formulae that 

provided the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates. 

Analysis of Variance 

Lastly, the ANOVA analyses were performed using SAS syntax as well. Specifically, the 

GLM procedure was used to run the ANOVA analyses in SAS. Appendix T presents the syntax 

used for these analyses. 

Population Correlations 

 Appendix U presents the SAS syntax used to obtain the population correlation 

coefficients. 

Summary 

This chapter detailed the methodology for the present study. The fully-crossed research 

design was discussed as well as the condition levels that made up the design. The simulation and 

the corresponding SAS syntax were discussed.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 This chapter presents the results of the analyses pertaining to each research question in 

the following order:  (a) accuracy and precision of Rc
2 under varying degrees of kurtosis (i.e., 

normal and nonnormal) for each correlation matrix individually as well as for all correlation 

matrices together, (b) explanation of the variation in Rc
2 bias by condition, and (c) the accuracy 

of the adjustment formulae under varying degrees of kurtosis by correlation matrix. 

Accuracy and Precision of Rc
2  

Correlation Matrix A 

  As previously discussed, correlation matrix (a) was designed to represent a null model, 

with zero (r=0) correlation between and within the variable sets. Table 11 presents descriptive 

statistics for the correlation sets from the six populations (for all six b2 values) that were 

generated to possess correlations matching correlation matrix (a). As expected, all of the 

population correlations for all combinations of variable sets and univariate kurtosis levels 

approximated zero.  

The accuracy of the Rc
2 estimates for each condition combination was determined through 

examination of the mean difference between the sample Rc
2 values and the corresponding 

population Rc
2 values (n=5,000). Bias was considered to be extreme if the mean difference (i.e., 

accuracy value) exceeded ±.30 Rc
2. Additionally, the standard deviation of the differences 

offered information as to the precision of the Rc
2 estimates. Table 12 presents the population Rc

2 

values, and Table 13 details the accuracy and precision of the sample Rc
2 values for correlation 

matrix (a).  
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Table 11 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (a) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -106.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  <.01  <.01  <.01  30  <.01  <.01  <.01  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  12  <.01  <.01  <.01  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  <.01  <.01  <.01  7  <.01  <.01  <.01  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  -<.01  <.01  <.01  46  <.01  <.01  <.01  20 

0  0.21 
 

v=12 (6+6)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  30  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  12  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  7  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  46  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  20 

1  102.40 
 

v=12 (6+6)  <.01  <.01  <.01  30  <.01  <.01  <.01  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  <.01  <.01  <.01  12  <.01  <.01  <.01  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  <.01  <.01  <.01  7  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  <.01  <.01  <.01  46  <.01  <.01  -<.01  20 

3  310.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  -<.01  <.01  <.01  30  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  <.01  <.01  -<.01  12  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  -<.01  <.01  <.01  7  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  46  <.01  <.01  <.01  20 

5  527.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  <.01  <.01  <.01  30  <.01  <.01  -<.01  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  -<.01  <.01  <.01  12  <.01  <.01  <.01  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  <.01  <.01  <.01  7  <.01  <.01  <.01  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  <.01  <.01  <.01  46  -<.01  <.01  <.01  20 

8  848.30 
 

v=12 (6+6)  -<.01  <.01  <.01  30  <.01  <.01  <.01  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  <.01  <.01  <.01  12  -<.01  <.01  <.01  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  -<.01  <.01  <.01  7  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  46  -<.01  <.01  -<.01  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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Table 12 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (a) 
   Expected b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=8  
(4+4)  I  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=6  
(4+2)  I  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

v=12  
(10+2)  I  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  

 

Accuracy. All condition combinations produced extremely biased results for the three 

functions. Accuracy generally improved, however, as the sample size to variable ratio increased. 

For example, bias ranged from .07 to .45 with a 3:1 sample size to variable ratio across all 

functions, variable sets, and kurtosis levels. With a larger n:v ratio of 10:1, bias ranged from .02 

to .14. With an n:v ratio of 25:1, bias was even less, ranging from .01 to .06. Bias ranged from 

<.01 to .04 when the n:v ratio equaled 40:1. 

Overall, the greatest bias was found with the function I results across all other condition 

combinations. The second functions produced the next greatest bias, and the third functions can 

be credited with the least. For example, across all kurtosis values, variable sets, and sample size 

to variable ratios, bias for the first functions ranged from .03 to .45. Second function results were 

only slightly more accurate, ranging from .01 to .29. Third function bias ranged from <.01 to .10.  
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Table 13 
Accuracy and Precision of Sample  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (a) 
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .45a  (.09)b  .45  (.09)  .45  (.09)  .45  (.09)  .45  (.09)  .45  (.10) 

    II  .29  (.07)  .29  (.07)  .29  (.07)  .29  (.07)  .29  (.07)  .29  (.07) 
    III  .17  (.06)  .17  (.05)  .17   (.06)  .17  (.06)  .17  (.06)  .17  (.06) 
  10:1  I  .14  (.04)  .14  (.03)  .14  (.04)  .14  (.04)  .14  (.04)  .14  (.04) 
    II  .08  (.02)  .08  (.02)  .08  (.02)  .08  (.02)  .08  (.02)  .08  (.02) 
    III  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .04  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)   .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .41  (.12)  .41  (.12)  .41  (.12)  .41  (.12)  .41  (.12)  .41  (.13) 

    II  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08)  .20  (.09)  .20  (.09)  .20  (.09) 
    III  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05) 
  10:1  I  .13  (.05)  .13  (.05)  .13  (.05)  .13  (.05)  .13  (.05)  .13  (.05) 
    II  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .05  (.03) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
  25:1  I  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01  (.01)  .01 (<.01) 
  40:1  I  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III  <.01 (<.01)  <.01 (<.01)  <.01 (<.01)  <.01 (<.01)  <.01 (<.01)  <.01 (<.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .36  (.14)  .36  (.15)  .36  (.14)  .36  (.14)  .36  (.15)  .36  (.15) 

    II  .11  (.08)  .11  (.08)  .11  (.08)  .11  (.08)  .11  (.08)  .11  (.08) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .11  (.05)  .11  (.05)  .11  (.05)  .11  (.05)  .11  (.05)  .11  (.06) 
    II  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III   -   -   -   -  -    - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .38  (.10)  .38  (.10)  .38  (.10)  .38  (.10)  .38  (.10)  .38  (.11) 

    II  .19  (.07)  .19  (.08)  .19  (.07)  .19  (.07)  .19  (.08)  .18  (.08) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .11  (.04)  .11  (.04)  .11  (.04)  .12  (.04)  .12  (.04)  .12  (.04) 
    II  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (02)  .05  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 

    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to  a maximum of two  
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set have values for the third functions. Bolded entries represent 
values that exceeded the ±.30Rc

2 criterion for extreme bias. aThe accuracy of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value 

of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences 

between the population and sample  Rc
2 values.  
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There was not a clear pattern among the accuracy values for the variable sets. Greater 

bias was detected in results from the (4+4, v=8) variable set than from the (10+2, v=12) variable 

set. Across all other condition combinations, the least biased results were found with the (4 + 2, 

v=6) variable set while the (6 + 6, v=12) variable set produced results with the greatest amount 

of bias. 

 It was interesting to note, however, that there was little or no difference between the bias 

found for the normal distributions and the bias found with nonnormal distributions across 

condition combinations. The single exception arose for results from the first function with the 

(10 + 2) variable set and a sample size to variable ratio of 3:1. In this case, the more kurtotic 

distributions (b2 = 3, 5, 8) demonstrated slightly greater bias than the normal distribution and 

those distributions possessing negligible or no kurtosis (e.g., -1, 0, 1). But, this difference was 

extremely small (.01), so caution should be warranted in the application of these findings. 

In sum, the most accurate results for correlation matrix (a) were reported for the first and 

second functions with the (4 + 4), (4 + 2), and (10 + 2) variable sets when n:v=40:1, regardless 

of the distributional kurtosis values. The third functions saw the greatest accuracy with the (4 + 

4) and (6 + 6) variable sets when n:v equaled 40:1 regardless of the normality or nonnormality of 

the distribution from which the results were obtained. It is prudent to note, that even those these 

values represent the least amount of bias for each function for the various condition 

combinations, they still all exceeded the ±.30Rc
2 criterion for extreme bias. 

Overall, the least accurate results were found for the first, second, and third functions 

with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1. The values were the same regardless of the 

distributional kurtosis level. 
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Precision. Much like the accuracy of the Rc
2 values, precision generally improved as the 

sample size to variable ratio increased. Across all kurtosis levels, variable sets, and functions, 

when n:v=3:1, the precision of Rc
2 ranged from .05 to .15. With n:v=10:1, the precision ranged 

from .01 to .06. With a 25:1 sample size to variable ratio, the estimates became even more 

precise, ranging from <.01 to .02. Finally, with the largest sample size to variable ratio of 40:1, 

the precision of the Rc
2 estimates ranged from  less than .01 to .01, much more precise than the 

results with smaller n:v ratios. 

Of the three functions, function III results were the most precise across all other condition 

combinations. The third function’s precision ranged from <.01 to .06 while the second function’s 

precision ranged from .01 to .09. Function I returned the least precise results, ranging from .01 to 

.15.  

Precision generally increased as the number of variables increased across all levels of 

kurtosis, n:v ratios, and functions. The (4 + 2) variable set returned the least precise results, with 

precision ranging from .01 to .15. The next greatest precision was detected in the  (4 + 4) 

variable set, with precision ranging from <.01 to .13. Results from the (10 + 2) variable set 

ranged in precision from .01 to .11. Finally, the greatest precision was detected with results from 

the (6 + 6) variable set, ranging from <.01 to .10. But, it should be noted that the results from the 

(6 + 6) variable set were only slightly more precise than results from the (10 + 2) variable set.  

Distributions with greater kurtosis appeared to have about the same amount of precision 

as those with less kurtosis across the condition combinations. Several exceptions were noted, but 

the differences were extremely small. For example, with n:v=3:1, variable set (6 + 6), b2=8,  

function I returned a precision value of .10 as opposed to .09 returned by all other kurtosis 

values. Function III for the same condition combination produced slightly less precise results for 
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all kurtotic distributions (SD=.06; normal SD=.05). Less precise results were similarly found for 

results with a 3:1 variable ratio and b2=8, but in this case, function I for variable set (4 + 4) 

returned a precision value of .13 as opposed to the .12 precision noted from the other kurtotic 

distributions (including the normal distribution). Results from the first function when n:v=10:1 

and variable set (6 + 6) were less precise under all degrees of nonnormality (SD=.04) than under 

normal data conditions (SD=.03). The first function for variable set (4+2) with n:v=10:1 and 

b2=8 returned a precision value of .06 as opposed to the .05 returned by the other kurtosis values 

(including the normal distribution). A similar phenomenon occurred with results from the first 

function with the (10 + 2) variable set, n:v=3:1, and b2=8 – precision was found to be .11 as 

opposed to .10 for all other kurtosis values. In two instances, the normal distribution and 

distributions with b2=5 and 8 produced less precise results than the other kurtosis values. The 

first occurred with values from the first function with variable set (4 + 2), an n:v ratio of 3:1. In 

this case, when b2=0, 5, and 8, precision equaled .15; the other kurtosis values (i.e., b2=-1, 1, 3) 

produced precision values of .14. The second instance occurred with the second function for the 

(10 + 2) variable set with an n:v ratio of 3:1. For kurtosis values of 0, 5, and 8, precision equaled 

.08; the other kurtosis values (i.e., b2=-1, 1, 3) produced results with precision equal to .07.  

Overall, as with the accuracy of data for this correlation matrix, the least precise first 

function results were found with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1 and only with 

distributions possessing b2=0, 5, and 8. The least precise second function results were found with 

the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=3:1; these values were produced from distributions with higher 

degrees of kurtosis – specifically, b2=3, 5, and 8. Lastly, the third function values were least 

precise for all but the normal distribution (i.e. b2=-1, 1, 3, 5, 8) from the (6 + 6) variable set when 

n:v=3:1. 
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The greatest precision for the first function results was found when n:v=40:1 across all 

variable sets. The most precise second function results were found when n:v=25:1 and 40:1 

across all variable sets. The greatest precision for the third functions was produced with use of 

the (4 + 4) and (6 + 6) variable sets when n:v equaled 40:1. And, it mattered little, in terms of the 

magnitude of the precision value, the degree of kurtosis of the distribution form which the results 

were obtained.  

Correlation Matrix B 

 As previously explained, correlation matrix (b) was designed to possess small between-

set correlations (rb=.10) and moderate within-set correlations (rw=.30). As can be seen from the 

population correlation descriptive statistics in Table 14, as expected, all but one of the between-

set correlations approximated .10, and all of the within-set correlations approximated .30. The 

one exception was found when b2=0 with the (10+2) variable set – the mean between-set 

correlation was .12 (SD=.06). But, the median equaled .10, restoring some confidence that most 

of the between-set correlations for that particular condition combination were not too far off 

from the expected value of .10. Table 15 presents the population Rc
2 values by b2 and variable 

set.  

 Accuracy. Table 16 presents the accuracy and precision of the samples from population 

with correlations based on correlation matrix (b). With two exceptions, all of the accuracy values 

qualified as extremely biased under the ±.30Rc
2 criterion previously established. Exceptions were 

found in the case of the normal distribution with the (10 + 2) variable set and n:v ratios equal to 

25:1 and 40:1, respectively.  

As the sample size to variable ratio increased, generally so did the accuracy of Rc
2 across 

all other condition combinations. For example, with an n:v ratio of 3:1, the bias ranged from .07 
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to .41. The bias decreased for the next greatest n:v ratio of 10:1. In this case, bias ranged from 

.02 to .12. It was even less for the 25:1 sample size to variable ratio, ranging from .01 to .04. 

Finally for the largest sample size to variable ratio, 40:1, the accuracy ranged from .01 to .02. 

As with results from correlation matrix (a), the third function for correlation matrix (b) 

was the most accurate followed by the second function and then the first. Across all other 

condition combinations, first function accuracy ranged from .02 to .41. Function II bias ranged 

from .01 to .30, and function III bias ranged from .01 to .18.   

There was not a clearly discernible pattern for the accuracy values by any one variable. 

For example, accuracy ranged from .01 to .41 for the (6 + 6, v=12) variable set across all other 

condition combinations. The next greatest accuracy was found with the (4 + 4, v=8) variable set 

– bias ranged from .01 to .39. The two variable sets with criterion sets consisting of 2 variables 

each demonstrated the least amount of bias, the set with the greater number of total variables 

(v=12) producing less accurate results than the set with fewer (v=6). The (10 + 2, v=12) variable 

set produced accuracy values ranging from .02 to .36 while the (4 + 2, v=6) variable set had bias 

ranging from .01 to .34.  

The accuracy of the results generally did not change as the severity of kurtosis increased 

across all other condition combinations. But, several exceptions were noted. The differences for 

these exceptions were slight in many cases and, as such, should be taken with a degree of 

caution. 
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Table 14 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (b) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -83.70 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  
 

.30  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

0  0.64 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .12  .06  .10  20 

1  112.40 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

3  381.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

5  670.60 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

8  1103.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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Table 15 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (b) 
   Expected b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I   .06 

     
.06   .06   .06  .06   .06 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  III  <.001 
     

<.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
v=8  

(4+4)  I    .05  
      

.05      .05   .04  .04   .05 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  
 

<.001 <.001  <.001 

  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
v=6  

(4+2)  I    .03 
      

.03    .03    .03  .03   .03 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  III  - -  -  - -  - 
v=12  

(10+2)  I    .04 
      

.14    .04   .04  .04   .04 

  II  <.001 
  

<.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

  III  - -  -  - -  - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  

 

In the case of the (6 + 6) variable set and n:v=10:1, the first function returned an accuracy 

value of .11 with b2=-1, 0, 1, 3 as opposed to .12 with b2=5, 8. A similar pattern of results was 

found for the same variable set (i.e., 6 + 6) and n:v ratio, but with the second function. In this 

case, the second function returned accuracy values of .09 for the normal distribution (b2=0) and 

when b2=1. All other values of b2 (-1, 3, 5, 8) produced accuracy values of .10.  

More extreme bias, although slight, was seen with the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=3:1. 

In this case, the first function returned accuracy values of .38 for b2 values of 0, 1, and 3. All 
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other values of b2 (-1, 5, 8) returned accuracy values of .39. The third function for the same 

condition combination produced varied results across b2 values. The bias associated with the 

normal distribution and several others (b2 =0, -1, 1, 8) was .08. Bias with b2=3 was greater (.09), 

but less when b2=5 (.07). The results for the second function with variable set (4 + 2) and 

n:v=3:1 also returned varied results without a clear pattern. In this case, b2 values of -1, 0, and 3 

produced bias of .12 while all other b2 values (1, 5, and 8) had bias equal to .11. 

Perhaps the largest difference in bias was found across b2 levels for the (10 + 2) variable 

set with n:v=3:1. In this case, the normal distribution demonstrated bias equal to .30 while all 

other b2 levels produced much less accurate results (.36). Conversely, the second function for the 

same condition combination showed less bias (.20) for the kurtotic distributions (b2= -1, 1, 3, 5, 

8) than the normal distribution (.22).  

A similar pattern of results emerged for the 10:1 sample size to variable ratio for the (10 

+ 2) variable set. The first function had an accuracy value of .08 for the normal distribution, and 

.10 for the kurtotic distributions (b2=-1, 1, 3, 5, 8). But, the second function demonstrated less 

bias (.06) in the kurtotic distributions than the normal distribution (.07). Finally, the 25:1 n:v 

ratio produced less bias for the normal distribution (.03) than the kurtotic distributions (.04). 

Overall, for correlation matrix (b), the most accurate Rc
2 estimates were found for the 

first functions across all distributions and variable sets when n:v=40:1. The most accurate 

estimates for the second functions was seen with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=40:1 across 

all distributions (regardless of kurtosis value). The most accurate third function results were 

found with both the (4 + 4) and (6 + 6) variable sets when n:v=40:1. 
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Table 16 
Accuracy and Precision of Sample  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (b) 
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .41a (.09)b  .41   (.09)  .41   (.09)  .41   (.09)  .41   (.09)  .41   (.10) 

    II  .30   (.07)  .30   (.07)  .30   (.07)  .30   (.07)  .30   (.08)  .30   (.08) 
    III  .18   (.06)  .18   (.06)  .18   (.06)  .18   (.06)  .18   (.06)  .18   (.06) 
  10:1  I  .11   (.05)  .11   (.04)  .11   (.05)  .11   (.05)  .12   (.05)  .12   (.05) 
    II  .10   (.03)  .09   (.03)  .09   (.03)  .10   (.03)  .10   (.03)  .10   (.03) 
    III  .05   (.02)  .05   (.02)  .05   (.02)  .05   (.02)  .05   (.02)  .05   (.02) 
  25:1  I  .04   (.03)  .04   (.04)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03) 
    II  .04   (.01)  .04   (.01)  .04   (.01)  .04   (.01)  .04   (.01)  .04   (.01) 
    III  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01) 
  40:1  I  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)   .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02) 
    II  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01) 
    III  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .39   (.12)  .38   (.12)  .38   (.12)  .38   (.12)  .39   (.13)  .39   (.13) 

    II  .21   (.09)  .21   (.09)  .21   (.09)  .21   (.09)  .21   (.09)  .21   (.09) 
    III  .08   (.05)  .08   (.08)  .08   (.05)  .09   (.07)  .07   (.05)  .08   (.05) 
  10:1  I  .11   (.05)  .11   (.05)  .11   (.06)  .11   (.06)  .11   (.06)  .11   (.06) 
    II  .07   (.03)  .07   (.03)  .07   (.03)  .07   (.03)  .07   (.03)  .07   (.03) 
    III  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.01) 
  25:1  I  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03) 
    II  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01) 
    III  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01) 
  40:1  I  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.03) 
    II  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .34   (.14)  .34   (.15)  .34   (.15)  .34   (.15)  .34   (.15)  .34   (.16) 

    II  .12   (.09)  .12   (.09)  .11   (.08)  .12   (.08)  .11   (.09)  .11   (.09) 
    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
  10:1  I  .10   (.06)  .10   (.06)  .10   (.06)  .10   (.06)  .10   (.06)  .10   (.07) 
    II  .04   (.03)  .03   (.03)  .03   (.03)  .03   (.03)  .03   (.03)  .03   (.03) 
    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
  25:1  I  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.04) 
    II  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01) 
    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
  40:1  I  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.03) 
    II  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01)  .01   (.01) 
    III   -  -  -   -  -  - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .36   (.10)  .30   (.10)  .36   (.10)  .36   (.10)  .36   (.11)  .36   (.11) 

    II  .20   (.08)  .22   (.08)  .20   (.08)  .20   (.08)  .20   (.08)  .20   (.08) 
    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
  10:1  I  .10   (.05)  .08   (.06)  .10   (.05)  .10   (.05)  .10   (.05)  .10   (.05) 
    II  .06   (.03)  .07   (.03)  .06   (.03)  .06   (.03)  .06   (.03)  .06   (.03) 
    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
  25:1  I  .04   (.03)  .03   (.04)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03)  .04   (.03) 
    II  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01)  .03   (.01) 
    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
  40:1  I  .02   (.02)  .02   (.03)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02)  .02   (.02) 
    II  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01)  .02   (.01) 

    III  -  -  -  -  -  - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two 
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has values for the third functions. aThe accuracy of the Rc

2 

values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision 
of the Rc

2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences between the population and sample  Rc
2 values. 
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The least accurate values were found for all three functions when n:v=3:1 for the (6 + 6) 

variable set. In this case, the normality (or nonnormality) of the distribution from which the 

results were derived mattered little in the accuracy values. 

Precision. As sample size increased, precision of the Rc
2 estimates generally improved 

(i.e., precision values decreased) across variable sets, levels of kurtosis, and functions. The level 

of improvement was more pronounced at the low end of the n:v ratio than at the high end. For 

instance, with n:v=3:1, precision values ranged from .05 to .16. Rc
2 estimates became more 

precise with a greater n:v ratio of 10:1; values ranged from .02 to .07. The difference between the 

ranges of precision for the next two sample size to variable ratios – 25:1 and 40:1, respectively – 

were not as pronounced. When n:v=25:1, precision ranged from .01 to .04; when n:v=40:1, 

precision ranged from <.01 to .03.   

 There was no clear pattern to the precision values by variable set. The least precise results 

were seen with the (4 + 2, v=6) variable set across all kurtosis levels, functions, and n:v ratios; in 

this case, the precision ranged from .01 to .16. The (4 + 4, v=8) variable set produced precision 

estimates ranging from <.01 to .13. The (10 + 2, v=12) variable set produced precision estimates 

from .01 to  .11. The (6 + 6, v=12) variable set provided the most precise results, ranging from 

.01 to .10. 

  On the whole, kurtotic distributions produced no more or less precise Rc
2 estimates than 

the normal distributions, although several exceptions were noted. The exceptions were based on 

very slight differences (often differences of .01), however, so the findings should be taken 

somewhat tentatively.  

In two cases, the first functions for the kurtotic distributions for the (6 + 6) variable set 

produced different estimates of Rc
2 than the normal distribution. In the case where n:v=10:1, the 
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normal distribution returned a precision value of .04 while all other b2 values returned precision 

estimates of .05. The opposite was true for the 25:1 sample size to variable ratio, however; the 

normal distribution revealed less precise estimates (.04) than the kurtotic distributions (.03).  

The normal distribution produced some estimates that were less precise than the kurtotic 

distributions as well. This was the case with the 10:1, 25:1. and 40:1 sample size to variable 

ratios for the first functions of the (10 + 2) variable set. Each of the precision values for the 

normal distribution was .01 less than the corresponding value for the kurtotic distributions. 

In several instances, the more extreme values of kurtosis (b2=5 and/or 8) offered less 

precise estimates of Rc
2 than the other distributions. Three cases involved both of the extreme 

values of b2 (i.e., 5, 8). The second function of the combination of the (6 + 6) variable set and 

n:v=3:1 produced less precise results (.08) when b2=5 and 8 than the other kurtosis levels (.07).  

For the (4 + 4) variable set, when n:v=3:1, the first function returned precision values of .13 for 

the extremely kurtotic distributions (i.e., 5 and 8), but .12 for all others. Finally, the (10 + 2) 

variable set with n:v=3:1 produced less precise results (.11) when b2=5 and 8 than with other 

kurtosis values (.10). 

Precision values for the most kurtotic distribution considered in the study (i.e., b2=8) 

revealed less precise estimates of Rc
2 than the other distributions. This happened with the first 

function on the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1, the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=40:1, the (4 

+ 2) variable set when n:v=10:1, the (4 + 2) variable set with 25:1 sample size to variable ratio, 

and the (4+2) variable set with n:v=40:1.  

Three cases had varied precision values, but demonstrated no immediately discernible 

pattern across kurtosis levels. When n:v=10:1 for the (4 + 4) variable set, the first function 

returned less precise estimates of Rc
2  (.06) when b2=1, 3, 5, and 8; the b2 levels of -1 and 0 
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returned precision values of .05. The third function for the same condition combination varied 

between .01 and .02 for the kurtosis levels. Finally, perhaps the most varied of all was the third 

function for the (4 + 4) variable set with n:v=3:1. In this case, when b2=-1, 1, 5, and 8, precision 

was estimated to be .05. With a kurtosis value of 3, however, precision was estimated to be .07, 

but.08 with the normal distribution.  

In sum, the first functions that were the most precise were found with all but one case 

when n:v=40:1 across all variable sets; the one exception was for the (10 + 2) variable set when 

n:v=40:1 from the normal distribution. The most precise second function was found when 

n:v=25:1 and 40:1 across all variable sets regardless of kurtosis value. The third functions were 

most precise with the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets when n:v=40:1. It should be noted, 

however, that in spite of the fact that these values represented the least amount of bias for each 

function across the condition combinations, in all but one case [first function for the (10 + 2) 

variable set when n:v=40:1], these values were still considered to be extremely biased as 

determined by the ±.30 Rc
2 criterion. 

As with correlation matrix (a), the least precise value for correlation matrix (b) was found 

for the first function with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1 from the distribution with b2=8. 

The least accurate second function value was found in all distributions with the (4 + 4) variable 

set and distributions with b2=-1, 0, 5, and 8 for the (4 + 2) variable set; in these cases, the n:v 

ratio of 3:1 produced the least precise results for the second function. The third function saw its 

least precise results with the (4 + 4) distribution from the normal distribution when n:v=3:1. 

Correlation Matrix C 

 As previously explained, populations generated from correlation matrix (c) were 

designed to possess small correlations (rb=.10) between the variable sets and large correlations 
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within the variable sets (rw=.50). Table 17 presents descriptive statistics for the populations. 

Almost all of the populations produced approximations of the expected correlations except when 

b2=8. In this case, across all variable sets, the mean and median of the within-set correlations 

equaled .49 (instead of the expected .50). The mean between-set correlation for two of the 

variable sets – (4 + 4) and (4 + 2) – was .09, slightly less than the expected correlation of .10. It 

is interesting to note, however, that the median values for all of the variable sets with b2=8 were 

.09, leading to the conclusion that many of the between-set correlations in this case were likely 

slightly lower than the expected .10. This difference should not significantly affect the results, 

however, because the main focus of the analyses is the difference between a sample value and 

population value instead of the population value itself. Table 18 presents the population Rc
2 

values, and table 19 presents the accuracy and precision values for correlation matrix (c). 

 Accuracy. The results were extremely biased for all condition combinations. As the n:v 

ratio increased, however, the bias generally improved across all other condition combinations. 

For example, when n:v=3:1, bias ranged from .07 to .44. Bias greatly improved with a 10:1 n:v 

ratio, ranging from .02 to .13. The 25:1 n:v ratio demonstrated even more accurate results with 

values ranging from .01 to .05. Finally, the largest n:v ratio, 40:1, produced even more accurate 

results, ranging from .01 to .03.  

Again, function III results had the least amount of bias (ranging from .01 to .17), 

followed by function II results (.02 to .29) and then function I results (.02 to .44) across all other 

condition combinations.  

There was not a clear pattern among the accuracy values by any one condition. The (6 + 

6, v=12) variable set possessed the largest bias, ranging from .01 to .44. The (4 + 4, v=8) 

demonstrated the second largest bias, ranging from .01 to .40. The (10 + 2, v=12) and (4 + 2, 
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v=6) variable sets had similar amounts of bias, with the (10 + 2) set demonstrating greater bias 

(i.e., less accuracy) than the latter. Accuracy values ranged from .02 to .37 for the (10 + 2, v=12) 

variable set while the (4 + 2, v=6) set had accuracy values ranging from .01 to .35. 

Overall, the results from kurtotic distributions were largely the same as results from the 

normal distribution. A few exceptions were noted, but should be interpreted cautiously because 

the  differences on which they were based were quite small (.01 in most cases). The first function 

for the condition combination of variable set (6 + 6) and n:v=3:1 produced less accurate results 

when b2=8 (.44) than with the other values of kurtosis (.43). Conversely, the second and third 

functions for the same condition combination produced less accurate results for the normal 

distribution (.30 and .18, respectively) than the kurtotic distributions (.29 and .17, respectively).  

For the latter (i.e., third function), the sample results for b2=5 also produced an accuracy value of 

.18.  

In two instances, when b2=1, first function results were slightly more accurate than the 

distributions with other kurtosis values. The first instance was produced by the (6 + 6) variable 

set when n:v=25:1; in this case, when b2=1, accuracy equaled .04  as opposed to .05 for all other 

kurtosis values (including the normal distribution). The second instance occurred with the (4 + 4) 

variable set when n:v=10:1. In this case, distributions with a kurtosis value of 1 returned an 

accuracy value of .11 while all the other distributions returned values of .12.  

Similarly, when b2=5, the first function for the condition combination of variable set (4 + 

4) and n:v=40:1 returned an accuracy value of .02 while all of the other kurtotic distributions 

(including the normal distribution) returned values of .03. Lastly, two kurtotic distributions (b2=-

1, 8) returned accuracy values of .11 for the second function for variable set (4 + 2) when 
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n:v=3:1. The distributions with all other kurtosis values (including the normal distribution) 

returned values of .12.   

Overall, results for correlation matrix (c) reported the most accurate results for the first 

functions with use of the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable sets when n:v=40:1, regardless of the 

distributional kurtosis level. The most accurate second function results were found with the (4 + 

2) variable sets when n:v=40:1 regardless of the normality (or nonnormality) of the distribution 

from which the results were derived. Finally, the third function results were most accurate when 

n:v=40:1 for the (6 + 6) and (4 + 2) variable sets regardless of the distributional kurtosis level. It 

is prudent to note, however, that even though these results were the most accurate for correlation 

matrix (c), they represented extreme amounts of bias as determined using the ±.30Rc
2 criterion.   

The least accurate results were reported for the first function of the (6 + 6) variable set 

when n:v=3:1 from the distribution with b2=8. But, results from the distributions with smaller 

values of kurtosis were not considerably less in magnitude than that found when b2=8. The 

second function returned its least accurate results for the normal distribution with the (6 + 6) 

variable set when n:v=3:1. The third function results were least accurate for the normal 

distribution and the distribution with b2=5; in this case, the (6 + 6) variable set was used with 

n:v=3:1.  

 Precision. The precision of the Rc
2 estimates generally improved (i.e., values decreased) 

as the sample size to variable ratio increased. When n:v=3:1 across functions, variable sets, and 

kurtosis levels, precision ranged from .05 to .15. The 10:1 n:v ratio precision values ranged from 

.01 to .06 while the 25:1 ratio values ranged from .01 to .03. Lastly, the 40:1 n:v ratio produced 

precision values of <.01 to .02. 
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Table 17 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (c) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -53.60 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

0  0.83 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

1  132.30 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

3  479.70 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

5  870.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

8  1407.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .49  <.01  .49  30  .10  <.01  .09  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .49  <.01  .49  12  .09  <.01  .09  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .49  <.01  .49  7  .09  <.01  .09  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .49  <.01  .49  46  .10  <.01  .09  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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Table 18 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (c) 
   b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I     .03   .03    .03    .03   .03    .03 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=8  
(4+4)  I    .02   .03    .03    .03   .03    .02 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=6  
(4+2)  I    .02  .02    .02    .02   .02    .02 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

v=12  
(10+2)  I    .02   .02    .02    .02   .03    .02 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  

 

As with correlation matrices (a) and (b), the functions for correlation matrix (c) were 

increasingly precise across all other conditions. In other words, function III (precision ranged 

from <.01 to .06) possessed the most precise results followed in value by results for function II 

(.01 to .09) and function I (.02 to .15).  

 As was found with the two matrices previously discussed, the (6 + 6) variable set saw the 

most precise estimates of Rc
2 across all n:v ratios, kurtosis values, and functions with precision 

values ranging from <.01 to .10. The (10 + 2) variable set produced just slightly less precise 

results with values ranging from .01 to .10. The (4 + 4) variable set produced precision values of 

<.01 to .13. The (4 + 2) variable set produced the least precise results of the four variable sets; 

values ranged from .01 to .15. 
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Table 19 
Accuracy and Precision of  Sample Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (c) 
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .43a (.09)b  .43  (.09)  .42  (.09)  .43  (.09)  .43  (.10)  .44  (.10) 

    II  .29  (.07)  .30  (.07)  .29  (.07)  .29  (.07)  .29  (.08)  .29  (.08) 
    III  .17  (.06)  .18  (.06)  .17  (.06)  .17  (.06)  .18  (.06)  .17  (.06) 
  10:1  I  .13  (.04)  .13  (.04)  .13  (.04)  .13  (.04)  .13  (.04)  .13  (.05) 
    II  .09  (.03)  .09  (.03)  .09  (.03)  .09  (.03)  .09  (.03)  .09  (.03) 
    III  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
    II  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.01) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .40  (.12)  .40  (.12)  .40  (.12)  .40  (.12)  .40  (.12)  .40  (.13) 

    II  .21  (.08)  .21  (.09)  .21  (.09)  .21  (.09)  .21  (.09)  .21  (.09) 
    III  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05)  .07  (.05) 
  10:1  I  .12  (.05)  .12  (.05)  .11  (.05)  .12  (.05)  .12  (.06)  .12  (.05) 
    II  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
  25:1  I  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .35  (.14)  .35  (.14)  .35  (.15)  .35  (.15)  .35  (.15)  .35  (.15) 

    II  .11  (.08)  .12  (.09)  .12  (.08)  .12  (.08)  .12  (.09)  .11  (.08) 
    III  -   -  -  -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06) 
    II  .03  (.03)  .03  (.03)  .03  (.03)  .03  (.03)  .03 (.03)  .03  (.03) 
    III  -  -  -  -   -  - 
  25:1  I  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03)  .04  (.03) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III  -  -  -  -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III  -  -  -  -   -   - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .37  (.10)  .37  (.10)  .37  (.10)  .37  (.10)  .37  (.10)  .37  (.11) 

    II  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08)  .20  (.08) 
    III  -  -  -  -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .11  (.04)  .11  (.04)  .11  (.04)  .11  (.04)  .11  (.04)  .11  (.05) 
    II  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03)  .06  (.03) 
    III  -  -  -  -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    III  -  -  -  -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

    III  -  -  -  -   -   - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two  
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has values for the third function. Bolded entries represent 
values that exceeded the ±.30Rc

2 criterion for extreme bias. aThe accuracy of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value 

of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences 

between the population and sample  Rc
2 values.  
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 The normality (or nonnormality) of the distributions seemed to impact the precision of 

the results very little, if any. The distributions that produced slightly different results for kurtotic 

distributions were few and produced only very slight differences. For example, in six instances, 

distributions with the most extreme value(s) of kurtosis were slightly less precise than the others. 

For example, for the condition combination made up of variable set (6 + 6) and n:v=3:1, the first 

and second functions produced slightly less precise results (.10 and .08, respectively) for 

distributions with b2=5 and 8; in these cases, the other distributions (b2=-1, 0, 1, 3) all produced 

precision values of .09 and .07, respectively. In the final four instances, this finding was limited 

to the first functions for distributions with the most extreme value of kurtosis (b2=8). In each 

case, distributions with b2=8 produced less precise results than the other distributions. This 

occurred with the variable set (6 + 6) when n:v=3:1; precision equaled .05 when b2=8, but .04 

for all other distributions. The variable set (4 + 4) with n:v=3:1 produced the same pattern with 

precision equal to .13 when b2=8, but .12 for the other distributions. When n:v=3:1 and 10:1 for 

the (10 + 2) variable set, precision values when b2=8 were .11 and .04, respectively, versus .10 

and .04, respectively, for the other distributions. 

 In the case of the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1, the first function from distributions 

with b2=1, 3, 5, and 8 produced slightly less precise results (.15) than the other distributions 

(.14).   Finally, for the condition combination involving the (10 + 2) variable set with n:v=10:1, 

the first function returned precision values of .03 for distributions with b2=3, 5, and 8 while all 

other distributions had precision equal to .02.  

 In sum, the least precise results for correlation matrix (c) for the first function were found 

with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1 for distributions with kurtosis values of 1, 3, 5, and 8. 

But, the precision of those results from distributions with b2=-1 and 0 were not considerably less 
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(difference of .01) than the results from the more kurtotic distributions for the same condition. 

The least precise results for the second function were found for all distributions but the one with 

b2=-1 (i.e., b2=0, 1, 3, 5, 8) for the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=3:1; the same values were found 

for distributions with b2=0 and 5 with the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=3:1. The least precise 

third function results were found across the distributions (regardless of kurtosis level) for the (6 

+ 6) variable set when n:v=3:1. 

 Overall, the most precise results were found for the first and second functions when 

n:v=40:1 across variable sets and regardless of the distributional kurtosis level. The greatest 

precision for the third function results was found with the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets when 

n:v=40:1, again regardless of the normality (or nonnormality) of the distribution from which the 

results were obtained. 

 The least precise results for the first function were found for distributions with b2=1, 3, 5, 

and 8 with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1. The least precise second function was found 

when n:v=3:1 with the (4 + 4) (from distributions with b2=0, 1, 3, 5,  and 8) and the (4+2) 

variable set (from distributions with b2=0 and 5). Finally, the least precise third function results 

were found with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1 regardless of the distributional kurtosis 

level. 

Correlation Matrix D  

 Populations based on correlation matrix (d) were designed to have moderate (rw=.30, 

rb=.30) within- and between-set correlations. As can be seen in Table 20, most of the within- and 

between-set correlations approximated .30, except when b2=-1. In this case, the mean and 

median between-set correlation across all variable sets was .10. Population Rc
2 values are 
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presented in Table 21 for the variable sets and functions, and Table 22 presents the accuracy and 

precision of Rc
2 over repeated sampling.  

 Accuracy.  The majority of condition combinations produced extremely biased results, 

But, contrary to matrices (a), (b), and (c), this correlation matrix had several conditions that 

produced acceptable bias. These will be discussed in the following sections.  

 As with the other correlation matrices, as the sample size to variable ratio increased, so 

did the accuracy of the Rc
2 estimates. For example, when n:v=3:1, accuracy ranged from .15 to 

.38. With a sample size ratio of 10:1, accuracy values dramatically decreased, ranging from .04 

to .13. When n:v=25:1, accuracy ranged from .02 to .05. Finally, when n:v=40:1, accuracy 

values ranged from .01 to .03.  

 Contrary to results from other correlation matrices, in some cases for correlation matrix 

(d), the second function produced less accurate results than the first or the third functions. For all 

variables except the (4 + 2) set [i.e., (6 + 6), (4 + 4), (10 + 2) sets], the second function produced 

less accurate results than both the third and first functions. In fact, for those three variable sets, 

the first function generally produced the most accurate results of the three, with values ranging 

from .01 to .23. Indeed, all of the first functions (across the four variable sets) with 10:1, 25:1, 

and 40:1 sample size to variable ratios produced acceptable bias. It should be noted, however, 

when n:v=3:1, the first function produced extremely biased results with two exceptions for the (6 

+ 6) variable set when n:v=3:1 – in these cases, the accuracy values from distributions with b2=-1 

and 1 were acceptable. The third functions produced accuracy values ranging from .01 to .22. 

From the range, this bias may appear less than the bias found for first functions, but it was 

determined to be greater than the first function’s bias through case-by-case comparisons of the 
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conditions. Finally, the greatest bias was generally found with the  second functions [except with 

the (4 + 2) variable set]; the accuracy values ranged from .01 to .38.  

 Because correlation matrix (d) provided a greater variation of accuracy values, it was 

difficult to determine on a case-by-case basis which variable set provided the greatest and least 

amount of bias. Based on a range of values, it appeared that the (6 + 6) variable set provided the 

greatest bias (i.e., least accurate results) with accuracy values ranging from .02 to .38. Next was 

the (4 + 4) variable set with bias ranging from .01 to .28. The (10 + 2) variable set provided 

somewhat more accurate results with values ranging from .02 to .26. Finally, the (4 + 2) variable 

set provided the most accurate results; values ranged from .01 to .23. It is important to note, 

however, that there was little difference in the ranges of accuracy provided by each variable set 

for this matrix. 

 For correlation matrix (d), greater values of kurtosis generally produced less accurate 

results. This finding should be taken cautiously, however, because the differences upon which 

this observation was made were slight. 

 In six instances, distributions with b2=3, 5, 8 produced less accurate results ( difference of 

.01) than the other distributions. These included the condition combinations: (a) function II, 

variable set (6 + 6), n:v=3:1, (b) function II, variable set (6 + 6), n:v=10:1, (c) function III, 

variable set (6 + 6), n:v=40:1, (d) function I, variable set (4 + 4), n:v=3:1, (e) function II, 

variable set (4 + 4), n:v=10:1, (f), function I, variable set (10 + 2), n:v=10:1.   

In four instances, distributions with b2=5, 8 produced less accurate results (difference of 

.01) than the other distributions. These included the condition combinations: (a) function I, 

variable set (6 + 6), (b) function III, variable set (6 + 6), n:v=25:1, (c) function II, variable set (4 

+ 4), n:v=25:1, (d) function I, variable set (10 + 2), n:v=10:1.  
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 In some cases, distributions with b2=8 alone produced less accurate results (by .01) than 

the other distributions. This occurred for (a) function III of variable set (6 + 6) when n:v=3:1, (b) 

function III of variable set (6 + 6) when n:v=10:1, (c) functions II and III of variable set (4 + 4) 

when n:v=3:1, (d) function I of variable set (4 + 4) when n:v=10:1, (e) function I of variable set 

(4 + 2) when n:v=10:1, (f) function I of variable set (4 + 2) when n:v=25:1, (g) functions I and II 

of variable set (10 + 2) when n:v=3:1, and (h) functions I and II of variable set (10 + 2) when 

n:v=40:1.  

Lastly, for the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1, function I produced less accurate 

estimates (.16) for distributions with b2=0, 3, 5, and 8 than for the other distributions (.15). And, 

the (4 + 2) variable set with n:v=3:1 produced second function results that were less accurate 

(.16) when b2=-1, 0, 3, 5, and 8; the distribution with b2=1 had an accuracy value of .15. 

Overall for correlation matrix (d), the least accurate results for the first function were 

obtained with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1 from distributions with b2=5 and 8. The least 

accurate second function results were obtained from the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1; the 

distribution with b2=8 reported the most extreme accuracy value. Finally, the least accurate result 

for the third function was found with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1 from the distribution 

with b2=8.  

The most accurate results were found for the first function with use of the (4 + 4) and (4 

+ 2) variable sets when n:v=40:1; these values were obtained from the distributions with b2=-1, 

0, 1, and 3. The second function results were most accurate with the (4 + 2) variable set when 

n:v=40:1, regardless of the distributional kurtosis level. The third function results were most 

accurate across distributions (i.e., all kurtosis values) for the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=25:1 

and 40:1 and with the (6 + 6) variable set from distributions with b2=-1, 0, and 1 when n:v=40:1. 
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Table 20 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (d) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -68.80 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .10  <.01  .10  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .10  <.01  .10  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .10  <.01  .10  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .10  <.01  .10  20 

0  -1.08 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

1  123.60 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

3  414.40 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

5  738.50 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

8  1289.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .30  <.01  .30  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .30  <.01  .30  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .30  <.01  .30  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .30  <.01  .30  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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Table 21 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (d) 
   b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I    .52   .52    .52    .52   .52    .52 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=8  
(4+4)  I    .40   .40    .40    .40   .41    .40 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=6  
(4+2)  I    .30   .29    .29    .29   .30   .29 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

v=12  
(10+2)  I    .38   .37    .38    .38   .38    .38 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  

 

Precision. As with the accuracy, precision generally improved as the sample size to 

variable ratio increased across all other condition combinations. For example, when n:v=3:1, 

precision values ranged from .06 to .16. Precision with an n:v ratio of 10:1 was better, ranging 

from .02 to .11. The n:v ratio of 25:1 produced precision values of .01 to .07 while the largest n:v 

ratio, 40:1, produced values ranging from .01 to .05.  

 The first functions generally produced the least precise results, and the third functions 

typically reported the greatest precision.  For example, function I results produced precision 

values of .03 to .16. Function II reported precision values of .01 to .11. Finally, function III 

produced precision values ranging from <.01 to .07.  
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Precision magnitudes were similar across variable sets with slight differences. The (6 + 6) 

variable set had the most precise results, ranging from .01 to .10. The (10 + 2) produced 

precision values of .01 to .11. The (4 + 4) variable set demonstrated precision of <.01 to .13. 

Finally, the (4 + 2) variable set had the least precise results with values ranging from .01 to .16.   

 With a few exceptions, the kurtosis values of the distributions appeared to impact the 

precision of the Rc
2 results little, if any. The differences for these exceptions were slight, so they 

should be taken with some caution. For example, several distributions with b2= 8 produced less 

precise results than the other distributions. This was the case for the second function with the (6 

+ 6) variable set when n:v=3:1; when b2=8, precision equaled .10 as opposed to .09 for the other 

distributions. This was again the case with two of the first functions for the (4 + 2) variable set 

with the n:v ratios equal to 10:1 and 25:1. In these cases, when b2=8, precision was .11 and .07, 

respectively, compared to .10 and .06, respectively, with the other distributions. 

 In five instances, distributions with b2=5 and 8  produced less precise results (differences 

of .01) than the other distributions. These included the condition combinations: (a)  first function 

for variable set (4 + 4) with n:v=10:1, (b) first function for variable set (4 + 4) with n:v=25:1, (c) 

second function for (10 + 2) variable set with n:v=10:1, (d) first function for (10 + 2) variable set 

with n:v=25:1, (e) first function for (10 + 2) variable set with n:v=40:1.  

Finally, with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=10:1, function II returned less precise 

results (.04) from distributions with b2=0, 3, 5, and 8 than the other distributions (.03). 
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Table 22 
Accuracy and Precision of Sample  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (d)  
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .15a (.09)b  .16  (.09)  .15  (.09)  .16  (.09)  .16  (.09)  .17  (.09) 

    II  .36  (.09)  .36  (.09)  .36  (.09)  .37  (.09)  .37  (.09)  .38  (.10) 
    III  .21  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .22  (.07) 
  10:1  I  .04  (.06)  .04  (.06)  .04  (.06)  .04  (.06)  .05  (.06)  .05  (.06) 
    II  .11  (.03)  .11  (.04)  .11  (.03)  .12  (.04)  .12  (.04)  .13  (.04) 
    III  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .07  (02) 
  25:1  I  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04) 
    II  .05  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .19  (.12)  .19  (.12)  .19  (.12)  .20  (.13)  .20  (.13)  .21  (.13) 

    II  .27  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .28  (.11) 
    III  .10  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .10  (.06) 
  10:1  I  .05  (.08)  .05  (.08)  .05  (.08)  .05  (.08)  .05  (.09)  .06  (.09) 
    II  .09  (.04)  .08  (.04)  .08  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04) 
    III  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06) 
    II  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.05) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01  (.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .22  (.15)  .22  (.15)  .22  (.15)  .22  (.16)  .23  (.16)  .23  (.16) 

    II  .16  (.11)  .16  (.11)  .15  (.11)  .16  (.11)  .16  (.11)  .16  (.11) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .06  (.10)  .06  (.09)  .06  (.10)  .06  (.10)  .06  (.10)  .07  (.11) 
    II  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .03  (.07) 
    II  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .20  (.11)  .20  (.11)  .20  (.11)  .20  (.11)  .20  (.11)  .22  (.11) 

    II  .25  (.09)  .25  (.10)  .25  (.10)  .25  (.10)  .25  (.10)  .26  (.10) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .05  (.07)  .05  (.07)  .05  (.07)  .06  (.07)  .06  (.07)  .07  (.07) 
    II  .08  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.04)  .08  (.04) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.05)  .03  (.05) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .01  (.04)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two 
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. Bolded entries represent 
values that exceeded the ±.30Rc

2 criterion for extreme bias. aThe accuracy of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value 

of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences 

between the population and sample  Rc
2 values. 
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  Overall for correlation matrix (d) results, the least precise results were found for the first 

functions when n:v=3:1 with the (4 + 2) variable set and distributional kurtosis equaled 3, 5, or 8. 

The least amount of precision was found for the second functions with use of the (4 + 4) and (4 + 

2) variable sets when n:v=3:1 regardless of the distributional kurtosis level. The third functions 

returned the least precision from the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1 regardless of the kurtosis 

level of the distribution from which the results were obtained. 

The greatest precision for the first function results were obtained with the (6 + 6) variable 

set across distributions (i.e., all levels of kurtosis) and from the (10 + 2) variable set with 

distributions with b2=0, 1, and 3 when n:v=40:1. The greatest precision for the second function 

results was detected when n:v=40:1 across variable sets and distributional kurtosis levels. The 

results with the greatest precision for the third functions were reported from distributions with 

b2=-1, 0, 1, 3, and 5 for the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=40:1. 

Correlation Matrix E 

  Populations generated from correlation matrix (e) were designed to contain moderate 

between-set correlations (rb=.30) and large within-set correlations (rw=.50). Table 23 presents 

descriptive statistics of the population correlation sets for correlation matrix (e). As the table 

demonstrates, most of the population correlations approximated the expected correlations. The 

population with b2=8, however, produced data with a mean between-set correlation of .29 and a 

mean within-set correlation of .49, slightly lower than the expected correlations in both 

instances. The median values were the same as the mean, leading to the conclusion that most, if 

not all, of the between-set correlations from the population with b2=8 equaled .49 and the 

correlations within the variable sets equaled .29. This should not be a large problem, however, 

because the analyses focus on the difference between the population Rc
2 and sample  Rc

2 values 
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rather than the population value alone. Table 24 presents the population Rc
2 values, and Table 25 

presents the accuracy and precision estimates for samples drawn from the population generated 

based on correlation matrix (e).  

 Accuracy. Most of the accuracy values demonstrated extreme bias, but there were quite a 

few that did not. But, as with the other correlation matrices, as the sample size to variable ratio 

increased, so did the accuracy of the Rc
2 results. For example, across all other condition 

combinations, when n:v=3:1, accuracy ranged from .09 to .35. The n:v ratio of 10:1 produced 

slightly more accurate results, ranging from .03 to .12 while the 25:1 ratio produced even more 

accurate estimates with values ranging from .01 to .05. Finally, the n:v ratio of 40:1 produced the 

most accurate results; values ranged from .01 to .03.  

 There was not a clear pattern for the accuracy results by function because the results were 

extremely varied. For example, the (6 + 6) variable set had second functions that were generally 

the least accurate followed by the first function then the third. The opposite occurred for the (4 + 

2) and (10 + 2) variable sets – the second function was the most accurate followed by the first 

(there were no third functions for these variable sets). Finally, the (4 + 4) variable set produced 

the most varied accuracy results by the functions. Generally, the second function was least 

accurate for this variable set, but at times the first function was the least accurate. 

 It is important to note that the first functions in many cases produced acceptable bias. 

This occurred for n:v ratios of 25:1 and 40:1 for all four variable sets and for 10:1 as well in the 

(6 + 6) variable set. It should be noted, however, that the latter did have one extremely biased 

result when b2=8. None of the other functions had acceptable bias across the condition 

combinations.  
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The variable sets had similar accuracy values across the values of kurtosis, n:v ratios, and 

functions, although there were some slight differences. The (6 + 6) variable set returned the least 

accurate results, ranging from .02 to .35 followed by the (4 + 4) variable set; it produced 

accuracy values of .01 to .30. The (10 + 2) variable set reported accuracy values of .01 to .29. 

The most accurate values [although only slightly better than the (10 + 2) variable set values] 

were obtained from the (4 + 2) variable set; these values ranged from .01 to .28. 

The distributions’ kurtosis levels did not seem to impact the accuracy of their results 

except in a few instances. More often than not, the exceptions had less accurate results for 

distributions with greater values of kurtosis.  

There were four instances when the first functions from distributions with b2=8 produced 

slightly less accurate results than the other distributions. The first occurred with the (6 + 6) 

variable set when n:v=3:1; with the b2=8 distribution; accuracy equaled .30 as opposed to .28 for 

all other distributions. The same was true for the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=3:1, except that 

when b2=0 and 1 the bias was less (.27). Similar results were again found with the (4 + 2) 

variable set when n:v=3:1; in this case, distributions with b2=0 and 1 were the most accurate 

(.26), distributions with b2=-1, 3, and 5 were less accurate (.27), and the distribution with b2=8 

was the least accurate (.28). Finally, similar results were found with the (10 + 2) variable set 

when n:v=3:1. In this case, distributions with b2=-1, 0, 1, and 5 were more accurate than the 

others, with an accuracy value of .27. The distribution with b2=3 was less accurate (.28) while 

the least accurate (.28) was the distribution with b2=8. 

In two instances, distributions with b2=3, 5, and 8 produced less accurate results 

(differences of .01) than the other distributions. This occurred for both the first and second 

functions from the (10 + 2) variable set when n:v=10:1. 
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In two cases, distributions with b2=-1, 3, 5, and 8 produced less accurate results 

(differences of .01) than distributions with b2=0 and 1. The cases occurred for the following 

condition combinations: (a) variable set (10 + 2), n:v=3:1, function II  and (b) variable set (4 + 

4), n:v=10:1, function III.   

The normal distribution produced greater accuracy than the kurtotic distributions in one 

case. The first function from the (4 + 2) variable set with n:v=40:1 reported accuracy equal to .01 

when b2=0, but .02 with the kurtotic distributions. Another exception occurred with the (4 + 2) 

variable set; with n:v=25:1, the first function returned an accuracy value of .03 for the first 

function when b2=0, 3, 5, and 8. Accuracy for the distributions with other values of kurtosis was 

.02. Differences in accuracy values also occurred with the 10:1 n:v ratio of the (4 + 2) variable 

set. In this case, the first function returned .06 accuracy for the b2=1 distribution, but .07 for all 

others.  

Finally, there were six instances where distributions with b2=5 and 8 were less accurate 

than the other distributions (differences of .01). These instances were found in the following 

condition combinations: (a) (6 + 6) variable set, n:v=3:1, function II, (b) (6 + 6) variable set, 

n:v=10:1, function II, (c) (6 + 6) variable set, n:v=40:1, function III, (d) (4 + 4) variable set, 

n:v=10:1, function I, (e) (4 + 4) variable set, n:v=10:1, function II, (f) (4 + 4) variable set, 

n:v=25:1, function II. 
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Table 23 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (e) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -39.40 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

0  1.28 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

1  128.10 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

3  504.50 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

5  915.90 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .30  <.01  .30  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .30  <.01  .30  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .30  <.01  .30  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .30  <.01  .30  20 

8  1645.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .49  <.01  .49  30  .29  <.01  .29  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .49  <.01  .49  12  .29  <.01  .29  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .49  <.01  .49  7  .29  <.01  .29  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .49  <.01  .49  46  .29  <.01  .29  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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 Overall for correlation matrix (e) results, the most accurate first function result was 

obtained with the normal distribution with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=40:1. The greatest 

precision for the second function results were found with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=40:1 

regardless of the kurtosis level of the distribution from which the results were derived. The 

greatest accuracy was found for the third function with the (4 + 4) variable set regardless of the 

distributional kurtosis level.  

The greatest amount of bias (i.e., least accuracy) was found for the first functions from 

distributions with b2=8 for the (4 + 4) and (6 + 6) variable sets when n:v=3:1. The least accurate 

second function result was obtained with the (6 + 6) variable set from distributions with b2=5 and 

8. The third function was least accurate with use of the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=3:1 

regardless of the distributional kurtosis level. It should be noted, however, that these values were 

considered to represent extreme bias, however, so this finding should be taken with caution.  

Table 24 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (e) 
   b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I    .27   .27    .26    .26   .27    .26 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=8  
(4+4)  I    .23   .23    .23    .23   .23    .22 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=6  
(4+2)  I    .19   .19    .19    .19   .20    .19 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

v=12  
(10+2)  I    .22   .22    .22    .22   .22    .21 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  
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Table 25 
Accuracy and Precision of Sample  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (e) 
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .28a  (.10)b  .28  (.10)  .28  (.09)  .28  (.10)  .28  (.10)  .30  (.11) 

    II  .34  (.08)  .34  (.08)  .34  (.08)  .34  (.08)  .35  (.08)  .35  (.09) 
    III  .20  (.06)  .20  (.06)  .20  (.06)  .20  (.06)  .20  (.07)  .20  (.07) 
  10:1  I  .07  (.07)  .07  (07)  .07  (.07)  .07  (.07)  .07  (.07)  .08  (.07) 
    II  .11  (.03)  .11  (.03)  .11  (.03)  .11  (.03)  .12  (.04)  .12  (.04) 
    III  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.05) 
    II  .05  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
    III  .04  (.03)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .02  (.03)  .02  (.03)  .02  (.03)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .28  (.12)  .27  (.12)  .27  (.13)  .28  (.13)  .28  (.13)  .30  (.14) 

    II  .25  (.10)  .25  (.10)  .24  (.10)  .25  (.10)  .25  (.10)  .25  (.10) 
    III  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .09  (.06) 
  10:1  I  .07  (.08)  .07  (.08)  .07  (.08)  .07  (.08)  .08  (.08)  .08  (.09) 
    II  .08  (.04)  .08  (.04)  .08  (.04)  .08  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04) 
    III  .03  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .03  (.05)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.06) 
    II  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01  (.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .27  (.16)  .26  (.15)  .26  (.15)  .27  (.16)  .27  (.16)  .28  (.17) 

    II  .14  (.10)  .14  (.10)  .14  (.10)  .14  (.10)  .14  (.10)  .14  (.10) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .07  (.09)  .07  (.09)  .06  (.09)  .07  (.09)  .07  (.10)  .08  (.10) 
    II  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .02  (.06)  .03  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .03  (.06)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.06) 
    II  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .02  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .27  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .28  (.11)  .27  (.11)  .29  (.12) 

    II  .24  (.09)  .23  (.09)  .23  (.08)  .24  (.09)  .24  (.09)  .24  (.10) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .07  (.07)  .07  (.07)  .07  (.07)  .08  (.07)  .08  (.07)  .08  (.07) 
    II  .07  (.03)  .07  (.03)  .07  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.04) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.05) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .02  (.03)  .02  (.03)  .02  (.03)  .02  (.03)  .02  (.03)  .02  (.04) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two 
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. Bolded entries represent 
values that exceeded the ±.30Rc

2 criterion for extreme bias.   aThe accuracy of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value 

of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences 

between the population and sample  Rc
2 values. 
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Precision. As the sample size to variable ratio increased, generally so did the precision 

values for the various condition combinations. With an n:v ratio of 3:1, precision values ranged 

from .06 to .17. When n:v=10:1, precision ranged from .02 to .10 while the 25:1 sample size to 

variable ratio produced values ranging from .01 to .06. Finally, the 40:1 n:v ratio produced the 

most precise results with values ranging from .01 to .05. 

Function III produced the most precise results across the condition combinations with 

function I producing the least precise results. Across all kurtosis levels, variable sets, and n:v 

ratios, the values for functions I, II, and III ranged from .04 to .14, .01 to .10, and .01 to .07, 

respectively. 

The variable sets had slight differences in their amount of precision across all other 

condition combinations. Variable set (6 + 6) produced the most precise results with values 

ranging from .01 to .11. The (10 + 2) variable set results were only slightly less precise, ranging 

from .01 to .12. The (4 + 4) variable set produced precision values ranging from .01 to .14. 

Finally, the least precise results were found with the (4 + 2) variable set; values ranged from .01 

to .17.  

In several cases, higher degrees of distributional kurtosis appeared to negatively impact 

precision of results. But, in other cases, the values for all the distributions, regardless of their 

kurtosis values, were the same. When differences were found, however, they were often small 

(.01 in most cases) and, therefore, should be taken with a degree of caution.  

In ten cases, distributions with b2=8 produced less precise results (differences of .01) than 

the other distributions. This occurred for the following condition combinations: (a) variable set 

(6 + 6), n:v=3:1, function I; (b) variable set (6 + 6), n:v=3:1, function II; (c) variable set (4 + 4), 

n:v=3:1, function I; (d) variable set (4 + 4), n:v=10:1, function I; (e) variable set (4+4), 
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n:v=25:1, function I; (f) variable set (4 + 2), n:v=25:1, function I; (g) variable set (10 + 2), 

n:v=3:1, function I; (h) variable set (10 + 2), n:v=10:1, function II; (i) variable set (10 + 2), 

n:v=25:1, function I; and (j) variable set (10 + 2), n:v=40:1, function I. 

In six instances, distributions with b2=5 and 8 produced less precise results (differences 

of .01) than the other distributions. This occurred for the following condition combinations: (a) 

variable set (6 + 6), n:v=10:1, function III; (b) variable set (6 + 6), n:v=10:1, function II; (c) 

variable set (6 + 6), n:v=25:1, function I; (d) variable set (6 + 6), n:v=25:1, function II; (e) 

variable set (4 + 2), n:v=10:1, function I; (f) variable set (10 + 2), n:v=25:1, function II.  

Several other exceptions arose. For variable set (6 + 6) when n:v=25:1, function III 

produced a precision value of .03 when b2=-1, but .01 for distributions with all other values of 

kurtosis. Function I from the same variable set with n:v=40:1 produced precision values of .04 

with distributions possessing univariate kurtosis of 3, 5, and 8, but precision equaled .03 for 

distributions with the other three values of kurtosis. Function I for variable set (4 + 2) when 

n:v=3:1 produced less precise results with distributions with b2=-1, 3, 5, and 8 than the other 

distributions. In this case, distributions with b2=0, 1 reported precision values of .15, 

distributions with b2=-1, 3, and 5 produced values of .16, and the distributions with b2=8 had the 

least precise results (.17). Finally, results for the second function of the (10 + 2) variable set 

when n:v=3:1 were the most precise from the distribution with b2=1 (.08). Precision was weaker 

with distributions with b2=-1, 0, 3, 5 (.09) and lessened even more when b2=8 (.10). 

In sum, correlation matrix (e) results were least precise with the first functions of the (4 + 

2) variable set when n:v=3:1; the least precise values were reported from the distribution with 

b2=8. The least precise second function results were detected with the (4 + 4) and (4 + 2) variable 

sets across distributions (i.e., regardless of kurtosis level) and the (10 + 2) variable set, all when 
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n:v=3:1. The values with the greatest amount of precision were reported for the third function 

with the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=40:1. This occurred for all distributions except for the one 

with b2=8. 

The greatest precision for the first functions was detected the (10 + 2) variable set from 

all distributions except for the most extremely kurtotic (all but b2=8) and from the distributions 

with b2=-1, 0, 1, all when n:v=40:1. The second function returned its most precise result when 

n:v=40:1 across all distributions regardless of kurtosis level. The third function results were most 

precise with the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=40:1 from distributions with b2=-1, 0, 1, 3, and 5. 

Correlation Matrix F 

 As previously explained, populations generated from correlation matrix (f) were 

originally designed to possess large between-set correlations (rb=.50) and moderate within-set 

correlations (rw=.30). But, because the correlation matrix was not of full rank, no factor analytic 

solution could be obtained. As a result, it was impossible to generate data with those correlations 

using the matrix decomposition procedure. Within-set correlations were revised to solve this 

problem. Within-set correlations of .43 were determined to be the smallest values (greater than 

the original .30) that allowed the data generation procedure to run for this correlation matrix. So, 

matrix (f) was revised to possess within-set correlations of .43 and between-set correlations of 

.50. As can be seen in Table 26, most all of the correlations approximated those that were 

expected, with a few exceptions. The population with b2=1 produced data with mean and median 

within-set correlations of .44 for the variable sets. The mean and median between-set 

correlations from the same kurtotic distribution were .51. This slight difference from the 

expected correlations should not have largely impacted the results, however, because the 

difference between the population and sample Rc
2values was the focus of the analyses rather than 
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the population Rc
2 value alone. Table 27 presents the population Rc

2 values generated from 

correlation matrix (f), and Table 28 presents the accuracy and precision values for the matrix. 

Accuracy. The majority of the results were extremely biased, although there were several 

exceptions that will be noted in the text that follows. As noted with previous correlation 

matrices, results tended to become more accurate as the sample size to variable ratio increased. 

The range of accuracy when n:v=3:1 was .02 to .43 across other condition combinations. The 

10:1 n:v ratio produced accuracy values of .01 to .15 while the 25:1 ratio demonstrated slightly 

more accurate results (ranging from .01 to .07). The 40:1 n:v ratio produced the most accurate 

results with values ranging from <.01 to .04.  

The first functions for each of the variable set/sample size to variable ratio combinations 

were the only values to produce acceptable amounts of bias. Generally, the second function 

produced results with the greatest amount of bias (i.e., least accuracy), with accuracy values 

ranging from .01 to .43. Function III followed with values ranging from .01 to .25. Function I 

results were the most accurate, ranging from <.01 to .13.  

There was no clear pattern for the accuracy values by condition. The (10 + 2) variable set 

was the most accurate; values ranged from .01 to .10. The (4 + 2) variable set had slightly less 

accurate results with values ranging from .01 to .20. Note that these two variable sets both have 2 

variables in the criterion set. In this case, it appears that the number of variables may have 

influenced the accuracy of results as well. Subsequent sections will address this issue. The (4 + 

4) variable set produced accuracy values ranging from <.01 to .33. Finally, the (6 + 6) variable 

set reported the least accurate results with values ranging from .01 to .43.  
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Table 26 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (f) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -21.60 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .43  <.01  .43  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .43  <.01  .43  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .43  <.01  .43  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .43  <.01  .43  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

0  -1.61 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .43  <.01  .43  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .43  <.01  .43  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .43  <.01  .43  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .43  <.01  .43  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

1  159.80 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .44  <.01  .44  30  .51  <.01  .51  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .44  <.01  .44  12  .51  <.01  .51  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .44  <.01  .44  7  .51  <.01  .51  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .44  <.01  .44  46  .51  <.01  .51  20 

3  613.80 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .43  <.01  .43  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .43  <.01  .43  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .43  <.01  .43  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .43  <.01  .43  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

5  1145.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .43  <.01  .43  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .43  <.01  .43  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .43  <.01  .43  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .43  <.01  .43  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

8  2104.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .43  <.01  .43  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .43  <.01  .43  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .43  <.01  .43  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .43  <.01  .43  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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For data based on correlation matrix (f), the accuracy of results generally decreased with 

distributions that possessed greater kurtosis. This was true for all but 6 functions across the 

variable sets and sample to size to variable ratios. That is, there were 42 functions that produced 

less accurate results for at least one kurtotic distribution. It is important to note that the 6 

functions produced the same accuracy value across the distributions regardless of kurtosis were 

first function results. 

 

 

 

Table 27 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (f) 
   b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I     .91    .91    .92    .91    .91    .91 

  II  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001 

v=8  
(4+4)  I     .76    .76    .78    .76    .76    .76 

  II  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001 

v=6  
(4+2)  I     .61    .61    .63    .61    .61    .61 

  II  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001 
  III  -  -  -  -  -  - 

v=12  
(10+2)  I    .72     .72    .73    .72    .72    .72 

  II  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001  <.001 
  III  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  
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Table 28 
Accuracy and Precision of  Sample Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (f) 
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .03a (.02)b  .03  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02) 

    II  .39  (.09)  .37  (.10)  .38  (.09)  .39  (.10)  .40  (.10)  .43  (.10) 
    III  .22  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .22  (.07)  .22  (.07)  .23  (.07)  .25  (.08) 
  10:1  I  .01  (.01)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02) 
    II  .12  (.04)  .11  (.03)  .12  (.04)  .12  (.04)  .13  (.04)  .15  (.05) 
    III  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .07  (.02)  .07  (.02)  .08  (.03) 
  25:1  I  <.01 (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
    II  .05  (.02)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .07  (.02) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
  40:1  I  <.01 (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01)  <.01  (.01) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.02) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .07  (.07)  .06  (.07)  .06  (.07)  .07  (.07)  .07  (.07)  .08  (.07) 

    II  .30  (.12)  .30  (.12)  .29  (.07)  .30  (.12)  .31  (.12)  .33  (.13) 
    III  .10  (.07)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.07)  .10  (.07)  .11  (.07)  .11  (.07) 
  10:1  I  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.05)  .02  (.05)  .03  (.05) 
    II  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.05)  .10  (.05)  .11  (.06) 
    III  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03) 
    II  .04  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .05  (.03) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
  40:1  I  <.01 (.02)  <.01  (.02)  <.01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.03) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.02) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .10  (.13)  .10  (.12)  .10  (.12)  .11  (.12)  .11  (.12)  .13  (.12) 

    II  .18  (.12)  .18  (.12)  .18  (.13)  .18  (.13)  .19  (.13)  .20  (.14) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .03  (.08)  .03  (.08)  .02  (.07)  .03  (.08)  .03  (.08)  .04  (.08) 
    II  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .06  (.05)  .07  (.05) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .01  (.05)  .02  (.05) 
    II  .02  (.02)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.02)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .09  (.07)  .08  (.07)  .08  (.06)  .09  (.07)  .09  (.07)  .10  (.07) 

    II  .28  (.11)  .26  (.10)  .27  (.10)  .27  (.11)  .28  (.11)  .30  (.11) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .04  (.05) 
    II  .08  (.04)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.04)   .09  (.04)  .10  (.05) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)   .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .02  (.03) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01) 

    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two  
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. Bolded entries represent 
values that exceeded the ±.30Rc

2 criterion for extreme bias. aThe accuracy of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value 

of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision of the Rc
2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences 

between the population and sample  Rc
2 values. 
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In sum, the most accurate results for correlation matrix (f) were found for the first 

function with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=40:1 regardless of the distributional kurtosis 

level. The most accurate second function results were obtained from use of the (4 + 2) variable 

set when n:v=40:1 from distributions with b2=-1, 0, 3. The third functions for the (4 + 4) variable 

set when n:v=40:1 were the most accurate for that function regardless of the distributional 

kurtosis level. It should be noted, however, that these values were considered to represent 

extreme amounts of bias as determined by the ±.30Rc
2. 

The least accurate results were found for the first functions with the (4 + 4) variable set 

when n:v=3:1 and from the distribution with b2=8. The second functions from the (6 + 6) 

variable set when n:v=3:1 and with distributional kurtosis equal to 8 produced the least accurate 

results for that function. The third function produced its least accurate result with the (10 + 2) 

variable set when n:v=3:1 from the distribution with b2=8. 

Precision. Generally, the least precise results were seen with the second functions  of 

each variable set when n:v=3:1. But, precision varied across the conditions. 

As the sample size to ratio increased, so did the precision of the Rc
2 estimates. With 

n:v=3:1, precision ranged from .02 to .14. The 10:1 n:v ratio had precision values ranging from 

.01 to .08. The results from the 25:1 n:v ratio were even more precise with values ranging from 

.01 to .05. Finally, the 40:1 n:v ratio produced precision values of .01 to .04.  

As mentioned, the second functions generally produced the least precise results; values 

ranged from .01 to .14. Function III results were slightly more precise than function II’s results; 

values ranged from <.01 to .08. Overall, results from the first functions produced the most 

precise results with values ranging from .02 to .12. This range does not appear more precise than 

the range for the third functions because there were no third functions for the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) 
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variable sets. When taken on a case-by-case basis, though, function I outperformed function III 

in the area of precision. 

As with the accuracy for correlation matrix (f) data, precision generally decreased in 

distributions with greater values of kurtosis. But, several exceptions were noted. As a general 

rule, as the sample size to variable ratio increased, the first functions oftentimes produced the 

same precision for all distributions regardless of normality. There were several second and third 

functions for the 25:1 and 40:1 sample sizes across variable sets that demonstrated the same 

precision for all distributions as well.    

On the other hand, 12 of the functions produced values that were less precise for 

distributions with b2=3, 5, and 8. In all cases, however, the difference between the precision 

values was slight (.01).   

In sum, correlation matrix (f) results were most precise for the first function with the (6 + 

6) variable set when n:v=25:1 or 40:1. The second function produced its most precise results 

with the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets when n:v=40:1 from distributions with b2=-1, 0, 1, 3, 

and 5 and with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=25:1 from distributions with b2=0 and 1. Also 

included the cases of greatest precision for the second function are all distributions from the (10 

+ 2) variable set when n:v=40:1. Finally, the 40:1 n:v ratio of the (4 + 2) variable set also could 

be considered in the cases of greatest precision for the second function when taken from 

distributions with b2=-1, 0, 3, and 5. The third function produced its greatest precision with the 

(4 + 4) variable set when n:v=40:1 from distributions with kurtosis levels of -1, 0, and 1.  

The least amount of precision was reported for the first function with (4 + 2) variable set 

when n:v =3:1 from the distribution with b2=-1. The second function results were least accurate 

with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1, specifically from the distribution with b2=8.  
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Correlation Matrix G 

 Populations generated from correlation matrix (g) were designed to possess large 

correlations both between (rb=.50)  and within (rw=.50) the variable sets. As can be seen upon 

inspection of Table 29, most of the distributions’ correlations approximated these values, with a 

few exceptions. The population with b2=8 produced mean between- and within-set correlations 

ranging from .48 to .49. The median between- and within-set correlations were .49, leading to the 

conclusion that at least 50% (probably more given the SD of <.01) of both correlations were .49. 

However, because the analyses focus on the difference between the population and sample Rc
2 

values, the slight difference in population correlation should not have greatly affected the results. 

Table 30 presents the population Rc
2 values, and Table 31 presents the accuracy and precision 

values for Rc
2 for samples from the population based on correlation matrix (g). 

 Accuracy. The majority of the accuracy values for correlation matrix (g)  were extremely 

biased. There were several exceptions, however, and these will be noted in the text that follows. 

 Accuracy of Rc
2 tended to improve as the sample size to variable ratio increased. When 

n:v=3:1 across all other condition combinations, accuracy ranged from .08 to .42. The 10:1 n:v 

ratio produced accuracy values from .02 to .15. while the 25:1 n:v ratio saw accuracy range from 

.01 to .06. The largest n:v ratio of 40:1 produced slightly more accurate results; values ranged 

from .01 to .04. 

 Function II tended to have the greatest bias (i.e., least accuracy) of the three functions, 

with accuracy values ranging from .01 to .42. Function III trailed with values ranging from .01 to 

.24. Function I results were generally the most accurate across the conditions; values ranged 

from .01 to .16. Along those lines, it is interesting to note that the first functions for each variable 
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set/n:v combination produced the only acceptable cases of bias among the correlation matrix (g) 

data. 

There was no distinguishable pattern among the accuracy data by conditions. The (4 + 2) 

variable set produced the most accurate results with values ranging from .01 to .19. The (10 + 2) 

variable set’s results were slightly less accurate; values ranged from .01 to .29. The (4 + 4) 

variable set produced accuracy values ranging from .01 to .31. Finally, the (6 + 6) variable set 

produced the least accurate results; values ranged from .01 to .42. 

For the majority of the functions (91.67%), distributions with greater values of kurtosis 

produced less accurate results than the other distributions. Only 4 of the functions across the 

variable set/n:v combinations produced the same accuracy value for all distributions, regardless 

of normality or nonnormality. These exceptions were noted for the following condition 

combinations: (a) variable set (6 + 6), n:v=25:1, function I, (b) variable set (4 + 4), n:v=10:1, 

function III, (c) variable set (4 + 2), n:v=40:1, function I, (d) variable set (10 + 2), n:v=40:1, 

function I.  
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Table 29 

Descriptive Statistics of the Population Correlation Sets for Correlation Matrix (g) 

   

 
  Within-set correlation  Between-set correlation 

Expected b2  b2,p
a 

 
Variable Set  M  SD  Mdn  n  M  SD  Mdn  n 

-1  -14.80 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

0  1.67 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

1  144.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

3  587.20 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

5  1062.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .50  <.01  .50  30  .50  <.01  .50  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .50  <.01  .50  12  .50  <.01  .50  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .50  <.01  .50  7  .50  <.01  .50  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .50  <.01  .50  46  .50  <.01  .50  20 

8  1935.00 
 

v=12 (6+6)  .49  <.01  .49  30  .49  <.01  .49  36 

   
 

v=8 (4+4)  .49  <.01  .49  12  .48  <.01  .49  16 

   
 

v=6 (4+2)  .49  <.01  .49  7  .49  <.01  .49  8 

   
 

v=12 (10+2)  .48  <.01  .49  46  .49  <.01  .49  20 
ab2,p denotes Mardia’s coefficient of multivariate kurtosis. Note that Mardia’s coefficient only represents the multivariate 
kurtosis of the population, not the samples that were drawn from that population. Because the population contains more variables 
and therefore more variates than the samples, b2,p will not necessarily represent the sample multivariate kurtosis accurately.  
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Table 30 
Population  Rc

2 Values for Correlation Matrix (g) 
   b2 
Variable 

Set  Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 
v=12 
(6+6)  I    .74   .73    .74    .74   .73    .72 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=8  
(4+4)  I    .62   .64    .64    .64   .64    .62 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 

v=6  
(4+2)  I    .54   .53    .54    .53   .53   .52 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

v=12  
(10+2)  I    .61   .61    .61    .61   .61    .59 

  II  <.001 <.001  <.001  <.001 <.001  <.001 
  III  - -  -  - -  - 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) 
are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two functions because the smaller variable set 
contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. 
n=20,000 per cell.  

 

Overall for correlation matrix (g), the most accurate results were reported for the first 

function from the distribution with b2=1 with the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=40:1. The second 

function produced its most accurate results with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=40:1; this 

occurred with the distributions that possessed kurtosis values of 0, 1, and 3. The third functions 

were most accurate with the (4 + 4) variable set across distributions and the (6 + 6) variable set 

when b2=0 and 1, all when n:v=40:1. The findings for the most accurate second and third 

function results should be taken tentatively, however, given that these values were still 

considered to represent extreme amounts of bias.  
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Table 31 
Accuracy and Precision of  Rc

2 for Correlation Matrix (g) 
      Expected b2 

Var. 
Set  n: v   Function  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  .08a (.06)b  .08  (.06)  .08  (.06)  .08  (.06)  .09  (.06)  .10  (.07) 

    II  .38  (.10)  .37  (.10)  .37  (.09)  .39  (.10)  .40  (.10)  .42  (.10) 
    III  .22  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .21  (.07)  .22  (.07)  .23  (.07)  .24  (.08) 
  10:1  I  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04)  .03  (.04) 
    II  .12  (.04)  .11  (.03)  .12  (.04)  .12  (.04)  .13  (.04)  .15  (.05) 
    III  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .07  (.02)  .07  (.03)  .08  (.03) 
  25:1  I  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03) 
    II  .05  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.01)  .05  (.02)  .06  (.02)  .06  (.02) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  <.01 (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02)  .01  (.02) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .04  (.01)  .04  (.02) 
    III  .02  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  .11  (.10)  .10  (.10)  .10  (.10)  .11  (.10)  .11  (.10)  .13  (.10) 

    II  .30  (.12)  .29  (.12)  .29  (.11)  .30  (.12)  .30  (.12)  .31  (.12) 
    III  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.06)  .10  (.07)  .10  (.07)  .11  (.07) 
  10:1  I  .03  (.06)  .03  (.06)  .03  (.06)  .03  (.06)  .04  (.07)  .04  (.07) 
    II  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .10  (.05)  .11  (.05) 
    III  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
  25:1  I  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.05) 
    II  .04  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .05  (.02) 
    III  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 
  40:1  I  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.04) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01)  .03  (.02) 
    III  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01 (<.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  .13  (.14)  .12  (.13)  .12  (.13)  .13  (.14)  .14  (.14)  .16  (.15) 

    II  .18  (.12)  .17  (.12)  .17  (.12)  .18  (.12)  .18  (.12)  .19  (.13) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .03  (.09)  .03  (.08)  .03  (.09)  .04  (.09)  .04  (.09)  .05  (.09) 
    II  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .05  (.04)  .06  (.04)  .06  (.05)  .06  (.05) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .01  (.06)  .01  (.06)  .01  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06)  .02  (.06) 
    II  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .02  (.02)  .03  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.04)  .01  (.05)  .01   (.05) 
    II  .02  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  .12  (.08)  .11  (.09)  .12  (.08)  .12  (.09)  .13  (.09)  .14  (.09) 

    II  .26  (.10)  .26  (.10)  .26  (.10)  .27  (.11)  .28  (.11)  .29  (.11) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  10:1  I  .04  (.05)  .03  (.05)  .03  (.05)  .04  (.06)  .04  (.06)  .05  (.06) 
    II  .08  (.04)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.03)  .08  (.04)  .09  (.04)  .10  (.05) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  25:1  I  .01  (.04)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04)  .02  (.04) 
    II  .03  (.01)  .03  (.01)   .03  (.01)  .03  (.02)  .04  (.02)  .04  (.02) 
    III   -   -   -   -   -   - 
  40:1  I  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03)  .01  (.03) 
    II  .01  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .02  (.01)  .03  (.01) 

    III   -   -  -   -   -   - 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. n=5,000 per cell.  Data with variable sets v=6 (4+2) and v=12 (10+2) are, by definition, limited to a maximum of two 
functions because the smaller variable set contains only 2 variables. As a result, neither variable set has a value for the third function. aThe accuracy of the Rc

2 

values is denoted as the mean difference between the known population value of   Rc
2 and the sample value of  Rc

2 across 5,000 sample replications. bThe precision 
of the Rc

2 values is denoted as the standard deviation of the differences between the population and sample  Rc
2 values. 
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Overall, the first function was least accurate with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1 

from the distribution with b2=8. The least accurate results were reported for the second function 

from the distribution with b2=8; in this case, the second function from the (6 + 6) variable set 

when n:v=3:1 was the least accurate. The third function reported its least accurate results with 

the (10 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1; the least accurate value was obtained from the 

distribution with b2=8. 

Precision. As the sample size to ratio increased, the precision of the Rc
2 estimates 

generally increased. When n:v=3:1, precision ranged from .01 to .15. Precision was slightly 

better with the 10:1 n:v ratio; values ranged from .02 to  .09. The 25:1 n:v ratio produced even 

greater precision with values ranging from .03 to .06. Finally, when n:v=40:1, precision values 

ranged from .01 to .05.  

 Function II produced the least precise Rc
2 estimates (precision ranged from .01 to .13), 

function III produced the most precise results (precision ranged from .01 to .08). The function I 

accuracy values fell between function II’s and III’s; values ranged from .03 to .15.  

 The (10 + 2) variable set produced the most precise results for this correlation matrix 

with values ranging from .01 to .09. The (6 + 6) variable set had only slightly less precision in its 

estimates; its values ranged from .01 to .10. The (4 + 4) variable set had accuracy ranging in 

magnitude from <.01 to .12. Finally, results for the (4 + 2) variable set had the least amount of 

precision with values from .01 to .15. From these ranges, it may appear that the (10 + 2) variable 

set had less precision than the (6+6) variable set, but, when inspected on a condition-by-

condition basis, however, it was found that the (6 + 6) variable set had less precision overall. 

Additionally, it should be note that the accuracy values were fairly close in magnitude across the 

variable sets. 
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 For many cases, distributions with higher degrees of kurtosis produced less precise 

results than the distributions with other kurtosis values. Generally, distributions with b2=5 and 8 

both demonstrated less precise results than the other distributions, but often this phenomenon 

would include b2=3  and even b2=-1 as well. 

 Overall for correlation matrix (g), the least amount of precision was found for the first 

function results with the (4 + 2) variable set when n:v=3:1 and b2=8; the second function was 

least precise for the same condition combination. Finally, the least precise results for the third 

function were reported with the (4 + 4) variable set when n:v=3:1; in this case, the distributions 

with b2=-1, 0, 3, 5, and 8 reported the least precise results.  

The greatest precision was reported for the first function from all distributions (regardless 

of kurtosis level) for the (6 + 6) variable set when n:v=40:1. The second functions produced the 

greatest precision for all but the distributions with b2=8 for the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets as 

well as for all the distributions with the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable sets; in these cases, the 

greatest precision was found when n:v=40:1. The third function produced its greatest precision 

from distributions with b2=-1, 0, and 1; in these cases, the variable set (4 + 4) with n:v=40:1 

produced the most precise Rc
2 results. 

All Correlation Matrices 

 Accuracy. Examination of the correlation matrices’ results together revealed the fact that 

as the between-set correlation generally increased, so did the accuracy of results. Data from the 

following correlation matrices generally produced decreasing accuracy values from greatest to 

least: (a) correlation matrix F (i.e., rw=.30, rb=.50), (b) correlation matrix G (i.e., rw=.50, rb=.50), 

(c) correlation matrix D (i.e., rw=.30, rb=.30), (d) correlation matrix E (i.e., rw=.50, rb=.30), (e) 
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correlation matrix B (i.e., rw=.30, rb=.10), (f) correlation matrix C (i.e., rw=.50, rb=.10), and (g) 

correlation matrix A (i.e., rw=0, rb=0).  

 Precision. The same order did not apply for the precision of results. Data from the 

following correlation matrices generally produced decreasing precision values from greatest to 

least: (a) correlation matrix F (i.e., rw=.30, rb=.50), (b) correlation matrix G (i.e., rw=.50, rb=.50), 

(c) correlation matrix A (i.e., rw=0, rb=0), (d) correlation matrix C (i.e., rw=.50, rb=.10), (e) 

correlation matrix B (i.e., rw=.30, rb=.10), (f) correlation matrix D (i.e., rw=.30, rb=.30), and (g) 

correlation matrix E (i.e., rw=.50, rb=.30). Given their small differences in accuracy values, 

correlation matrices (a), (c), (b), and (d) could be considered to possess the same precision 

levels.  

Explanation of Variability in Rc
2 Bias 

 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) analyses were run to help explain the variability of the 

bias estimates by each function. Three univariate analyses were run – one for each function – 

with the bias estimate for a given function (the difference between the sample and population Rc
2 

values) acting as the dependent variable and the conditions (with their respective levels) as the 

independent variables. Rather than examine the full factorial model (i.e. main effects and all 

interactions), I considered only the main effects of the independent variables on the dependent 

variable for each analysis. The interaction effects were not of interest in the present study.  

The importance of the effects was determined through examination of (a) the F tests for 

each main effect and the resulting p-values and (b) the η2 and ω2 effect sizes. It should be noted 

that due to the large sample size (N=3,360,000, n=5,000 for the majority of the IVs), one would 

expect the p-values from these analyses to be extremely small (and most likely statistically 

significant). But, this may only be a result of sample size in some cases (i.e., not from a 
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noteworthy effect as it should). It is for that reason that I considered the p-values as well as the 

effect sizes in the interpretation of the results.  

Function I 

 Table 32 presents the ANOVA summary table for the function I results. Descriptive 

statistics of the function I bias values by conditions can be found in Table 33. Graphic 

illustrations of the central tendency (i.e. median) and variability (25th and 75th percentiles) of 

function I results by condition across all other conditions are displayed in Figures 1-5. It should 

be noted, however, that this and subsequent boxplots do not directly represent the accuracy and 

precision of Rc
2 bias (defined as the mean and standard deviation of the bias, respectively), but 

instead display the median and 25th and 75th percentiles to illustrate the central tendency and 

variability of Rc
2 bias, respectively. 

 One of the assumptions for the use of ANOVA is the homogeneity of variance. That is, 

all variances should be roughly homogenous in order for the ANOVA results to be accurate. 

Levene’s test of the equality of variances was used to determine whether the variances (by 

condition) were statistically significantly different, F(671, 3359328)=2429.78, p<.001. A p-value 

of less than .001 would typically indicate that the variances were heterogeneous. However, 

because p-values are directly impacted by sample size, it could be expected that the p-value 

would be statistically significant in this case simply because of the large sample size 

(N=3,360,000). Upon visual inspection of the variances by condition, I determined that the 

variances were roughly homogenous and, therefore most likely met the assumption of 

homogeneity of variance. Furthermore, this assumption is primarily related to the Type I error 

rate involved with the F tests. Since statistical significance of the ANOVA results was not my 

primary interest, however, meeting these assumptions in the present study was less of a concern. 
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All five conditions produced statistically significant main effects with p<.001 in all cases. 

It is apparent from examination of the η2 values, however, that not all of the main effects were 

noteworthy. The sample size to ratio variable explained the greatest amount of variation in 

function I bias, accounting for 43% (η2=.43; ω2=.43) of the variation in the DV. The only other 

condition that had a somewhat notable effect on the DV was the between-set correlation variable, 

and it displayed a considerably weaker relationship with the DV than the sample size to variable 

ratio. The between-set correlation variable explained 4% (η2=.04) of the variation in function I 

bias. But, when theoretically corrected for the influence of sampling error, this already small 

effect essentially demonstrated no effect at all (ω2≤.001).    

Table 32 
ANOVA Summary Table for Explanation of the Sources of Variation in Function I Rc

2 Bias 
               
Source of Variation  SS  df  MS  F  p  η2  ω2 
Expected univariate  
     kurtosis (b2)  24.90  5 4.98 700.42 <.001  <.001 

 
<.001 

Sample size:  
     variable ratio   
     (n:v)  31,776.88  3 10,592.29 1,489,773.56 <.001    .43   .43 
Variable set   8.14  3 2.71 381.15 <.001  <.001 <.001 
Between-set  
     correlation (rb)  3,274.39  2 1,637.20 230,267.23 <.001     .04 <.001 
Within-set  
     correlation (rw)  201.95  2 100.97 14,201.13 <.001  <.001 <.001 
Error  23,886.44  3,359,984 .01     
Total  73,924.56  3,359,999    

 

Based on these results, it is apparent that, of the five conditions manipulated in the 

present study, the sample size to variable ratio had the only noteworthy effect on the function I 

bias. And, this effect was quite considerable given the fact that it could explain almost half of the 

function I bias variation. It is worth noting that the 3:1 sample size to variable ratio had, by far, 

the greatest bias of all the ratios (M=.26, SD=.17). Bias decreased for the 10:1, 25:1, and 40:1 
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ratios (M=.07, SD=.07; M=.03, SD=.04; and M=.02, SD=.03; respectively). Larger sample size to 

variable ratios seemed to help decrease bias in Rc
2, particularly when n:v≥10:1. 

 

Table 33 
Descriptive Statistics for Function I, II, and III Bias by Sample Size to Variable Ratio, Variable Set, Univariate Kurtosis Levels, 
Between- set Correlations, and Within-set Correlations 
  Function 
  I  II  III 

Condition  M  SD  n  M  SD  n  M  SD  n 
Sample size: 
variable ratio 
(n:v)                   
       3:1  .26  .17  840,000  .24  .12  840,000  .14  .08  420,000 
     10:1  .07  .07  840,000  .07  .04  840,000  .04  .03  420,000 
     25:1  .03  .04  840,000  .03  .02  840,000  .02  .01  420,000 
     40:1  .02  .03  840,000  .02  .01  840,000  .01  .01  420,000 
                   
Variable Set                   
       6 + 6  .10  .14  840,000  .13  .13  840,000  .07  .08  420,000 
       4 + 4  .10  .14  840,000  .09  .11  840,000  .03  .05  420,000 
       4 + 2  .09  .01  840,000  .05  .08  840,000  -  -  - 
     10 + 2  .09  .13  840,000  .09  .10  840,000  -  -  - 
                   
Expected 
Kurtosis (b2)                   
       -1  .09  .14  560,000  .09  .11  560,000  .05  .07  280,000 
        0  .09  .13  560,000  .09  .14  560,000  .09  .14  280,000 
        1  .09  .14  560,000  .09  .11  560,000  .05  .07  280,000 
        3  .09  .14  560,000  .09  .11  560,000  .05  .07  280,000 
        5  .10  .14  560,000  .09  .11  560,000  .05  .07  280,000 
        8  .10  .14  560,000  .10  .12  560,000  .06  .07  280,000 
                   
Between-set 
correlation (rb)                   
       0  .15  .16  480,000  .07  .09  480,000  .04  .06  240,000 
     .10  .14  .16  960,000  .08  .09  960,000  .05  .06  480,000 
     .30  .08  .12  960,000  .10  .11  960,000  .05  .07  480,000 
     .50  .04  .07  960,000  .11  .13  960,000  .06  .08  480,000 
                   
Within-set 
correlation (rw)                   
      0  .15  .16  480,000  .07  .09  480,000  .04  .06  240,000 
     .30  .10  .14  960,000  .09  .11  960,000  .05  .07  480,000 
     .43  .03  .06  480,000  .11  .13  480,000  .06  .08  240,000 
     .50  .09  .13  1,440,000  .09  .11  1,440,000  .05  .07  720,000 
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Figure 1. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of  function I Rc
2 bias by the expected 

marginal kurtosis across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n=560,000). 
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Figure 2. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function I Rc
2 bias by sample size 

to variable ratio across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n=840,000). 
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Figure 3. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function I Rc
2 bias by variable set 

across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n=840,000). 
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Figure 4. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function I Rc
2 bias by between-set 

correlation across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n0=480,000; n.10, .30, .50=960,000). 
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Figure 5. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function I Rc
2 bias by within-set 

correlation across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n0, .43=480,000; n.30=960,000;  

n.50=1,440,000). 

 

Function II  

 Table 34 presents the analysis of variance results for function II bias by the kurtosis, 

sample size to variable ratio, variable set, between-set correlation, and within-set correlation 

conditions. Descriptive statistics of the function II accuracy values by conditions can be found in 

Table 33. Graphic illustration of the central tendency (i.e. median) and variability (25th and 75th 

percentiles) of function II results by condition across all other conditions are displayed in Figures 

6-10.  

The heterogeneity of variance assumption was tested using Levene’s test of the equality 

of variances. It was statistically significant, with F(671, 3359328)=4043.51, p<.001. As with 

function I, a p-value of less than .001 would typically indicate that the variances were 
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heterogeneous. Upon visual inspection of the variances by condition, I determined that the 

variances were roughly homogenous and, therefore most likely met the assumption of 

homogeneity of variance. But, as mentioned, because statistical significance of the ANOVA 

results was not my primary interest, however, meeting these assumptions in the present study 

was less of a concern.    

Table 34 
ANOVA Summary Table for Explanation of the Sources of Variation in Function II Rc

2 Bias 
               
Source of Variation  SS  df  MS  F  p  η2  ω2 

Expected univariate  
     kurtosis (b2)  20.72  5       4.14 1,182.89 <.001  <.001 <.001 
Sample size:  
     variable ratio   
     (n:v)  26,399.93  3

 
8,799.98 2,514,278.72 <.001     .64    .64 

Variable set   2,414.41  3   804.80 229,943.53 <.001     .06   .06 
Between-set  
     correlation (rb)  331.99  2  165.99 47,381.70 <.001     .01 <.001 
Within-set  
     correlation (rw)  10.90  2     5.45 1,556.03 <.001  <.001 <.001 
Error  11,771.14  3,359,984 .004     
Total  41,296.26  3,359,999    

 

 As can be seen from the table, all of the main effects for the conditions were statistically 

significant, with p<.001 in each case. The η2 and ω2 effect sizes demonstrated, however, that 

only two of the five variables – the sample size to variable ratio and the variable set – were 

important in explaining variation of the bias for function II. The sample size to variable ratio 

clearly shared the greatest relationship with the DV, explaining 64% (η2=.64; ω2=.64) of its 

variability. Like the function I results, larger sample size to variable ratios seemed to decrease 

bias in Rc
2, particurlarly when n:v was greater than or equal to 10:1. This was evidenced by the 

dramatic difference between the mean accuracy values for the 3:1 and 10:1 sample size to 

variable ratios (difference=.17). 
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 The variable set condition also shared a relationship with function II bias, but not nearly 

as great of a relationship as the sample size to variable ratio. The variable set condition explained 

6% (η2=.06, ω2=.06) of the variability in the bias for function II. Finally, from its η2 value of .01, 

the between-set correlation at first appeared to share a relationship, albeit a small one, with the 

DV. But, after correction for the theoretical influence of sampling error, that relationship was 

reduced to less than .001 (i.e., ω2≤.001). In other words, ignoring the influence of sampling error, 

the between-set correlation variable demonstrated no substantial relationship with the function II 

bias. 
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Figure 6. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function II Rc
2 bias by expected 

marginal kurtosis across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n=560,000). 
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Figure 7. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function II Rc
2 bias by sample size 

to variable ratio across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n=840,000). 
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Figure 8. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function II Rc
2 bias by variable set 

across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n=840,000). 
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Figure 9. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function II Rc
2 bias by between-set 

correlation across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n0=480,000; n.10, .30, .50=960,000). 
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Figure 10. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function II Rc
2 bias by within-set 

correlation across all other conditions (N=3,360,000; n0, .43=480,000; n.30=960,000;  

n.50=1,440,000). 
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Function III 

 Table 35 presents the ANOVA results for function III bias by the various conditions. 

Descriptive statistics of the function III bias by conditions can be found in Table 33. Graphic 

illustrations of the central tendency (i.e. median) and variability (25th and 75th percentiles) of 

function I results by condition across all other conditions are displayed in Figures 11-15. Note 

that the sample size was half what it was for functions I and II (N=1,680,000) because, while all 

the variable sets had first and second functions, two out of the four variable sets (the two variable 

sets with 2 variables each in their criterion sets) did not produce third functions.  

 It is worth noting that, as can be seen in Figures 6-10 and Figures 11-15, functions II and 

III, respectively, produced very few negative bias values (49 of 3,360,000 and 15 of 1,680,000 

total cases, respectively). In other words, there were very few sample estimates of Rc
2 for 

functions II and III that underestimated the corresponding population value. Conversely, function 

I results produced some sample negative bias values (536,267 of 3,360,000 total cases); that is, 

several of the sample estimates of Rc2 underestimated the population Rc
2 value.  Furthermore, the 

sample underestimates for function I were generally much greater than the underestimates for the 

other two functions. 

 Multivariate analyses such as CCA produce a number of functions (equal to the number 

of variables in the smaller set), with the first function explaining the greatest amount of variance, 

the second explaining less, and so on. Because function I will always account for the greatest 

percentage of variability, subsequent functions (e.g., functions II and III, in this case) will 

account for less and less variability; in fact, the Rc
2 values for subsequent functions can often 

approach zero.  Although it would still be theoretically possible, underestimates would be 

unlikely given the fact that Rc
2 cannot be negative. With the Rc

2 estimates for functions II and III 
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often approaching zero, an extremely small range of values is then left within which it would be 

possible for the sample estimate to underestimate the population parameter. This is likely the 

reasoning behind the fact that functions II and III in the present study produced very few sample 

underestimates of the population Rc
2 value. 

The heterogeneity of variance assumption was tested using Levene’s test of the equality 

of variances; it was statistically significant, with F(671, 3359328)=3752.24, p<.001. As with 

functions I and II, a p-value of less than .001 would typically indicate that the variances were 

heterogeneous. Upon visual inspection of the variances by condition, I determined that the 

variances were roughly homogenous and, therefore most likely met the assumption of 

homogeneity of variance. But, as mentioned, because statistical significance of the ANOVA 

results was not my primary interest, however, meeting these assumptions in the present study 

was less of a concern.    

All main effects for the conditions were statistically significant, with p<.001 in each case. 

The η2 and ω2 magnitudes demonstrated that only two of the five variables shared a substantial 

relationship with the function III bias. As with functions I and II, the sample size to variable ratio 

had the greatest relationship of the five variables with function III bias; it explained 59% (η2=.59; 

ω2=.59) of the variation in the DV. A somewhat smaller, but still noteworthy, relationship was 

detected between the function III bias and the variable set condition; it explained 9% (η2=.09; 

ω2=.09) of the variation in the DV. None of the other variables demonstrated a noteworthy main 

effect with the function III bias.   
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Table 35 
ANOVA Summary Table for Explanation of the Sources of Variation in Function III Rc

2 Bias 
               

Source of Variation  SS  df  MS  F  p  η2  ω2 
Expected univariate  
     kurtosis (b2)  3.33  5        .67  439.92  <.001  <.001 <.001 
Sample size:  
     variable ratio   
     (n:v)  4,713.63  3  1,571.21  1,038,473.57  <.001     .59     .59 
Variable set   718.49  3    718.49  474,876.22  <.001     .09   .09 
Between-set  
     correlation (rb)  33.36  2   16.68  11,020.50  <.001  

   
<.001 <.001 

Within-set  
     correlation (rw)  .97  2      .48  320.18  <.001  <.001 <.001 
Error  2,542.34  1,679,984  .002       
Total  8,048.02  1,679,999       
  

Like the results for functions I and II, larger sample size to variable ratios seemed to decrease 

bias in Rc
2, particurlarly when n:v was greater than or equal to 10:1. This was evidenced by the 

dramatic difference between the mean accuracy values for the 3:1 and 10:1 sample size to 

variable ratios (difference=.10). 
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Figure 11. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function III Rc
2 bias by expected 

marginal kurtosis across all other conditions (N=1,680,000; n=280,000). 
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Figure 12. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function III Rc
2 bias by sample 

size to variable ratio across all other conditions (N=1,680,000; n=420,000). 
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Figure 13. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function III Rc
2 bias by variable 

set across all other conditions (N=840,000; n=420,000). 
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Figure 14. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function III Rc
2 bias by between-

set correlation across all other conditions (N=1,680,000; n0=240,000; n.10, .30, .50=480,000). 
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Figure 15. 3-point summary (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) of function III Rc
2 bias by within-set 

correlation across all other conditions (N=1,680,000; n0, .43=240,000; n.50=720,000). 
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Accuracy of Rc
2 Adjustment Formulae 

 The accuracy of the Rc
2 adjustment formulae was calculated as the difference between the 

population and adjusted Rc
2 values for each of the sample replications (n=5,000) across the 148 

condition combinations. Accuracy values were calculated for all sample replications using each 

of the 14 adjustment formula. An adjusted Rc
2 value was considered unbiased if it was within 

±.01 of the population parameter. I then calculated the number (and percentage) of unbiased 

estimates that each adjustment formula provided across the condition combinations. The 

adjustment formula producing the greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 was considered 

the most accurate formulae for that condition combination and tabled as such (tables will follow 

for each correlation matrix). This procedure was followed for each correlation matrix and for all 

correlation matrices together. 

Correlation Matrix A 

 Table 36 presents the most accurate formulae for data based on correlation matrix (a) by 

variable set, sample size to variable ratio, function, and distributional kurtosis level. Overall, the 

Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula was generally the most consistently accurate correction 

formulae for this correlation matrix, reporting the greatest percentage of unbiased estimates for 

64.24% (185 out of 288) of the various condition combinations. 

The Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula most consistently provided accurate adjusted Rc
2 

results across the sample size to variable ratios (n=72). For the 3:1 n:v ratio, the Rozeboom-2 

formula most consistently produced the greatest percentage of unbiased estimates for 54 out of 

72 total conditions (75% of cases). The 10:1 n:v ratio results were similar, with the Rozeboom-2 

formula providing the greatest number of unbiased results for the majority of conditions 

(73.61%). When n:v=25:1, the Rozeboom-2 formula also provided the highest percentage of 
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unbiased estimates across the condition combinations (75%). Finally, the 40:1 n:v ratio saw a 

more varied set of results. In this case, the Rozeboom-2 formula still provided the greatest 

percentage of unbiased estimates for the most conditions, but fewer than with other n:v ratios 

(41.67%). The Smith, Wherry-2, Olkin-Pratt, and Ezekiel formulae were split equally in the 

number of conditions (16.67% each) for which they each reported the greatest number of 

unbiased results. 

 As with the sample size to variable ratios, the Rozeboom-2 formulae reported the most 

consistently accurate results for functions I and II as well, but not for function III. For function I 

(across all condition combinations), the Rozeboom-2 formula had the greatest percentage of 

unbiased Rc
2 estimates for almost all of the cases (92.71% of 96 cases). The Rozeboom-2 

formula also had the most accurate results for function II, reporting the greatest percentage of 

unbiased results for 60 of the 96 total conditions (62.50%). Finally, function III produced 

somewhat different results. This function’s results were best adjusted by the Smith formula most 

often (50% of the cases). It is interesting to note that the Smith formula provided unbiased 

estimates for 100% of the sample replications with function III results for the (4 + 4) and (4 + 2) 

variable sets. 

 The Rozeboom-2 formula was the most accurate across three of the variable sets [(6 + 6), 

(4 + 4), and (10 + 2)]. The (4 + 2) set produced slightly different results. For example, the (6 + 

6), (4 + 4), and (10 + 2) variable sets all produced results for which the majority of cases (n=72) 

were most accurately adjusted using the Rozeboom-2 formula (90.28%, 83.33%, and 58.33%, 

respectively). For the (4 + 2) variable set, however, the Smith formula most accurately adjusted 

the largest percentage of cases (33.33%) with the Rozeboom-2 and Claudy-1 adjusting just 

slightly fewer cases most accurately (25% each).  
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 Finally, there was very little difference in the number of cases for which distributions 

with varied kurtosis levels (n=48) most accurately adjusted Rc
2. The Rozeboom-2 most 

accurately adjusted the majority of cases (64.58% each when b2=-1, 0, 1, 5, 8; 62.50% when 

b2=3) for each of the distributions. 

Because n:v was the most important predictor of Rc
2 bias, it was necessary to determine which of 

the adjustment formulae most accurately adjusted Rc
2 for the various levels of sample size to 

variable ratios; this information was explained previously. And, because researchers will most 

always interpret function I results, it was also prudent to examine the adjustment formulae that 

most consistently provided unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for the condition combinations of function I 

by n:v across all other condition combinations. In the case of correlation matrix A, the 

Rozeboom-2 formula produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates for all four n:v ratio 

levels for the function I results, providing the most accurate adjustment in 100%, 95.83%, 100%, 

and 75% of cases for the 3:1, 10:1, 25:1, and 40:1 n:v ratios for function I (n=24), respectively.    

Correlation Matrix B 

 Table 37 presents the results for the accuracy of the various adjustment formulae for 

correlation matrix (b). Overall, the Rozebooom-2 adjustment formula performed the best in 

terms of most consistently producing the greatest percentage of unbiased Rc
2 values; it was the 

most accurate formula for 39.58% of the condition combinations.  

 Across the other condition combinations, the most consistently accurate formula across 

conditions for the 3:1, 10:1, and 25:1 n:v ratios was the Rozeboom-2 formula. In 68.06%, 

33.33%, and 33.33% of the 72 total conditions, respectively, for the 3:1, 10:1, and 25:1 ratios, 

the Rozeboom-2 formula provided the greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2. When 
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n:v=40:1, however, the Claudy-1 formula produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates 

across the greatest number of conditions (33.33% of the cases). 

 Function I reported the Wherry-2 adjustment formula as the most consistently accurate 

adjustment formula in 34.38% of the total cases (n=96). Function II was best served by use of 

the Rozeboom-2 formula; it produced the most unbiased estimates of Rc
2 in 77.08% of the cases. 

The Smith adjustment formula produced the greatest number of accurate estimates of Rc
2 for the 

greatest number of conditions for function III (50% of the cases). It is interesting to note that the 

Smith formula provided unbiased estimates for 100% of the sample replications with function III 

results for the (4 + 4) and (4 + 2) variable sets. But, for the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets, no 

formula was exceptional at providing unbiased estimates for the function III results, particularly 

when n:v was smaller. For example, when n:v=3:1, the Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula 

produced unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for the (6 + 6) variable set in only 2.62-3.96% of the cases.  

For the variable sets, Rozeboom-2 formula proved to be accurate in most of the cases 

(n=72). For example, the Rozeboom-2 formula most accurately adjusted Rc
2 for the (6 + 6), (4 + 

4), and (10 + 2) variable sets in 50%, 41.67%, and 41.67% of the cases, respectively. The Smith 

adjustment formula was shown to most consistently provide the best estimate of Rc
2 (33.33% of 

cases) for the (4 + 2) variable set.  

The Rozeboom-2 formula again provided the most accurate adjustment in the greatest 

number of cases (n=48) across the distributions regardless of normality or nonnormality. For 

example, with b2=0, 1, 3, 5, and 8, distributions’ results were most accurately adjusted by use of 

the Rozeboom-2 formula in 39.58% of the cases each. The Rozeboom-2 formula corrected Rc
2 

best in one additional case (41.67% of cases) for the distribution with b2=-1.  
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(table continues) 

Table 36 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (a)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(25.06)  

Rozeboom-2 
(24.36)  

Rozeboom-2 
(23.30)  

Rozeboom-2 
(25.38) 

Rozeboom-2 
(23.00)  

Rozeboom-2 
(23.22) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(36.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(35.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(35.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(36.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(34.22) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.30) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(46.02)  
Claudy-1 
(45.76)  

Rozeboom-2 
(46.42)  

Rozeboom-2 
(46.20) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(59.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(56.42) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.42) 

  25:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73..34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(71.92) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(79.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(80.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(81.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(78.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(80.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(79.08) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(14.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.4) 

  40:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.14) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(89.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.90) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(28.14)  

Wherry-2 
(27.68)  

Wherry-2 
(27.72)  

Wherry-2 
(28.94)  

Wherry-2 
(27.72)  

Wherry-2 
(28.34) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(30.18)  

Rozeboom-2 
(30.72)  

Rozeboom-2 
(29.34)  

Rozeboom-2 
(28.90)  

Rozeboom-2 
(27.90)  

Rozeboom-2 
(27.84) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.16) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.14) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(49.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(51.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(50.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(50.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(51.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(51.40) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.80) 
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Table 36 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.36) 

  25:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.94) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(34.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(34.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(31.96) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.74) 

  40:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.44) 

    II  
Ezekiel 
(49.74)  

Ezekiel 
(50.26)  

Ezekiel 
(50.38)  

Ezekiel 
(50.88)  

Ezekiel 
(50.14)  

Ezekiel 
(48.02) 

    III  
Wherry-2 

(2.60)  
Wherry-2 

(2.76)  
Wherry-2 

(2.26)  
Wherry-2 

(2.74)  
Wherry-2 

(2.58)  
Wherry-2 

(2.42) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(25.68)  

Rozeboom-2 
(25.18)  

Rozeboom-2 
(26.22)  

Rozeboom-2 
(26.18)  

Rozeboom-2 
(25.80)  

Rozeboom-2 
(24.88) 

    II  
Claudy-1 

(3.28)  
Claudy-1 

(3.24)  
Claudy-1 

(3.62)  
Claudy-1 

(3.62)  
Claudy-1 

(3.02)  
Claudy-1 

(3.92) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.60) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(20.72)  

Claudy-1 
(20.42)  

Claudy-1 
(20.10)  

Claudy-1 
(19.88)  

Claudy-1 
(21.30)  

Claudy-1 
(21.80) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.26) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(56.98)  

Claudy-1 
(56.10)  

Claudy-1 
(54.04)  

Claudy-1 
(56.68)  

Claudy-1 
(55.64)  

Claudy-1 
(58.52) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 36 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(36.80)  

Rozeboom-2 
(36.44)  

Rozeboom-2 
(35.84)  

Rozeboom-2 
(34.96)  

Rozeboom-2 
(35.30)  

Rozeboom-2 
(34.34) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.84) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(59.88) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.8)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.54) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(83.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(82.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(82.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(82.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(82.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(29.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(29.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(29.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.36) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(91.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(92.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(91.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(92.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(91.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(91.14) 

    II  
Ezekiel 
(41.96)  

Ezekiel 
(42.66)  

Ezekiel 
(40.24)  

Ezekiel 
(42.20)  

Ezekiel 
(41.16)  

Ezekiel 
(41.06) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc

2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 
of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc

2. 
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As with the previous correlation matrix, it was necessary to determine the most accurate 

formula for function I by n:v across all other condition combinations (n=24). For correlation 

matrix (b), the Rozeboom-2 (95.83%) formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 

estimates for function I for the 3:1 n:v ratio condition. Function I results for the 10:1 n:v ratio 

were most consistently accurately adjusted by the Olkin-Pratt formula (75% of the cases).  The 

Wherry-2 formula (62.50%, 75.00%) produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 

for the 25:1 and 40:1 n:v ratios, respectively, for the function I results.  

Correlation Matrix C 

 As was the case with correlation matrix (a), the Rozeboom-2 formula was shown to 

generally be the most consistently accurate Rc
2 adjustment formula (59.03% of 288 total cases) 

across all of the conditions for correlation matrix (c). In fact, all of the first and second functions 

when n:v=3:1 or 10:1 across the four variable sets and b2 levels produced Rc
2 values that were  

most accurately adjusted by use of the Rozeboom-2 formula. Table 38 presents the adjustment 

formulae that produced the greatest percentage of unbiased estimates by the various study 

conditions. 

The Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula was the most consistently accurate adjustment 

formula for three of the sample size to variable ratios (3:1, 10:1, and 25:1) across all other 

condition combinations (n=72), with the greatest percentage of unbiased estimates in 80.55%, 

83.33%, and 50% of the cases. Results from data with a 40:1 n:v ratio were most consistently 

accurately adjusted by the Wherry-2 formula (38.89% of cases). 
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Table 37 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (b)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
 (9.78)  

Rozeboom-2 
(10.18)  

Rozeboom-2 
(9.66)  

Rozeboom-2 
(9.46) 

Rozeboom-2 
(10.06)  

Rozeboom-2 
(8.80) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(39.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(39.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.52) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.96) 

  10:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(99.06)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(95.34)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(99.28)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(98.84)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(81.08)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(99.82) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(68.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.94) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.42) 

  25:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(28.26)  

Wherry-2 
(28.60)  

Wherry-2 
(27.70)  

Claudy-3 
(28.04)  

Wherry-2 
(27.54)  

Wherry-2 
(26.34) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.98) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(35.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(35.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(34.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.52) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(35.54)  

Wherry-2 
(35.76)  

Wherry-2 
(34.64)  

Smith 
(35.06)  

Wherry-2 
(35.10)  

Wherry-2 
(32.64) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.54) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(51.06)  

Wherry-2 
(51.62)  

Wherry-2 
(51.56)  

Wherry-2 
(49.72)  

Wherry-2 
(50.44)  

Wherry-2 
(51.02) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(10.04)  

Rozeboom-2 
(10.36)  

Rozeboom-2 
(9.78)  

Rozeboom-2 
(10.60)  

Rozeboom-2 
(10.20)  

Rozeboom-2 
(9.96) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.56) 

    III  
Claudy-1 

(2.28)  
Claudy-1 

(3.22)  
Claudy-1 

(2.80)  
Claudy-1 

(2.76)  
Claudy-1 

(2.48)  
Claudy-1 

(2.84) 

  10:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(98.38)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(31.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(29.92) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 37 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Claudy-1 
(23.34)  

Claudy-1 
(22.64)  

Claudy-1 
(23.32)  

Claudy-1 
(23.70)  

Claudy-1 
(23.38)  

Claudy-1 
(24.38) 

  25:1  I  
    Wherry-2 

(24.28)  
    Wherry-2 

(25.78)  
    Wherry-2 

(24.94)  
Wherry-2 
(26.22)  

Wherry-2 
(26.10)  

Wherry-2 
(24.02) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(56.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(55.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(56.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(56.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(55.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(55.96) 

    III  
Claudy-1 
(64.22)  

Claudy-1 
(64.50)  

Claudy-1 
(63.94)  

Claudy-1 
(64.76)  

Claudy-1 
(64.86)  

Claudy-1 
(63.68) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(32.86)  

Wherry-2 
(30.08)  

Wherry-2 
(32.50)  

Wherry-2 
(31.90)  

Wherry-2 
(31.82)  

Claudy-3 
(29.36) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(68.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(68.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.74) 

    III  
Claudy-1 
(84.96)  

Claudy-1 
(84.84)  

Claudy-1 
(85.24)  

Claudy-1 
(85.98)  

Claudy-1 
(85.72)  

Claudy-1 
(85.14) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(12.32)  

Rozeboom-2 
(11.72)  

Rozeboom-2 
(12.32)  

Rozeboom-2 
(12.70)  

Rozeboom-2 
(12.14)  

Rozeboom-2 
(11.86) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.30)  
Claudy-1 

(3.18)  
Claudy-1 

(3.18)  
Claudy-1 

(3.70)  
Claudy-1 

(3.24) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(16.12)  

Claudy-1 
(16.62)  

Claudy-1 
(17.12)  

Claudy-1 
(15.70)  

Claudy-1 
(18.58)  

Claudy-1 
(17.48) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Claudy-1 
(28.02)  

Claudy-1 
(29.56)  

Claudy-1 
(29.38)  

Claudy-1 
(29.66)  

Claudy-1 
(31.78)  

Claudy-1 
(28.14) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(43.04)  

Claudy-1 
(42.06)  

Claudy-1 
(42.38)  

Claudy-1 
(43.70)  

Claudy-1 
(44.16)  

Claudy-1 
(42.84) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 37 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(31.36)  

Wherry-2 
(30.34)  

Wherry-2 
(30.78)  

Wherry-2 
(29.76)  

Wherry-2 
(31.56)  

Claudy-3 
(28.70) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(12.10)  

Wherry-2 
(5.20)  

Rozeboom-2 
(11.00)  

Rozeboom-2 
(11.46)  

Rozeboom-2 
(11.98)  

Rozeboom-2 
(11.34) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.44) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(16.82)  

Wherry-2 
(12.24)  

Wherry-2 
(16.26)  

Claudy-3 
(16.46)  

Wherry-2 
(15.74)  

Wherry-2 
(15.80) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(53.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.30) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(28.82)  

Smith 
(20.46)  

Wherry-2 
(30.96)  

Wherry-2 
(30.52)  

Wherry-2 
(29.58)  

Wherry-2 
(28.36) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(53.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(59.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(54.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(54.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(53.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(53.74) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(37.44)  

Claudy-3 
(26.36)  

Wherry-2 
(38.64)  

Wherry-2 
(37.60)  

Wherry-2 
(38.44)  

Claudy-3 
(37.12) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.86) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc

2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 
of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc

2. 
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Out of 96 total cases, the Rozeboom-2 formula most consistently provided unbiased 

results for functions I and II results (across other condition combinations); 62.50% of function I 

results and 89.58% of function II results were most accurately adjusted by the Rozeboom-2 

formula. Function III more consistently produced unbiased results when adjusted using the Smith 

formula (50% of cases).  

The Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula was the most consistent producer of unbiased 

results for the various variable sets as well (across all other condition combinations). The (6 + 6) 

variable set produced the greatest percentage of unbiased results in 75% of the condition 

combinations (n=72). In data from the (4 + 4) and (4 + 2) variable sets, the Rozeboom-2 

adjustment formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates in 66.67% and 

41.67% of the cases, respectively. Finally, results from the (10 + 2) variable set were most 

consistently adjusted to unbiased estimates of Rc
2 using the Rozeboom-2 formula (50% of the 

cases). It should be noted that many of the function I and II results were accurately adjusted by 

the Olkin-Pratt and/or Smith formulae in 100% of the sample replications. Many of the third 

functions, however, were not well served by use of any adjustment formula, some producing 

unbiased estimates in as few as .08% of the cases. 

The Rozeboom-2 formula also most consistently provided the greatest number of 

unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for distributions with varying degrees of nonnormality. Four of the 

kurtotic distributions (i.e., b2=-1, 3, 5, 8) found that the Rozeboom-2 formula provided the 

greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 in 56.25% of the cases in each distribution across 

the other condition combinations. The distributions with b2= 0 and 1 differed only slightly, with 
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the Rozeboom-2 formula providing the largest number of accurate estimates in 54.17% of the 

condition combinations (n=48) of each distribution.  

As with the previous correlation matrix, it was necessary to determine the most accurate 

formula for function I by n:v across all other condition combinations (n=24). For correlation 

matrix (c), the Rozeboom-2 (100%, 100%) formula produced the greatest number of unbiased 

Rc
2 estimates for function I for the 3:1 and 10:1 n:v ratios, respectively. Function I results for the 

25:1 n:v ratio were most consistently accurately adjusted by the Olkin-Pratt formula (100% of 

the cases).  The Wherry-2 formula (66.67%) produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates 

of Rc
2 for the 40:1 n:v ratio for the function I results.  

Correlation Matrix D 

Overall, the Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula provided the greatest number of accurate 

estimates of Rc
2 across the sample replications (42.01% of 288 total cases). Table 39 presents the 

adjustment formulae that produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates for each of the 

condition combinations. 

For the sample size to variable ratio conditions (n=72), the Rozeboom-2 formula again 

outperformed the other formulae. This was clearly the case for the sample size to variable ratios 

of 3:1, 10:1, and 25:1. In these cases, the Rozeboom-2 formula produced the greatest number of 

unbiased estimates in 50%, 50%, and 41.67% of the cases, respectively. The results with 

n:v=40:1 were not as straightforward, however. In this case, the Rozeboom-2 formula still 

provided the greatest number of accurate Rc
2 estimates in the most cases (26.39%), but the 

Wherry-2 formula provided the greatest number of unbiased values in just slightly fewer cases 

(20.83%). 
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(table continues) 

Table 38 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (c)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(14.26)  

Rozeboom-2 
(14.72)  

Rozeboom-2 
(14.22)  

Rozeboom-2 
(13.98) 

Rozeboom-2 
(13.92)  

Rozeboom-2 
(13.96) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(39.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(36.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(35.98) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.70) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.6)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.08) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.26) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.18) 

  25:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(89.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(89.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(88.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.40) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(29.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(29.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.68) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(47.74)  

Wherry-2 
(46.76)  

Claudy-3 
(45.00)  

Wherry-2 
(46.02)  

Wherry-2 
(46.26)  

Wherry-2 
(45.24) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(95.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(95.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(95.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(95.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(95.44)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.84) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(46.72)  

Wherry-2 
(47.86)  

Wherry-2 
(47.82)  

Wherry-2 
(46.40)  

Wherry-2 
(48.80)  

Wherry-2 
(46.40) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(15.08)  

Rozeboom-2 
(15.64)  

Rozeboom-2 
(15.58)  

Rozeboom-2 
(15.02)  

Rozeboom-2 
(16.28)  

Rozeboom-2 
(17.08) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.44)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.76) 

    III  
Wherry-2 

(.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.08)  
Wherry-2 

(.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.08) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.52) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.22) 
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Table 38 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.52) 

  25:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(50.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(50.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(49.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(49.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(50.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(49.82) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.84)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.18) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(41.26)  

Wherry-2 
(40.22)  

Wherry-2 
(40.22)  

Wherry-2 
(39.30)  

Wherry-2 
(39.86)  

Wherry-2 
(40.14) 

    II  
Ezekiel 
(64.94)  

Rozeboom-2 
(65.78)  

Rozeboom-2 
(66.16)  

Ezekiel 
(65.52)  

Ezekiel 
(64.92)  

Ezekiel 
(64.22) 

    III  
Wherry-2 

(6.68)  
Wherry-2 

(6.18)  
Wherry-2 

(7.06)  
Wherry-2 

(6.48)  
Wherry-2 

(7.10)  
Wherry-2 

(6.32) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(16.46)  

Rozeboom-2 
(17.88)  

Rozeboom-2 
(16.96)  

Rozeboom-2 
(16.16)  

Rozeboom-2 
(16.06)  

Rozeboom-2 
(16.32) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.96) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.04) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.10) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(14.90) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 38 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(31.36)  

Wherry-2 
(30.34)  

Wherry-2 
(30.78)  

Wherry-2 
(29.76)  

Wherry-2 
(31.56)  

Claudy-3 
(28.70) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Rozeboom-2 
(20.50)  

Rozeboom-2 
(19.92)  

Rozeboom-2 
(19.00)  

Rozeboom-2 
(18.72)  

Rozeboom-2 
(17.42)  

Rozeboom-2 
(17.98) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.84) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.48) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.22) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(47.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(48.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(49.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(50.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(48.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(47.90) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.78) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc

2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 
of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc

2. 
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When examined by the individual functions, results were varied for the 96 total cases. 

The second function results (across all other condition combinations) identified the Rozeboom-2 

formula as producing the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates for the most cases (87.50%). 

The first function was more varied in its results; the Smith and Wherry-2 formulae produced the 

greatest number of accurate estimates in the similar numbers of cases (25% and 26.04%, 

respectively). Finally, the third function results were most consistently adjusted by the Smith 

formula; in 42 of 96 cases (43.75%), it produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates. 

The variable sets’ results were varied as well. For the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets, the 

Rozeboom-2 formula produced the greatest number of unbiased results in the greatest number of 

cases (across all other condition combinations) (59.72% and 58.33% of the 72 total cases, 

respectively). The Smith formula produced the most cases with the most unbiased results for the 

(4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable sets, reported to be true in 36.11% and 38.89% of the cases, 

respectively. 

 For all of the distributions with various kurtosis levels (including the normal 

distribution), the Rozeboom-2 formula was the most consistently accurate adjuster of Rc
2 over the 

48 total cases. In each of the distributions with b2=-1, 0, 1, 3, and 5, results in 41.67% of the 

cases were determined to be most accurately adjusted by the Rozeboom-2 formula. The 

Rozeboom-2 formula produced the most accurate estimates of Rc
2 in 43.75% of the cases for the 

distribution with b2=8.  

As with the previous correlation matrix, it was necessary to determine the most accurate 

formula for function I by n:v across all other condition combinations (n=24). For correlation 

matrix (d), the Ezekiel (29.17%) formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates 

for function I for the 3:1 n:v ratio. It should be noted, however, that the Smith and Claudy-1 
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formulae had the greatest number of unbiased estimates for this level in just slightly fewer cases 

(20.83% each). Function I results for the 10:1 and 25:1 n:v ratios were most consistently 

accurately adjusted by the Wherry-2 formula (37.50% and 29.17% of the cases, respectively). In 

the case when n:v=25:1, however, the Smith and Claudy-3 formulae most consistently accurately 

adjusted Rc
2 in just slightly fewer cases (25% each). The Claudy-3 and Smith formulae (29.17% 

each) produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for the 40:1 n:v ratio for the 

function I results with the Wherry-2 formula producing slightly fewer (25% of the cases). 

Correlation Matrix E 

 Table 40 presents the adjustment formulae with the greatest percentage of unbiased 

estimates of Rc
2 for the different sample size to variable ratios, variable sets, and univariate 

kurtoses for correlation matrix (e). Out of the 288 total conditions, the Rozeboom-2 formula 

again outperformed the other adjustment formula by providing more unbiased estimates of Rc
2 

for the greatest number of conditions (42.01%). 

The Rozeboom-2 formula was the most consistent producer of unbiased estimates for the 

sample size to ratio conditions as well (n=72). The Rozeboom-2 formula returned the greatest 

number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for 50% of the cases when n:v=3:1 and 10:1. When 

n:v=25:1, the Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula again produced the greatest number of accurate 

estimates of Rc
2 for the greatest number of conditions, but they were slightly fewer than with the 

other sample to variable ratios (41.67%). When n:v=40:1, the Rozeboom-2 formula produced the 

greatest number of unbiased estimates in only 26.39% of the cases with the Wherry-2 and Smith 

formula producing the greatest number of accurate values in just slightly fewer instances 

(20.83% each).  
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Across other condition combinations, the functions saw varied results in terms of which 

adjustment formula most consistently adjusted Rc
2 values to unbiased levels. The Wherry-2 

formula provided the greatest number of accurate estimates of Rc
2 in 28.13% of the cases for 

function I. Function II results were most accurately adjusted by the Rozeboom-2 formula 

(87.50% of the cases). Finally, function III results produced the greatest number of unbiased 

results for the most cases with use of the Smith formula (50% of the cases). It should be noted 

that results from several of the second and third functions for the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable 

sets were adjusted to unbiased levels in 100% of the sample replications using the Smith 

formula.  

The Rozeboom-2 formula produced the most accurate estimates of Rc
2 for two of the 

variable sets [the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets], in 59.72% and 58.33% of the cases, 

respectively. The Smith formula produced the greatest number of accurate estimates for two of 

the variable sets – (4 + 2) and (10 + 2); the Smith formula reported the most accurate estimate for 

34.72% and 33.33% of the cases, respectively. It should be noted, however, that the Rozeboom-2 

formula also was the most accurate with unbiased Rc
2 estimates for 33.33% of the condition 

combinations for the (10 + 2) variable set.  

 The Rozeboom-2 formula again outperformed others in terms of producing the greatest 

number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for most cases under different levels of distributional 

kurtosis (n=48). In fact, the Rozeboom-2 formula most accurately adjusted Rc
2 in 41.67% of the 

cases for each of the distributions with b2=-1, 0, 1, 3, and 5. For the distribution with b2=8, the 

Rozeboom-2 was the most accurate formula in one additional instance (43.75%). 
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(table continues) 

Table 39 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (d)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Ezekiel 
(6.32)  

Smith 
(5.84)  

Ezekiel 
(6.30)  

Ezekiel 
(5.86) 

Ezekiel 
(5.66)  

Ezekiel 
(5.98) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(36.48) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.26) 

  10:1  I  
Smith 

(12.06)  
Wherry-2 
(11.74)  

Claudy-3 
11.10)  

Claudy-3 
(11.38)  

Claudy-3 
(11.72)  

Smith 
(11.40) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(54.16) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(31.44) 

  25:1  I  
Smith 

(19.70)  
Ezekiel 
(20.06)  

Smith 
(19.08)  

Wherry-2 
(20.02)  

Wherry-2 
(19.24)  

Claudy-1 
(17.48) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(83.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(81.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(75.82) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(39.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(48.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(54.70) 

  40:1  I  
Ezekiel 
(24.66)  

Claudy-3 
(25.70)  

Ezekiel 
(26.14)  

Claudy-3 
(24.66)  

Claudy-3 
(24.70)  

Smith 
(23.60) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(92.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(91.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.38) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(57.00)  

Wherry-2 
(54.40)  

Wherry-2 
(54.08)  

Wherry-2 
(57.64)  

Wherry-2 
(62.76)  

Rozeboom-2 
(66.96) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Wherry-2 
(4.36)  

Wherry-2 
(4.88)  

Smith 
(4.60)  

Smith 
(4.48)  

Ezekiel 
(4.30)  

Wherry-2 
(3.92) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.56) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.90) 

  10:1  I  
Smith 
(9.12)  

Claudy-3 
(9.08)  

Claudy-3 
(8.56)  

Ezekiel 
(8.92)  

Smith 
(9.20)  

Ezekiel 
(7.82) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.44)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.38) 
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Table 39 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.16) 

  25:1  I  
Pratt 

(14.92)  
Claudy-3 
(14.72)  

Claudy-3 
(15.22)  

Claudy-3 
(13.98)  

Wherry-2 
(14.70)  

Browne 
(13.30) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.26) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.02) 

  40:1  I  
Smith 

(18.50)  
Wherry-2 
(18.12)  

Smith 
(17.52)  

Smith 
(18.22)  

Wherry-2 
(18.24)  

Claudy-3 
(17.98) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(75.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(75.62) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(10.98)  

Wherry-2 
(9.68)  

Wherry-2 
(10.22)  

Wherry-2 
(11.06)  

Wherry-2 
(12.62)  

Wherry-2 
(13.54) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Claudy-1 
(4.18)  

Claudy-1 
(4.04)  

Claudy-1 
(3.90)  

Claudy-1 
(4.70)  

Claudy-1 
(3.84)  

Claudy-1 
(4.00) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.18) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Smith 
(7.76)  

Wherry-2 
(7.78)  

Claudy-3 
(7.34)  

Wherry-2 
(7.54)  

Wherry-2 
(7.10)  

Wherry-2 
(6.32) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(17.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(17.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(17.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.92) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Smith 

(12.70)  
Claudy-3 
(11.54)  

Ezekiel 
(12.70)  

Smith 
(1.94)  

Wherry-2 
(11.86)  

Smith 
(11.52) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(38.04)  

Claudy-1 
(39.80)  

Claudy-1 
(40.78)  

Claudy-1 
(37.94)  

Claudy-1 
(38.54)  

Claudy-1 
(38.54) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 39 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(16.42)  

Wherry-2 
(15.92)  

Wherry-2 
(15.44)  

Smith 
(15.08)  

Smith 
(15.12)  

Browne 
(15.64) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 
 
 

Olkin-Pratt 
(100.00)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(100.00)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Smith 
(5.42)  

Pratt 
(5.04)  

Smith 
(5.02)  

Smith 
(4.72)  

Ezekiel 
(4.84)  

Claudy-3 
(4.28) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.60) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(10.60)  

Pratt 
(10.60)  

Wherry-2 
(10.28)  

Wherry-2 
(10.92)  

Ezekiel 
(10.18)  

Wherry-2 
(10.18) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.58) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Smith 

 (17.30)  
Claudy-3 
(17.62)  

Claudy-3 
(18.32)  

Wherry-2 
(17.40)  

Wherry-2 
(16.28)  

Wherry-2 
(16.48) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

  (59.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.50) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(21.24)  

Claudy-3 
(21.98)  

Pratt 
(21.86)  

Smith 
(22.72)  

Claudy-3 
(22.10)  

Wherry-2 
(19.92) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(71.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(75.52) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc

2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 
of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc

2. 
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As with the previous correlation matrix, it was necessary to determine the most accurate 

formula for function I by n:v across all other condition combinations (n=24). For correlation 

matrix (e), the Olkin-Pratt (25.00%) formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 

estimates for function I for the 3:1 n:v ratio with the Smith and Wherry-2 formulae producing 

just slightly fewer (20.83% each). Function I results for the 10:1 n:v ratio were most consistently 

accurately adjusted by the Wherry-2 formula (45.83% of cases) while function I results for the 

25:1 n:v ratio were most consistently accurately adjusted by the Claudy-3 formula (33.33% of 

the cases).  The Wherry-2 formula (45.83%) produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates 

of Rc
2 for the 40:1 n:v ratio for the function I results with the Claudy-3 formula producing just 

slightly fewer (41.67%).  

Correlation Matrix F 

 Table 41 presents the adjustment formulae that produced the most accurate correction for 

each of the condition combinations for correlation matrix (f). Overall, the Rozeboom-2 formula 

outperformed the other adjustment formula in terms of producing the greatest number of 

unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for the greatest number of cases (42.71% of 288 cases). 

 The Rozeboom-2 formula provided the greatest number of unbiased adjusted Rc
2 values 

for the most conditions for three of the sample size to variable ratios (3:1, 10:1, 25:1). When 

n:v=3:1 and 10:1, the Rozeboom-2 formula was the most accurate adjuster of Rc
2 in 50% of the 

72 total cases for each. When n:v=25:1, the Rozeboom-2 formula produced the most accurate 

formula for 43.06% of the cases. Finally, when n:v=40:1, the Rozeboom-2 and the Smith 

formulae produced the most accurate results for similar numbers of cases (26.39% and 25%, 

respectively).
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(table continues) 

Table 40 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (e)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Ezekiel 
(5.14)  

Wherry-2 
(5.54)  

Ezekiel 
(5.52)  

Ezekiel 
 (5.08) 

Wherry-2 
(4.94)  

Wherry-2 
(4.70) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.48) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(7.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.82) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(11.24)  

Wherry-2 
(11.20)  

Ezekiel 
(10.72)  

Pratt 
(11.02)  

Wherry-2 
(10.98)  

Wherry-2 
(9.54) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.1)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.94) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.80) 

  25:1  I  
Browne 
(16.66)  

Wherry-2 
(17.78)  

Wherry-2 
(17.14)  

Claudy-3 
(17.88)  

Ezekiel 
(17.30)  

Smith 
(16.28) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(82.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(76.84) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(46.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(51.24) 

  40:1  I  
Browne 
(21.16)  

Claudy-3 
(21.70)  

Wherry-2 
(21.74)  

Claudy-3 
(20.72)  

Claudy-3 
(21.52)  

Smith 
(21.70) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(91.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(87.76) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(55.26)  

Wherry-2 
(53.36)  

Wherry-2 
(54.12)  

Wherry-2 
(56.88)  

Wherry-2 
(61.66)  

Rozeboom-2 
(66.36) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Smith 
(4.34)  

Wherry-2 
(4.94)  

Wherry-2 
(4.26)  

Smith 
(3.90)  

Smith 
(3.74)  

Smith 
(3.54) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.90) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.54) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 

(8.88)  
Wherry-2 

(8.44)  
Wherry-2 

(9.32)  
Smith 
(9.14)  

Wherry-2 
(9.12)  

Wherry-2 
(8.46) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.56) 
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Table 40 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.88) 

  25:1  I  
Pratt 

(15.68)  
Wherry-2 
(15.28)  

Browne 
(15.22)  

Claudy-3 
(15.06)  

Claudy-3 
(14.66)  

Claudy-3 
(14.54) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.98) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.40) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(18.54)  

Claudy-3 
(19.98)  

Smith 
(18.78)  

Claudy-3 
(18.78)  

Claudy-3 
(18.62)  

Smith 
(16.68) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(71.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.76) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(10.60)  

Wherry-2 
(9.52)  

Wherry-2 
(10.42)  

Wherry-2 
(11.00)  

Wherry-2 
(12.16)  

Wherry-2 
(13.08) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Claudy-1 
(4.18)  

Claudy-1 
(3.74)  

Smith 
(3.58)  

Claudy-1 
(3.88)  

Claudy-1 
(3.60)  

Claudy-1 
(3.68) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.98) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Browne 
(7.40)  

Pratt 
(7.46)  

Claudy-3 
(7.38)  

Claudy-3 
(7.88)  

Pratt 
(7.08)  

Wherry-2 
(7.48) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(16.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(17.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(17.04) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Smith 

(14.32)  
Browne 
(12.54)  

Ezekiel 
(12.88)  

Claudy-3 
(13.00)  

Smith 
(12.92)  

Wherry-2 
(11.56) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(39.26)  

Claudy-1 
(40.28)  

Claudy-1 
(39.28)  

Claudy-1 
(40.26)  

Claudy-1 
(38.46)  

Claudy-1 
(38.12) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 40 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(16.56)  

Wherry-2 
(17.50)  

Browne 
(16.34)  

Browne 
(16.64)  

Claudy-3 
(15.94)  

Ezekiel 
(15.30) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith  

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Olkin-Pratt 
(17.90)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(20.60)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(18.96)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(18.36)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(16.58)  

Olkin-Pratt 
(17.24) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.70) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Ezekiel 
(10.70)  

Claudy-3 
(10.20)  

Smith 
(11.44)  

Wherry-2 
(10.48)  

Smith 
(10.52)  

Pratt 
(9.46) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(39.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.96) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(18.16)  

Wherry-2 
(17.68)  

Claudy-3 
(18.36)  

Claudy-3 
(18.14)  

Wherry-2 
(16.76)  

Smith 
(16.94) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.54) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(22.82)  

Ezekiel 
(22.72)  

Claudy-3 
(22.88)  

Wherry-2 
(22.72)  

Claudy-3 
(22.32)  

Wherry-2 
(21.92) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(71.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(67.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(71.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(75.56) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc

2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 
of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc

2. 
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 The Wherry-2 formula was most accurate for the greatest number of cases for function I 

results (28.13% of 96 total condtion combinations). The Rozeboom-2 was the most consistent 

producer of unbiased Rc
2 estimates for function II results, reporting the greatest number of 

unbiased estimates in 85.42% of the cases. The Smith formula was the most consistently accurate 

adjustment formula for the function III results, producing the greatest number of accurate 

estimates for 50% of the condition combinations. It is interesting to note that the Smith formula 

produced unbiased estimates for function III results from the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable sets 

across all 5,000 sample replications. 

 The Rozeboom-2 formula was again the most consistent producer of unbiased Rc
2 

estimates for the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable sets; the Rozeboom-2 formula was the most 

accurate formula in 59.72% and 58.33% of the cases, respectively. The Smith formula was the 

most consistent producer of unbiased Rc
2 estimates for the (10 + 2) and (4 + 2) variable sets; for 

these sets, the Smith adjustment formula produced the most accurate estimates in 39.89% of the 

cases for each. 

 The Rozeboom-2 formula produced the greatest number of accurate estimates for the 

most condition combinations for the various kurtosis levels as well. This formula was the most 

accurate formula in 41.67% of the cases when b2=-1, 0, 1, and 3, 43.75% of the conditions when 

b2=5, and 45.83% of the cases when b2=8.  

As with the previous correlation matrix, it was necessary to determine the most accurate 

formula for function I by n:v across all other condition combinations (n=24). For correlation 

matrix (f), the Wherry-2, Claudy-3, and Ezekiel (25.00% each) formulae produced the greatest 

number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates for function I for the 3:1 n:v ratio. Function I results for the 
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10:1 and 25:1 n:v ratios were most consistently accurately adjusted by the Wherry-2 formula 

(33.33% and 33.33%, respectively).  The Smith formula (25.00%) produced the greatest number 

of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for the 40:1 n:v ratio for the function I results with the Ezekiel and 

Wherry-2 formulae producing just slight fewer (20.83% each).  

Correlation Matrix G 

 Table 42 presents the adjustment formulae that returned the greatest percentage of 

unbiased estimates for each of the 288 condition combinations for correlation matrix (f). Overall, 

the Rozeboom-2 formula produced the most accurate correction in the greatest number of cases 

(42.71% of cases).  

 All four sample size to variable ratios reported the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 

estimates in the greatest number of cases (n=72) when they were adjusted using the Rozeboom-2 

formula across all other condition combinations. The Rozeboom-2 formula was the most 

accurate correction formula in 50%, 50%, 41.67%, and 29.17% of the cases for the 3:1, 10:1, 

25:1, and 40:1 n:v ratios, respectively.  

 The results for the functions were more varied. For example, across other condition 

combinations, the first function results were most accurately adjusted in the greatest number of 

cases by the Wherry-2 formula (26.04% of 96 total cases), followed closely by the Smith 

formula (22.92% of cases). The Rozeboom-2 was the best performer for function II; it produced 

the most accurate adjustment in 87.50% of the cases. Finally, the Smith formula was the most 

accurate adjustment formula in 50% of the cases for function III. It is interesting to note, that all 

of the function III results for the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable sets were most accurately adjusted 

through use of the Smith formulae (i.e., they collectively made up the 50%). In fact, the Smith 
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formula provided unbiased estimates of Rc
2 in 100% of the replications for the third functions for 

the two variable sets. 

 Across the condition combinations, the results for the most consistently accurate 

adjustment formula varied by variable set. The Rozeboom-2 formula was the most accurate 

adjustment formula in 66.67% and 58.33% of the 72 total cases for each of the (6 + 6) and (4 + 

4) variable sets, respectively. But, the Smith formula was the most consistently accurate 

adjustment formula for the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable sets; in these instances, the Smith 

formula was reported as the most accurate adjustment formula in 34.72% and 36.11% of the 

cases, respectively. 

 The Rozeboom-2 formula was again the most consistently accurate adjuster of Rc
2 for the 

distributions by kurtosis level. When b2=-1, 0, and 1, the distributions’ results were most 

accurately adjusted through use of the Rozeboom-2 formula in 41.67% of the 48 cases. The 

Rozeboom-2 formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates in 43.75% of the 

cases when b2=3, 5, and 8. 

As with the previous correlation matrix, it was necessary to determine the most accurate 

formula for function I by n:v across all other condition combinations (n=24). For correlation 

matrix (g), the Smith (25.00%) formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates 

for function I for the 3:1 n:v ratio, with the Claudy-3 and Wherry-2 formulae producing slightly 

fewer (20.83% each). Function I results for the 10:1 n:v ratio were most consistently accurately 

adjusted by the Smith formula (37.50% of cases) while function I results for the 25:1 n:v ratio 

were most consistently accurately adjusted by the Claudy-3 formula (37.50% of the cases).  The 

Wherry-2 formula (33.33%) produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 for the 

40:1 n:v ratio for the function I results.
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(table continues) 

Table 41 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (f)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Wherry-2 
(24.02)  

Claudy-3 
(23.84)  

Smith 
(26.36)  

Ezekiel 
(23.02) 

Pratt 
(22.20)  

Smith 
(20.90) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(33.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.86) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(17.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.76) 

  10:1  I  
Smith 

(47.74)  
Wherry-2 
(45.16)  

Smith 
(50.50)  

Wherry-2 
(43.38)  

Ezekiel 
(41.82)  

Rozeboom-1 
(40.22) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(59.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(51.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(39.68) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(31.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(36.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(46.98) 

  25:1  I  
Smith 

(68.88)  
Claudy-3 
(66.86)  

Wherry-2 
(71.68)  

Wherry-2 
(65.12)  

Ezekiel 
(63.34)  

Claudy-1 
(60.66) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(83.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(85.44)  
Rozeboom-2 

(80.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(71.20)  
Claudy-1 
(54.96) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(52.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.44)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.34) 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(80.14)  

Pratt 
(77.20)  

Pratt 
(83.18)  

Ezekiel 
(77.30)  

Smith 
(73.28)  

Claudy-2 
(70.80) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(92.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(90.32)  
Rozeboom-2 

(83.22)  
Claudy-1 
(64.66)  

    III  
Wherry-2 
(59.16)  

Wherry-2 
(55.28)  

Wherry-2 
(58.12)  

Wherry-2 
(66.16)  

Rozeboom-2 
(74.22)  

Rozeboom-2 
(83.76) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Claudy-3 
(8.30)  

Ezekiel 
(8.20)  

Ezekiel 
(8.78)  

Claudy-3 
(8.82)  

Claudy-3 
(7.84)  

Claudy-3 
(7.56) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.92)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(28.42) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.90) 

  10:1  I  
Pratt 

(17.34)  
Wherry-2 
(16.56)  

Claudy-3 
(17.56)  

Wherry-2 
(15.92)  

Ezekiel 
(15.38)  

Claudy-1 
(14.66) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.34) 
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Table 41 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.62) 

  25:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(27.46)  

Claudy-3 
(26.84)  

Smith 
(27.96)  

Pratt 
(25.94)  

Wherry-2 
(24.94)  

Wherry-2 
(22.60) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.68) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.58)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.84) 

  40:1  I  
Ezekiel 
(33.76)  

Smith 
(33.52)  

Wherry-2 
(34.84)  

Smith 
(32.88)  

Wherry-2 
(31.42)  

Ezekiel 
(29.22) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(76.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(78.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.68) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(11.50)  

Wherry-2 
(10.48)  

Wherry-2 
(11.68)  

Wherry-2 
(14.78)  

Wherry-2 
(18.46)  

Wherry-2 
(25.76) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Smith 
(4.62)  

Ezekiel 
(4.96)  

Ezekiel 
(4.80)  

Wherry-2 
(4.68)  

Wherry-2 
(4.40)  

Smith 
(4.06) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(11.28) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Ezekiel 
(9.64)  

Smith 
(9.82)  

Wherry-2 
(9.60)  

Wherry-2 
(9.00)  

Ezekiel 
(9.72)  

Smith 
(9.08) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.66) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(15.72)  

Ezekiel 
(15.60)  

Claudy-3 
(15.38)  

Wherry-2 
(14.90)  

Claudy-3 
(15.08)  

Claudy-3 
(13.52) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(39.28)  

Claudy-1 
(39.00)  

Claudy-1 
(40.38)  

Claudy-1 
(37.02)  

Claudy-1 
(39.10)  

Rozeboom-2 
(37.76) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 41 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Smith 

(20.18)  
Claudy-3 
(19.78)  

Claudy-2 
(20.46)  

Wherry-2 
(19.82)  

Ezekiel 
(18.36)  

Lord-1 
(17.00) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Smith 
(8.70)  

Ezekiel 
(8.46)  

Wherry-2 
(8.80)  

Claudy-3 
(7.76)  

Wherry-2 
(8.48)  

Wherry-2 
(8.12) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.44) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(18.40)  

Pratt 
(17.02)  

Ezekiel 
(17.52)  

Pratt 
(17.34)  

Wherry-2 
(16.78)  

Claudy-1 
(14.56) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(40.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.14)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(48.48) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(28.52)  

Smith 
(28.48)  

Smith 
(29.14)  

Wherry-2 
(27.70)  

Ezekiel 
(26.86)  

Rozeboom-2 
(24.06) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(59.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(68.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(68.60) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(35.88)  

Ezekiel 
(35.10)  

Wherry-2 
(37.26)  

Smith 
(33.64)  

Wherry-2 
(33.54)  

Smith 
(30.32) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(69.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(76.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(78.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(79.66) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 
 

Smith 
(100.00)  

Smith 
(100.00)  

Smith 
(100.00) 

Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc
2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 

of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc
2. 
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Table 42 
Adjustment Formulae with the Greatest Percentage of Unbiased Estimates of Rc

2 for Different  Sample Size to Variable Ratios, Variable Sets, and Univariate Kurtoses for Correlation 
Matrix (g)  
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

v=12 
(6+6)  3:1  I  

Smith 
(9.30)  

Smith 
(9.30)  

Wherry-2 
(8.72)  

Ezekiel 
(8.70) 

Ezekiel 
(8.36)  

Ezekiel 
(6.90) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.44)   
Rozeboom-2 

(40.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(36.38)  
Rozeboom-2 

(35.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(31.06) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(12.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(15.68)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.94) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(18.56) 

 
 

Ezekiel 
(18.46)  

Smith 
(17.86)  

Smith 
(18.54)  

Ezekiel 
(17.84)  

Smith 
(16.20) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(58.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(51.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.70) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(30.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(37.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.46) 

  25:1  I  
Pratt 

(29.96)  
Claudy-3 
(29.24)  

Wherry-2 
(28.94)  

Pratt 
(29.10)  

Claudy-3 
(27.06)  

Smith 
(25.76) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(86.36)  
Rozeboom-2 

(84.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(79.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.52)  
Rozeboom-2 

(57.66) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(41.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(52.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.06) 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(37.60)  

Wherry-2 
(37.70)  

Claudy-3 
(35.78)  

Smith 
(35.74)  

Smith 
(34.54)  

Wherry-2 
(32.16) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(92.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(94.56)  
Rozeboom-2 

(93.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(89.12)  
Rozeboom-2 

(82.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(68.86) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(58.74)  

Wherry-2 
(55.16)  

Wherry-2 
(55.80)  

Rozeboom-2 
(65.64)  

Rozeboom-2 
(73.92)  

Rozeboom-2 
(83.22) 

v=8 
(4+4)  3:1  I  

Smith 
(6.02)  

Ezekiel 
(5.92)   

Smith 
(5.72)  

Wherry-2 
(5.68)  

Claudy-3 
(5.32)  

Smith 
(4.74) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(25.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(27.62) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.06)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.90) 

  10:1  I  
Ezekiel 
(11.38)  

Claudy-3 
(12.46)  

Smith 
(11.80)  

Smith 
(12.54)  

Claudy-3 
(11.04)  

Smith 
(9.72) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

\(46.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.76)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.16)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.82) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 42 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(2.02)  
Rozeboom-2 

(1.86)  
Rozeboom-2 

(3.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.88) 

  25:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(19.60)  

Claudy-2 
(18.76)  

Wherry-2 
(18.80)  

Smith 
(19.16)  

Claudy-3 
(17.34)  

Claudy-2 
(16.70) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(62.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(63.74)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(65.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.20) 

    III  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.54)  
Rozeboom-2 

(4.78)  
Rozeboom-2 

(5.26)  
Rozeboom-2 

(6.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9.88)  
Rozeboom-2 

(13.06) 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(23.66)  

Pratt 
(24.16)  

Claudy-3 
(25.22)  

Ezekiel 
(23.44)  

Claudy-1 
(22.06)  

Claudy-2 
(20.64) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.20)  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.90)  
Rozeboom-2 

(73.62)  
Rozeboom-2 

(76.72)  
Rozeboom-2 

(76.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(74.62) 

    III  
Wherry-2 
(11.44)  

Wherry-2 
(9.56)  

Wherry-2 
(11.64)  

Wherry-2 
(15.12)  

Wherry-2 
(17.24)  

Wherry-2 
(22.56) 

v=6 
(4+2)  3:1  I  

Wherry-2 
(4.34)  

Wherry-2 
(4.48)  

Claudy-3 
(4.98)  

Ezekiel 
(4.28)  

Ezekiel 
(4.04)  

Pratt 
(3.58) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.30)  
Rozeboom-2 

(9..66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(8.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.42)  
Rozeboom-2 

(10.98) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Wherry-2 

(8.72)  
Wherry-2 

(8.58)  
Claudy-3 

(8.40)  
Claudy-3 

(8.86)  
Smith 
(8.58)  

Claudy-3 
(7.42) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.46)  
Rozeboom-2 

(18.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(19.22)  
Rozeboom-2 

(20.50)  
Rozeboom-2 

(21.04)  
Rozeboom-2 

(22.94) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(14.60)  

Claudy-3 
(14.12)  

Smith 
(13.48)  

Claudy-3 
(14.00)  

Claudy-3 
(13.40)  

Wherry-2 
(12.66) 

    II  
Claudy-1 
(40.08)  

Claudy-1 
(38.86)  

Claudy-1 
(38.22)  

Claudy-1 
(38.06)  

Claudy-1 
(38.12)  

Claudy-1 
(37.68) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 42 (continued). 
 
      Expected b2 
Var. Set  n: v   Funct.  -1  0  1  3  5  8 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(17.64)  

Ezekiel 
(17.78)  

Wherry-2 
(17.66)  

Smith 
(17.96)  

Wherry-2 
(16.88)  

Ezekiel 
(15.80) 

    II  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00)  
Olkin-Pratt 

(100.00) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

v=12 
(10+2)  3:1  I  

Ezekiel 
(6.90)  

Claudy-3 
(6.54)  

Claudy-3 
(6.46)  

Claudy-3 
(6.36)  

Smith 
(6.48)  

Wherry-2 
(5.92) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.08)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.64)  
Rozeboom-2 

(23.70)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.80)  
Rozeboom-2 

(24.34)  
Rozeboom-2 

(26.86) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  10:1  I  
Smith 

(14.36)  
Pratt 

(13.34)  
Claudy-3 
(13.96)  

Wherry-2 
(12.74)  

Smith 
(13.02  

Wherry-2 
(11.88) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(43.18)  
Rozeboom-2 

(38.82)  
Rozeboom-2 

(42.94)  
Rozeboom-2 

(44.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(45.98)  
Rozeboom-2 

(46.88) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  25:1  I  
Wherry-2 
(21.92)  

Claudy-3 
(21.94)  

Smith 
(21.92)  

Wherry-2 
(20.84)  

Claudy-3 
(20.66)  

Wherry-2 
(19.20) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(61.60)  
Rozeboom-2 

(60.28)  
Rozeboom-2 

(59.10)  
Rozeboom-2 

(64.48)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.96)  
Rozeboom-2 

(66.24) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 

  40:1  I  
Claudy-3 
(28.46)  

Wherry-2 
(27.70)  

Wherry-2 
(27.72)  

Wherry-2 
(27.96)  

Smith 
(25.08)  

Wherry-2 
(23.30) 

    II  
Rozeboom-2 

(72.24)  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.40)  
Rozeboom-2 

(70.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(75.00)  
Rozeboom-2 

(77.66)  
Rozeboom-2 

(78.70) 

    III  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00)  
Smith 

(100.00) 
Note. b2 denotes univariate kurtosis. Estimates of Rc

2 were considered to be unbiased if they were within ±.01 of the population parameter. Values in parentheses denote the percentage 
of cases for which the named formula produced an unbiased estimate of Rc

2. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The purposes of this study were to: (a) compare the degree of bias associated with the 

squared canonical correlation coefficient (Rc
2) across various condition combinations and (b) 

identify correction formulae that most accurately adjust Rc
2 for the condition combinations. 

Conditions included various: (a) marginal kurtosis levels (b2), (b) sample size to variable ratios 

(n:v), (c) variable sets, and (d) between- and within-set correlations. This chapter offers 

discussion of the results from the analyses and recommendations regarding choices for study 

conditions in future research with CCA. Specifically, recommendations were made as to which 

study conditions should be employed to obtain the most accurate and precise values of Rc
2 as 

well as the adjustment formulae that may best correct Rc
2 for the influence of sampling error. It 

also presents limitations of the study and recommendations for future research on the topic. 

Accuracy and Precision of Rc
2  

Accuracy 

 All of the cases of acceptable bias were found with first function results; none were found 

with the second or third functions. In fact, the majority of the first function results (55.56% of 

576 first function results) across correlation matrices provided acceptable amounts of bias. With 

the exceptions of two acceptable mean differences for the normal distribution of correlation 

matrix (b) data (i.e., the matrix with rb=.10 and rw=.30), all cases with acceptable bias were 

found with the correlation matrices reporting combinations of between-set and within-set 

correlations that were each greater than or equal to .30 [i.e., correlation matrices (d), (e), (f), and 

(g)].  
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As demonstrated by the ANOVA results, the accuracy of Rc
2  for functions I, II, and III 

was largely impacted by the sample size to variable ratio. This can be seen in the accuracy 

values; as the sample size to variable ratio increased, the accuracy consistently increased (i.e. 

bias decreased). Of course, this finding is not surprising given the impact of both sample size and 

the number of variables on the theoretical amount of sampling error. As has been explained, as 

sample size increases, sampling error theoretically decreases. The number of variables in a 

model typically has the opposite effect on sampling error; as the number of variables increases, 

so does the theoretical amount of sampling error present in a sample. It logically follows that a 

larger sample size to variable ratio would likely help decrease the amount of sampling error (i.e., 

bias) in canonical results.  

 It is apparent from the descriptive statistics in Table 33 that, across all condition 

combinations, the 3:1 sample size to variable ratio produced substantial bias for each of the three 

functions. Bias dramatically decreased when a sample size to variable ratio of at least 10:1 was 

used. Larger sample sizes (e.g., 25:1 and 40:1) produced even less biased results, further 

demonstrating the fact that larger sample size to variable ratios are ideal conditions for 

decreasing bias in Rc
2. 

 The variable sets demonstrated a moderate relationship with the bias for both the second 

and third functions across all other condition combinations. As can be seen in Table 33, the 

second function reported the greatest bias with the (6 + 6) variable set and the least with the (4 + 

2) variable set. Function III saw the least amount of bias with the (4 + 4) variable set [(the (4 + 2) 

and (10 + 2) variable sets did not have third functions, so they were not considered in these 

results]. The reason behind these differences in bias for the second and third functions by 

variable set is unclear from the ANOVA results, but is likely due to the fact that the (4 + 2) and 
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(4 + 4) variable sets had the fewest variables for the second and third functions, respectively. Of 

course, this is not surprising given the fact that, as the number of variables in a model increases, 

the sampling error for that model theoretically increases as well.  

 None of the other conditions, including the marginal kurtosis level, between-set 

correlation, or within-set correlation, notably impacted the accuracy of Rc
2. A slight relationship 

was detected between the between-set correlation and first function bias. But, after correction for 

sampling error, the relationship was determined to essentially be zero. As a result, I concluded 

that the between-set variable did not share a large enough relationship with the accuracy of Rc
2 to 

warrant its inclusion in the interpretation of results. 

Precision 

 In this study, precision was examined only through descriptive statistics (i.e., standard 

deviation of the differences between the population and sample Rc
2), so all findings should be 

taken with caution. The fact that precision was only examined at the replication level (i.e., 

summary statistic) precluded its use as a DV in ANOVA analyses like those that were conducted 

on the accuracy values. Some general comments about precision can be made from the precision 

values, however. 

 As with the accuracy of the Rc
2 estimates, it appears that the precision of Rc

2 may increase 

as the n:v ratio increases. Of course, this is logical given the effect of larger samples on sampling 

error. As sample size increases, the theoretical amount of sampling error decreases. The opposite 

is true with the number of variables; as the number of variables decreases, so does the theoretical 

amount of sampling error for that sample. When sample size is maximized and the number of 

variables are minimized, a greater n:v ratio will result that will likely produce more precision 

among the Rc
2 results. 
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 The pattern of results by the variable sets is somewhat unclear and needs further 

investigation. More often that not, the (6 + 6) and (10 + 2) produced the most precise results. 

But, because no correlational study was performed on these values, no conclusions can yet be 

drawn concerning the effect of the number of variables on the precision of Rc
2. 

 For correlation matrices (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), the precision values generally remained 

the same for the various marginal kurtosis levels. For correlation matrices (f) and (g), however, 

the precision values tended to increase (i.e., Rc
2 values were less precise) as kurtosis became 

more extreme. But, this finding should be taken tentatively given the fact that no correlational 

study has been performed on this variable.  

Rc
2 Adjustment Formulae 

 The Rozeboom-2 formula produced the most accurate Rc
2 estimates for the greatest 

number of condition combinations across all correlation matrices (47.37% of all results). By n:v, 

the Rozeboom-2 formulae was consistently the most accurate estimator of the population Rc
2 in 

the greatest number of cases. This was true in the majority of cases where n:v≥10:1 as well 

although two exceptions arose when n:v=40:1. For correlation matrices (b) and (c) (i.e., matrices 

with rb=.10, rw=.30 and rb=.10, rw=.50, respectively), the Claudy-1 and Wherry-2 formulae 

provided the greatest number of unbiased estimates when n:v=40:1, respectively.  

 Across all other conditions, the functions varied in the formula that was able to adjust the 

sample Rc
2 most accurately and consistently. More often than not, the Wherry-2 formula 

produced the greatest number of unbiased estimates of Rc
2 in the greatest number of conditions 

for function I results for matrices (b), (d), (e), (f), and (g). Across all correlation matrices, the 

Rozeboom-2 formula produced the greatest number of unbiased Rc
2 estimates for the greatest 
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number of condition combinations for function II results. Function III results were generally 

most accurately adjusted using the Smith formula across all correlation matrices.  

 When examined by variable set, it was clear that the Rozeboom-2 adjustment formula 

was most often the best at adjusting the (6 + 6) and (4 + 4) variable set, while the Smith formula 

consistently produced the most accurate estimates of Rc
2 for the (4 + 2) and (10 + 2) variable 

sets. Finally, the Rozeboom-2 was clearly the most accurate adjuster of Rc
2 by kurtosis; it was 

the most accurate by kurtosis (i.e.. normal and nonnormal) for the greatest number of cases 

across the correlation matrices. 

Comparison to Previous Studies 

 As discussed in chapter 2, I located three studies that studied the impact of sampling error 

on the canonical correlation – Thorndike and Weiss (1973), Barcikowski and Stevens (1975), 

and Thompson (1990a). Thorndike and Weiss (1973) and Barcikowski and Stevens (1975) 

investigated whether the canonical correlation was influenced by sampling error with different 

conclusions; Thorndike and Weiss (1973) found that sample-specific covariation could impact 

canonical results while Barcikowski and Stevens (1975) found that the canonical correlations 

were “very stable under replication” (Barcikowski & Stevens, 1975, p. 362). It is interesting to 

note that these studies investigated the stability of Rc using real and modeled data, respectively, 

and did not investigate the conditions that impact the amount of sampling error. Thompson 

(1990a) examined the factors that could potentially influence sampling error in a Monte Carlo 

simulation study.  

 As was found in the present study, Thompson (1990a) found the sample size to variable 

ratio to be the best predictor of bias in the squared canonical correlation coefficient. Furthermore, 

Thompson (1990a) found that, while the estimates of Rc were somewhat positively biased, the 
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bias was minimal unless a ratio of “as small as three to one” was used (p. 27). This was also the 

case in the present study. Dramatic decreases in bias were seen between the sample size to 

variable ratios of 3:1 and 10:1. Thompson pointed out, however, that, with a small sample size to 

variable ratio (e.g., n:v=3:1), the bias could be minimized in some situations if the value of Rc 

was moderate to large. As can be seen across the matrices, this was somewhat true for the data 

with higher between-set correlations in the present study. But, the impact of the between-set 

correlations on the accuracy of Rc
2 was shown to be negligible in the ANOVA analyses. 

 Using the knowledge of n:v as the greatest predictor of Rc
2 bias, Thompson (1990a) 

empirically derived a correction formula for Rc. Thompson (1990a) applied the Ezekiel (1930) 

and Olkin-Pratt (1958) formulae typically used with univariate applications of R2 (e.g., multiple 

regression), to the squared canonical correlations to see if which, if either, would provide an 

accurate correction formulae for the Rc results. Thompson (1990a) did not, however, examine the 

accuracy of the 12 additional formulae examined in this study. Ultimately, Thompson (1990a) 

concluded that the Ezekiel and Olkin-Pratt formulae were generally equally accurate. But, 

Thompson (1990a) recommended use of the Ezekiel formula because it was more 

computationally simple to calculate than the Olkin-Pratt (1958). It is important to point out, 

however, that Thompson (1990a) found the Ezekiel correction to be somewhat overly 

conservative in some cases, particularly with a small sample or small uncorrected Rc
2. To 

circumvent this problem, he suggested using the Ezekiel value as a lower bound in determining 

where the true population value would most likely lie. 

 The present study found that, of the fourteen adjustment formulae for adjusting Rc
2, the 

Ezekiel (1930) was often not the most accurate. Instead, in the majority of cases across 

correlation matrices, the Rozeboom-2 was the most accurate of the formulae. It should be noted, 
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however, that the Ezekiel (1930) and Olkin-Pratt (1958) formulae were accurate in a few cases; 

these cases are noted in the tables for correlation matrices (a) through (g). But, overall and, for 

most condition combinations, the Rozeboom-2 formula was the most accurate of the 14 

adjustment formula in adjusting Rc
2 to within ±.01 of the population parameter. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the results of the study, several recommendations are warranted in the use of 

canonical analyses. First, it is recommended that a sample size to variable ratio of 10:1 be used 

in CCA studies to lessen the bias that may affect Rc
2 results. As was seen in the descriptive 

statistics presented in Table 33, under these study conditions, using an n:v ratio of 10:1 versus 

3:1 led to a dramatic reductions in bias for functions I, II, and III (.19, .17, and .10, respectively). 

It would not be unlikely to expect similar results in applied studies under similar conditions.  

Greater sample size to variable ratios may also provide more precise results as well. 

Because larger sample size to variable ratios reduce bias even more, however, researchers are 

encouraged to the largest sample that is available to them and the fewest variables that will 

adequately represent their model. Maximizing the sample size and minimizing the number of 

study variables will help to increase the n:v ratio and subsequently reduce bias in the results.  

Second, because nearly all of the Rc
2 were found to be extremely biased, it is 

recommended that researchers adjust Rc
2 results using the appropriate formula. This is especially 

important when the sample size to variable ratio is low. In the absence of a rationale to use 

another formula, the Rozeboom-2 formula would likely be a safe choice given that it most often 

provided unbiased estimates of Rc
2 across matrices. Result interpretations should then be made 

based on the adjusted Rc
2 values that theoretically offer a more precise estimate of the population 

Rc
2. 
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Third, because the univariate kurtosis level was shown to not substantially impact results 

(as demonstrated in the ANOVA results), researchers can be relatively confident that, when b2 is 

within the range of -1 to 8, Rc
2 bias is not likely to be greater or less than that that would be 

found with results from a normal distribution. Therefore, it is recommended that multivariate 

distributions that consist of moderately kurtotic univariate distributions should be treated in the 

same manner as normal distributions.   

Relevance to Educational Research 

 The movement toward the use of effect sizes in result interpretation has and will continue 

to result in more thoughtful and accurate use of study results. But, as with statistical significance 

tests, effect sizes are not without their limitations. They can be affected by the very factors that 

influence null hypothesis significance tests including, but not limited to, sample size and 

variability, research objective, sampling design, type and range of the variables, distribution 

shape, and the reliability of the measures (Onwuegbuzie & Levin, 2003). Further information is 

needed regarding how the various effect size types, including Rc
2, are affected by these and other 

factors. This study attempted to address how several of these factors influence Rc
2 in an effort to 

broaden the knowledge base concerning this effect size. In doing so, this and other such studies 

help shape future studies by informing researchers about effect sizes such as these, ultimately 

moving the field toward better statistical and educational practices.  

 Furthermore, this study helped emphasize the relevance of multivariate analyses, 

particularly in the social sciences where research often includes scenarios with multiple factors 

and effects. These types of scenarios often lend themselves to multivariate analyses such as 

canonical correlation analysis. This study investigated the factors that potentially influence the 

bias of the multivariate effect size Rc
2  to gain a clearer picture of the effect size’s generalizability 
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to populations and/or future samples. In doing so, it was determined that, because Rc
2 estimates 

can potentially contain large amounts of bias (especially under certain conditions), studies would 

oftentimes be best served by use of an adjusted Rc
2 value. This fact is particularly relevant to 

educational research because the accuracy of an effect size estimate can directly impact the 

generalizability of research.    

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

 This study is limited in its scope and, as a result, its generalizabilty. First, only five 

conditions were manipulated in the present study. Because the levels of these conditions were 

not chosen at random (i.e., they were fixed), the results only offer information about the 

conditions at those particular levels. Additional conditions and/or levels of the conditions could 

be considered in future research to provide a more comprehensive picture of the impact of 

various factors on Rc
2.  

 The above limitation applies to the kurtosis levels chosen for the study as well as to other 

conditions. First, kurtosis levels were selected to be homogeneous across marginal distributions. 

Furthermore, they ranged in magnitude from -1 to 8. Future research could consider 

heterogeneous marginal kurtosis levels as well as levels that were greater or less in magnitude 

(i.e., more extreme). Heterogeneous kurtosis levels would likely make the design and 

interpretation of a study more complex, but may more accurately reflect conditions found in 

actual research studies. A single negative kurtosis value (b2=-1) was studied in the present study; 

I would suggest studying more extreme negative values in future studies dealing with this topic. 

It should be noted that the data generation procedure used in the present study limited the values 

of kurtosis for which data could be generated. More extreme values (including b2= -3, -5, 15, 25) 

were attempted, but the Fleishman’s (1978) data generation procedure did not support the 
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generation of data with these values of kurtosis. I would suggest using another data generation 

procedure if data with more extreme values of kurtosis were desired. Various levels of skewness 

could be included in future research as well to determine the effect of the skewness on the bias 

associated with Rc
2. 

 Additionally, future research would benefit from the inclusion of other variable set levels. 

For example, the number of variables in the IV and DV set could be varied (and/or crossed) so 

that the impact of various numbers of variables in the independent and criterion sets on Rc
2 bias 

could be determined.  

 When studying the accuracy (i.e., mean difference of the bias values for each condition 

combination) of the sample Rc
2 estimates, it was necessary to define a criterion by which those 

accuracy values that were extremely biased could be determined. The present study considered 

accuracy values that fell within a range of ±.30Rc
2 to contain acceptable amounts of bias, 

whereas those that fell outside of that range were considered to be extremely biased. The 

criterion was the same for all three functions studied herein regardless of the magnitude of effect. 

But, it could be argued that smaller effect sizes could benefit from the use of more rigid criteria 

because it ultimately matters more if smaller effects are extremely biased; that fact could 

potentially determine whether or not the effect would be considered noteworthy. For example, 

with Rc
2=.30, one would likely be more concerned if it were extremely biased than with Rc

2=.90.  

If the actual, unbiased effect in the former situation were .07 (instead of the sample value of .30), 

one would likely conclude that the effect was not noteworthy whereas, with Rc
2=.30, the effect 

would like have been deemed to be noteworthy. With a larger effect such as Rc
2=.90, it matters 

less if the effect is extremely biased because it would not likely change the interpretation (e.g., 

an unbiased Rc
2 value of .60 would likely be deemed noteworthy as well as the biased estimate of 
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.90). While it is perhaps less relevant in this study because all function II and function III 

estimates were found to be extremely biased, it may be prudent to consider more rigid criteria for 

smaller effects in future studies. 

 This study was designed to examine the accuracy of various adjusted R2 formula for use 

in the canonical case with the intent of identifying the most accurate correction for each 

condition combination. Future research involving adjustment formulae for Rc
2 could examine the 

precision of the adjustments from various formulae as well as the factors that affect the adjusted 

values. This may provide additional information as to what impacts the various formulae that 

will aid in the decision of which formula to use in a study. 

 Finally, as this study was conducted using Monte Carlo simulation techniques, the data 

only approximate real data. While Monte Carlo studies such as these do a great deal to inform 

the research community as regards the performance of statistics, it is limited in the fact that it is 

not real sampled data. As a result, findings from this study may not generalize to actual data in 

all cases and caution should be taken in the application of these findings. 

Summary 

 In recent years, there has been much discourse regarding the role of null hypothesis tests 

in result interpretation. Because p-values from statistical significance tests are largely affected by 

sample size, reliance on p-values alone can cause results that may be practically important to be 

overlooked and visa versa. As a result, many researchers (e.g., see Carver, 1993; Robinson & 

Levin, 1997; Shaver, 1993; Thompson, 1998; Vacha-Haase, Nilsson, Reetz, Lance, & 

Thompson, 2000; Wilkinson & the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999) have called 

for the increased use of effect sizes either in conjunction with statistical significance tests or 
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alone. When used appropriately, effect sizes offer information about the magnitude of an effect 

that p-values do not. 

 But, effect sizes are not without their limitations. In fact, they can be affected by the same 

factors that impact p-values including, but not limited to, sample size and variability, research 

objective, sampling design, type and range of the variables, distribution shape, and the reliability 

of the measures (Onwuegbuzie & Levin, 2003). This study examined the effect of the 

distribution shape, sample size, number of variables, particular variable sets, and between- and 

within-set correlations on Rc
2 in an effort to broaden the knowledge base of the factors that most 

affect it. 

 It was determined that the ratio of the sample size to the number of variables was the 

factor that most influenced the accuracy of Rc
2 for all functions. For the second and third 

functions, the choice of variable set also impacted the accuracy of Rc
2. These findings suggest 

that Rc
2 values are most accurate when larger sample sizes are used in relation to smaller variable 

sets (i.e., larger sample size to variable ratio). The finding dealing the variable sets is less 

conclusive, however, because the analyses do not tell us if it is the total number of variables, the 

number of variables in the criterion set, and/or the number of variables in the predictor set that 

ultimately impact the accuracy of Rc
2. Further research would need to be completed in order to 

draw conclusions concerning the impact of the various variable set on the accuracy of Rc
2. 

 Furthermore, the results from this study indicate that, because Rc
2 values were biased 

across most condition combinations (see text for exceptions), the majority of Rc
2 values need to 

be adjusted to more accurately reflect the population Rc
2. This is especially true with smaller 

sample size to variable ratios (e.g., 3:1). Because it provided the most accurate correction for the 

greatest number of condition combinations in the present study, the Rozeboom-2 adjustment 
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formula is recommended for use in most cases. These recommendations are meant to impact 

research practice and provide more accurate applications of canonical correlation analysis, 

particularly as regards the use of the squared canonical correlation coefficient.  
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APPENDIX A 

SAS PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF FLEISHMAN’S (1978) POWER 

TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS
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PROC IML; 
SKEWKURT={0 -1, 0 1, 0 3, 0 5, 0 8}; 
START NEWTON; 
RUN FUN; 
DO ITER = 1 TO MAXITER WHILE (MAX(ABS(F))>CONVERGE); 
RUN DERIV; 
DELTA=-SOLVE(J,F); 
COEF=COEF+DELTA; 
RUN FUN; 
END; 
FINISH NEWTON; 
MAXITER=25; 
CONVERGE=.000001; 
START FUN; 
X1=COEF[1]; 
X2=COEF[2]; 
X3=COEF[3]; 
F=(X1**2+6*X1*X3+2*X2**2+15*X3**2-1)//(2*X2*(X1**2+24*X1*X3+105*X3**2+2)-
SKEWNESS)//(24*(X1*X3+X2**2*(1+X1**2+28*X1*X3)+X3**2*(12+48*X1*X3+141*X2**2+2
25*X3**2))-KURTOSIS); 
FINISH FUN; 
START DERIV; 
J=((2*X1+6*X3)||(4*X2)||(6*X1+30*X3))//((4*X2*(X1+12*X3))||(2*(X1**2+24*X1*X3
+105*X3**2+2))||(4*X2*(12*X1+105*X3)))//((24*(X3+X2**2*(2*X1+28*X3)+48*X3**3)
)||(48*X2*(1+X1**2+28*X1*X3+141*X3**2))||(24*(X1+28*X1*X2**2+2*X3*(12+48*X1*X
3+141*X2**2+225*X3**2)+X3**2*(48*X1+450*X3)))); 
FINISH DERIV; 
DO; 
NUM = NROW(SKEWKURT); 
DO VAR=1 TO NUM; 
SKEWNESS=SKEWKURT[VAR,1]; 
KURTOSIS=SKEWKURT[VAR,2]; 
COEF={1.0, 0.0, 0.0}; 
RUN NEWTON; 
COEF=COEF`; 
SK_KUR=SKEWKURT[VAR,]; 
COMBINE=SK_KUR || COEF; 
IF VAR=1 THEN RESULT=COMBINE; 
ELSE IF VAR>1 THEN RESULT=RESULT // COMBINE; 
END; 
PRINT "COEFFICIENTS OF  B, C, D FOR FLEISHMAN'S POWER TRANSFORMATION"; 
PRINT "Y = A + BX + CX^2 + DX^3"; 
PRINT " A = -C"; 
MATTRIB RESULT COLNAME=({SKEWNESS KURTOSIS B C D}) FORMAT=12.9; 
PRINT RESULT; 
END; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX B 

SAS PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATIONS
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DATA Dn13; 
B1=1.221009562; C1=0.000000000; D1=-0.080158369; 
B2=1.221009562; C2=0.000000000; D2=-0.080158369; 
TARGET=.3; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = -1 and r=.3"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA Dn15; 
B1=1.221009562; C1=0.000000000; D1=-0.080158369; 
B2=1.221009562; C2=0.000000000; D2=-0.080158369; 
TARGET=.50; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = -1 and r=.50"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA Dn11; 
B1=1.221009562; C1=0.000000000; D1=-0.080158369; 
B2=1.221009562; C2=0.000000000; D2=-0.080158369;; 
TARGET=.10; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = -1 and r=.10"; 
RUN; 
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DATA D13; 
B1=0.902976598; C1=0.000000000; D1=0.031356453; 
B2=0.902976598; C2=0.000000000; D2=0.031356453; 
TARGET=.3; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 1 and r=.3"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D15; 
B1=0.902976598; C1=0.000000000; D1=0.031356453; 
B2=0.902976598; C2=0.000000000; D2=0.031356453; 
TARGET=.50; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 1 and r=.50"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D11; 
B1=0.902976598; C1=0.000000000; D1=0.031356453; 
B2=0.902976598; C2=0.000000000; D2=0.031356453; 
TARGET=.10; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 1 and r=.10"; 
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RUN; 
 
 
DATA D33; 
B1=.782356213; C1=0.000000000; D1=.067904559; 
B2=.782356213; C2=0.000000000; D2=.067904559; 
TARGET=.3; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 3 and r=.3"; 
RUN; 
 
 
DATA D31; 
B1=.782356213; C1=0.000000000; D1=.067904559; 
B2=.782356213; C2=0.000000000; D2=.067904559; 
TARGET=.10; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 3 and r=.10"; 
RUN; 
 
 
DATA D35; 
B1=.782356213; C1=0.000000000; D1=.067904559; 
B2=.782356213; C2=0.000000000; D2=.067904559; 
TARGET=.50; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
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PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 3 and r=.50"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D53; 
B1=.698004683; C1=0.000000000; D1=.092076394; 
B2=.698004683; C2=0.000000000; D2=.092076394; 
TARGET=.3; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 5 and r=.3"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D55; 
B1=.698004683; C1=0.000000000; D1=.092076394; 
B2=.698004683; C2=0.000000000; D2=.092076394; 
TARGET=.50; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 5 and r=.50"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D51; 
B1=.698004683; C1=0.000000000; D1=.092076394; 
B2=.698004683; C2=0.000000000; D2=.092076394; 
TARGET=.10; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
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PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 5 and r=.10"; 
RUN; 
 

DATA D83; 
B1=.600652936; C1=0.000000000; D1=.118711958; 
B2=.600652936; C2=0.000000000; D2=.118711958; 
TARGET=.3; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 8 and r=.3"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D85; 
B1=.600652936; C1=0.000000000; D1=.118711958; 
B2=.600652936; C2=0.000000000; D2=.118711958; 
TARGET=.50; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 8 and r=.50"; 
RUN; 
 
DATA D81; 
B1=.600652936; C1=0.000000000; D1=.118711958; 
B2=.600652936; C2=0.000000000; D2=.118711958; 
TARGET=.10; 
R=.5; 
 
DO I=1 TO 5; 
FUNCTION=(R**3*6*D1*D2+R**2*2*C1*C2+R*(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)-
TARGET); 
DERIV=(3*R**2*9*D1*D2+2*R*2*C1*C2+(B1*B2+3*B1*D2+3*D1*B2+9*D1*D2)); 
RATIO=FUNCTION/DERIV; 
R_TEMP = R - RATIO; 
IF ABS(R_TEMP - R)>.00001 THEN R = R_TEMP; OUTPUT; 
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END; 
PROC PRINT; WHERE I=5;      
VAR I RATIO R; 
TITLE "Intermediate Correlations for Kurtosis = 8 and r=.10"; 
RUN; 
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APPENDIX C 

SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (A)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix A, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.AK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
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CREATE disspop.AK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.AK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.AK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CMA 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix A, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.AK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
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X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.AK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.AK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.AK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CMA 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix A, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.AK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
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DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.AK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.AK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.AK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CMA"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix A, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.AK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.AK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.AK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.AK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CMA"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix A, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
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DATA disspop.AK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
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CREATE disspop.AK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.AK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.AK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CMA"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix A, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.AK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
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X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.AK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.AK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.AK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CMA"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX D 

SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (B)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix B, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.BK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .31083 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .31083 
.31083 1.0000 . . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .31083 
.31083 .31083 1.0000 . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .31083 
.31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .31083 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
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X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.BK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.BK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.BK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CMB 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix B, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.BK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .30162 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .30162 
.30162 1.0000 . . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .30162 
.30162 .30162 1.0000 . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .30162 
.30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .30162 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
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USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.BK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.BK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.BK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CMB 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix B, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.BK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
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.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . 

. . 

.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 1.0000 

. . . . . 

.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .30771 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .30771 
.30771 1.0000 . . . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .30771 
.30771 .30771 1.0000 . . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .30771 
.30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .30771 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.BK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.BK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.BK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
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VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CMB"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix B, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.BK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .31441 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .31441 
.31441 1.0000 . . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .31441 
.31441 .31441 1.0000 . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .31441 
.31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .31441 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
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X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.BK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.BK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.BK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CMB"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix B, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.BK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .32455 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .32455 
.32455 1.0000 . . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .32455 
.32455 .32455 1.0000 . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .32455 
.32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .32455 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
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DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.BK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.BK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.BK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CMB"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix B, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.BK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
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.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .3 1.0000 . . . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.BK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.BK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.BK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CMB"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (C)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix C, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.CK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .51458 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .51458 
.51458 1.0000 . . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .51458 
.51458 .51458 1.0000 . . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .51458 
.51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . 
.10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .10396 .51458 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
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X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.CK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.CK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.CK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CMC 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix C, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.CK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .50221 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .50221 
.50221 1.0000 . . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .50221 
.50221 .50221 1.0000 . . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .50221 
.50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . 
.10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .10059 .50221 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
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PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.CK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.CK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.CK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CMC 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix C, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.CK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
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.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . 

. . 

.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 1.0000 

. . . . . 

.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .51044 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .51044 
.51044 1.0000 . . . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .51044 
.51044 .51044 1.0000 . . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .51044 
.51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . 
.10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .10282 .51044 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.CK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
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PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.CK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.CK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CMC"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix C, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.CK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .51929 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .51929 
.51929 1.0000 . . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .51929 
.51929 .51929 1.0000 . . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .51929 
.51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . 
.10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .10530 .51929 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
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X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.CK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.CK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.CK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CMC"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix C, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.CK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .53225 
1.0000 . . . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .53225 
.532251.0000 . . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .53225 
.53225 .53225 1.0000 . . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .53225 
.53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . 
.10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .10912 .53225 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 
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; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.CK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.CK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.CK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CMC"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix C, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.CK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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.5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 1.0000 . . . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .5 1.0000 . . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.CK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.CK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.CK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
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VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CMC"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX F 

SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (D)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.DK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 
1.0000 . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 
.31083 1.0000 . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 
.31083 .31083 1.0000 . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 
.31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
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X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CMD 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.DK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 
1.0000 . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 
.30162 1.0000 . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 
.30162 .30162 1.0000 . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 
.30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
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PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CMD 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
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.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . 

. . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 

. . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 
1.0000 . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 
.30771 1.0000 . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 
.30771 .30771 1.0000 . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 
.30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
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PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 
1.0000 . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 
.31441 1.0000 . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 
.31441 .31441 1.0000 . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 
.31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
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X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 
1.0000 . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 
.32455 1.0000 . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 
.32455 .32455 1.0000 . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 
.32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . 
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.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 

.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
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1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
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VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX G 

SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (E)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix E, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.EK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .51458 
1.0000 . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .51458 
.51458 1.0000 . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .51458 
.51458 .51458 1.0000 . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .51458 
.51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .51458 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
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X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.EK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.EK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.EK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CME 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix E, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.EK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .50221 
1.0000 . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .50221 
.50221 1.0000 . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .50221 
.50221 .50221 1.0000 . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .50221 
.50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .50221 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
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PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.EK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.EK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.EK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CME 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix E, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.EK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
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.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . 

. . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 

. . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .51044 
1.0000 . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .51044 
.51044 1.0000 . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .51044 
.51044 .51044 1.0000 . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .51044 
.51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .51044 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.EK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
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PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.EK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.EK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CME"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix E, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.EK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .51929 
1.0000 . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .51929 
.51929 1.0000 . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .51929 
.51929 .51929 1.0000 . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .51929 
.51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .51929 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
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X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.EK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.EK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.EK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CME"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix E, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.EK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .53225 
1.0000 . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .53225 
.532251.0000 . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .53225 
.53225 .53225 1.0000 . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .53225 
.53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .53225 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 
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; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.EK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.EK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.EK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CME"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix E, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.EK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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.5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 1.0000 . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.EK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.EK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.EK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
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VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CME"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX H 

SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (F)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.DK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .31083 
1.0000 . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .31083 
.31083 1.0000 . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .31083 
.31083 .31083 1.0000 . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .31083 
.31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .31083 
.31083 .31083 .31083 .31083 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
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X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CMD 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.DK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .30162 
1.0000 . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .30162 
.30162 1.0000 . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .30162 
.30162 .30162 1.0000 . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .30162 
.30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .30162 
.30162 .30162 .30162 .30162 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
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USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CMD 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
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.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . . . . 

. . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 

. . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .30771 
1.0000 . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .30771 
.30771 1.0000 . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .30771 
.30771 .30771 1.0000 . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .30771 
.30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .30771 
.30771 .30771 .30771 .30771 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
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VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .31441 
1.0000 . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .31441 
.31441 1.0000 . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .31441 
.31441 .31441 1.0000 . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .31441 
.31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .31441 
.31441 .31441 .31441 .31441 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
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X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .32455 
1.0000 . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .32455 
.32455 1.0000 . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .32455 
.32455 .32455 1.0000 . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .32455 
.32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .32455 
.32455 .32455 .32455 .32455 1.0000 
; 
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PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix D, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.DK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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.3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 1.0000 . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 1.0000 . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.DK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.DK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.DK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
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TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CMD"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX I 

SAS PROGRAM TO GENERATE DATA FOR CORRELATION MATRIX (G)
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/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix G, Kurtosis = -1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.GK11 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 
1.0000 . . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 
.51458 1.0000 . . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 
.51458 .51458 1.0000 . . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 
.51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 . 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 
.51458 .51458 .51458 .51458 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 1.221009562*Z[,1] + -0.080158369*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 1.221009562*Z[,2] + -0.080158369*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 1.221009562*Z[,3] + -0.080158369*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 1.221009562*Z[,4] + -0.080158369*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 1.221009562*Z[,5] + -0.080158369*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 1.221009562*Z[,6] + -0.080158369*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 1.221009562*Z[,7] + -0.080158369*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  1.221009562*Z[,8] + -0.080158369*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 1.221009562*Z[,9] + -0.080158369*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 1.221009562*Z[,10] + -0.080158369*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 1.221009562*Z[,11] + -0.080158369*Z[,11]##3; 
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X12 = 1.221009562*Z[,12] + -0.080158369*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 1.221009562*Z[,13] + -0.080158369*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 1.221009562*Z[,14] + -0.080158369*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 1.221009562*Z[,15] + -0.080158369*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 1.221009562*Z[,16] + -0.080158369*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.GK11 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.GK11 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.GK11 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=-1, CMG 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix G, Kurtosis = 1  */ 
 
DATA disspop.GK1 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 
1.0000 . . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 
.50221 1.0000 . . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 
.50221 .50221 1.0000 . . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 
.50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 . 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 
.50221 .50221 .50221 .50221 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
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USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.902976598*Z[,1] + 0.031356453*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.902976598*Z[,2] + 0.031356453*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.902976598*Z[,3] + 0.031356453*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.902976598*Z[,4] + 0.031356453*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.902976598*Z[,5] + 0.031356453*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.902976598*Z[,6] + 0.031356453*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.902976598*Z[,7] + 0.031356453*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 =  0.902976598*Z[,8] + 0.031356453*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.902976598*Z[,9] + 0.031356453*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.902976598*Z[,10] + 0.031356453*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.902976598*Z[,11] + 0.031356453*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.902976598*Z[,12] + 0.031356453*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.902976598*Z[,13] + 0.031356453*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.902976598*Z[,14] + 0.031356453*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.902976598*Z[,15] + 0.031356453*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.902976598*Z[,16] + 0.031356453*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.GK1 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.GK1 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.GK1 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=1, CMG 
"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix G, Kurtosis = 3  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.GK3 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
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.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . . . . 

. . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 

. . . . . 

.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 
1.0000 . . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 
.51044 1.0000 . . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 
.51044 .51044 1.0000 . . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 
.51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 . 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 
.51044 .51044 .51044 .51044 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.782356213*Z[,1] + .067904559*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.782356213*Z[,2] + .067904559*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.782356213*Z[,3] + .067904559*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.782356213*Z[,4] + .067904559*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.782356213*Z[,5] + .067904559*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.782356213*Z[,6] + .067904559*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.782356213*Z[,7] + .067904559*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.782356213*Z[,8] + .067904559*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.782356213*Z[,9] + .067904559*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.782356213*Z[,10] + .067904559*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.782356213*Z[,11] + .067904559*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.782356213*Z[,12] + .067904559*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.782356213*Z[,13] + .067904559*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.782356213*Z[,14] + .067904559*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.782356213*Z[,15] + .067904559*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.782356213*Z[,16] + .067904559*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.GK3 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.GK3 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
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VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.GK3 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=3, CMG"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix G, Kurtosis = 5  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.GK5 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 
1.0000 . . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 
.51929 1.0000 . . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 
.51929 .51929 1.0000 . . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 
.51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 . 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 
.51929 .51929 .51929 .51929 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.698004683*Z[,1] + .092076394*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.698004683*Z[,2] + .092076394*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.698004683*Z[,3] + .092076394*Z[,3]##3; 
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X4 = 0.698004683*Z[,4] + .092076394*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.698004683*Z[,5] + .092076394*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.698004683*Z[,6] + .092076394*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.698004683*Z[,7] + .092076394*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.698004683*Z[,8] + .092076394*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.698004683*Z[,9] + .092076394*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.698004683*Z[,10] + .092076394*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.698004683*Z[,11] + .092076394*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.698004683*Z[,12] + .092076394*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.698004683*Z[,13] + .092076394*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.698004683*Z[,14] + .092076394*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.698004683*Z[,15] + .092076394*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.698004683*Z[,16] + .092076394*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.GK5 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.GK5 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.GK5 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=5, CMG"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix G, Kurtosis = 8  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.GK8 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . . . . 
. . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 
. . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 
1.0000 . . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 
.532251.0000 . . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 
.53225 .53225 1.0000 . . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 
.53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 . 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 
.53225 .53225 .53225 .53225 1.0000 
; 
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PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = 0.600652936*Z[,1] + .118711958*Z[,1]##3; 
X2 = 0.600652936*Z[,2] + .118711958*Z[,2]##3; 
X3 = 0.600652936*Z[,3] + .118711958*Z[,3]##3; 
X4 = 0.600652936*Z[,4] + .118711958*Z[,4]##3; 
X5 = 0.600652936*Z[,5] + .118711958*Z[,5]##3; 
X6 = 0.600652936*Z[,6] + .118711958*Z[,6]##3; 
X7 = 0.600652936*Z[,7] + .118711958*Z[,7]##3; 
X8 = 0.600652936*Z[,8] + .118711958*Z[,8]##3; 
X9 = 0.600652936*Z[,9] + .118711958*Z[,9]##3; 
X10 = 0.600652936*Z[,10] + .118711958*Z[,10]##3; 
X11 = 0.600652936*Z[,11] + .118711958*Z[,11]##3; 
X12 = 0.600652936*Z[,12] + .118711958*Z[,12]##3; 
X13 = 0.600652936*Z[,13] + .118711958*Z[,13]##3; 
X14 = 0.600652936*Z[,14] + .118711958*Z[,14]##3; 
X15 = 0.600652936*Z[,15] + .118711958*Z[,15]##3; 
X16 = 0.600652936*Z[,16] + .118711958*Z[,16]##3; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.GK8 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.GK8 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.GK8 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=8, CMG"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
 
/*  Generate data for Correlation matrix G, Kurtosis = 0  */ 
 
 
DATA disspop.GK0 (TYPE=CORR); _TYPE_='CORR'; 
INPUT X1-X16; 
CARDS; 
1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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.5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 . 

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0000 
; 
 
PROC FACTOR N=16 OUTSTAT=FACOUT; 
DATA PATTERN; SET FACOUT; 
IF _TYPE_='PATTERN'; 
DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_; 
RUN; 
 
PROC IML; 
USE PATTERN; 
READ ALL VAR _NUM_ INTO F; 
F=F`; 
 
DATA=RANNOR(J(1000000, 16, 0)); 
DATA=DATA`; 
Z = F*DATA; 
Z = Z`; 
 
X1 = Z[,1]; 
X2 = Z[,2]; 
X3 = Z[,3]; 
X4 = Z[,4]; 
X5 = Z[,5]; 
X6 = Z[,6]; 
X7 = Z[,7]; 
X8 = Z[,8]; 
X9 = Z[,9]; 
X10 = Z[,10]; 
X11 = Z[,11]; 
X12 = Z[,12]; 
X13 = Z[,13]; 
X14 = Z[,14]; 
X15 = Z[,15]; 
X16 = Z[,16]; 
 
Z=X1||X2||X3||X4||X5||X6||X7||X8||X9||X10||X11||X12||X13||X14||X15||X16; 
CREATE disspop.GK0 FROM Z [COLNAME={X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 
X13 X14 X15 X16}]; 
APPEND FROM Z; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=disspop.GK0 N MEAN STD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
PROC CORR DATA=disspop.GK0 NOSIMPLE NOPROB; 
VAR X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16; 
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TITLE "DATA GENERATED WITH K=0, CMG"; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
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APPENDIX J 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (A)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY A 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_A; 
Data diss.outA; 
name='Correlation Matrix A';   /*  Correlation Matrix A */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);      /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);     /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.ak&k all outstat=diss.popak&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popak&k; merge diss.popak&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popak&k; set diss.popak&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
 
%Do %until(&cnt=5001); /* Sample Replication loop  */     
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Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.AK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.AK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.AK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.AK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.AK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.AK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='a'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempA;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popak&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
 
f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
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f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
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p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outA;  /* Output file for CM A */ 
set diss.outA outtempA; 
if name='Correlation Matrix A' then delete; 
drop name; 
%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
%if &mult=1 %then %put A&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
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%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_A; 
options nomprint; 
 
%cca_rep_A; 
 
Data diss.descripA; set diss.outA; /* Descriptive statistics for CMA by 
kurtosis */ 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX K 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (B)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY B 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_B; 
Data diss.outB; 
name='Correlation Matrix B';   /*  Correlation Matrix B */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);       /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);     /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.bk&k all outstat=diss.popbk&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popbk&k; merge diss.popbk&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popbk&k; set diss.popbk&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
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%Do %until(&cnt=5001);  /* Sample Replication loop  */     
      
Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.BK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.BK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.BK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.BK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.BK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.BK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='b'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempB;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popbk&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
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f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
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s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outB;  /* Output file for CM B */ 
set diss.outB outtempB; 
if name='Correlation Matrix B' then delete; 
drop name; 
%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
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%if &mult=1 %then %put B&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
 
%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_B; 
options nomprint; 
%cca_rep_B; 
 
Data diss.descripB; set diss.outB; 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX L 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (C)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY C 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_C; 
Data diss.outC; 
name='Correlation Matrix C';   /*  Correlation Matrix C */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);       /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);     /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.ck&k all outstat=diss.popck&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popck&k; merge diss.popck&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popck&k; set diss.popck&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
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%Do %until(&cnt=5001);  /* Sample Replication loop  */     
      
Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.CK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.CK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.CK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.CK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.CK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.CK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='c'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempC;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popck&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
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f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
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s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outC;  /* Output file for CM C */ 
set diss.outC outtempC; 
if name='Correlation Matrix C' then delete; 
drop name; 
%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
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%if &mult=1 %then %put C&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
 
%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_C; 
options nomprint; 
%cca_rep_C; 
 
Data diss.descripC; set diss.outC; 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX M 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (D)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY D 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_D; 
Data diss.outD; 
name='Correlation Matrix D';   /*  Correlation Matrix D */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);       /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);      /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.dk&k all outstat=diss.popdk&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popdk&k; merge diss.popdk&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popdk&k; set diss.popdk&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
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%Do %until(&cnt=5001);  /* Sample Replication loop  */     
      
Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.DK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.DK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.DK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.DK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.DK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.DK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='d'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempD;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popdk&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
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f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
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p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outD;  /* Output file for CM D */ 
set diss.outD outtempD; 
if name='Correlation Matrix D' then delete; 
drop name; 
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%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
%if &mult=1 %then %put D&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
 
%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_D; 
options nomprint; 
%cca_rep_D; 
 
Data diss.descripD; set diss.outD; 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX N 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (E)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY E 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_E; 
Data diss.outE; 
name='Correlation Matrix E';   /*  Correlation Matrix E */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);       /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);      /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.ek&k all outstat=diss.popek&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popek&k; merge diss.popek&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popek&k; set diss.popek&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
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%Do %until(&cnt=5001);  /* Sample Replication loop  */     
      
Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.EK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.EK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.EK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.EK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.EK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.EK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='e'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempE;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popek&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
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f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
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s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outE;  /* Output file for CM E */ 
set diss.outE outtempE; 
if name='Correlation Matrix E' then delete; 
drop name; 
%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
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%if &mult=1 %then %put E&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
 
%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_E; 
options nomprint; 
%cca_rep_E; 
 
Data diss.descripE; set diss.outE; 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX O 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (F)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY F 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_F; 
Data diss.outF; 
name='Correlation Matrix F';   /*  Correlation Matrix F */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);       /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);      /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.fk&k all outstat=diss.popfk&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popfk&k; merge diss.popfk&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popfk&k; set diss.popfk&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
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%Do %until(&cnt=5001);  /* Sample Replication loop  */     
      
Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.FK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.FK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.FK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.FK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.FK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.FK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='f'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempF;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popfk&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
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f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
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p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outF;  /* Output file for CM F */ 
set diss.outF outtempF; 
if name='Correlation Matrix F' then delete; 
drop name; 
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%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
%if &mult=1 %then %put F&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
 
%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_F; 
options nomprint; 
%cca_rep_F; 
 
Data diss.descripF; set diss.outF; 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX P 

SAS PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF DATA CONDITIONS FOR  

CORRELATION MATRIX (G)
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/* Repeated samples (5,000) with four combinations of sample sizes for ONLY G 
correlation matrix*/ 
/* Need to run four times - one for each correlation matrix */ 
%macro cca_rep_G; 
Data diss.outG; 
name='Correlation Matrix G';   /*  Correlation Matrix G */ 
%Let a=1; 
%Let cnt=1; 
%do %until(&a=7); /*Kurtosis loop*/ 
%if &a=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &a=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &a=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &a=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &a=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &a=6 %then %let k=8; 
%Let b=1; 
     %do %until(&b=5);       /* Variable Set loop */ 
  %if &b=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &b=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &b=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &b=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %let nvar=%Eval(&n1+&n2);  /* Find total number of variables */ 
  %Let c=1; 
          %do %until(&c=5);      /* Sample Size loop */ 
          %If &c=1 %then %let n=%eval(3*&nvar); 
          %If &c=2 %then %let n=%eval(10*&nvar); 
          %If &c=3 %then %let n=%eval(25*&nvar); 
          %If &c=4 %then %let n=%eval(40*&nvar); 
 
 
    /* Get population values of Rc */ 
%Let rest=%eval(17-&n2);  
Proc cancorr  
data=disspop.gk&k all outstat=diss.popgk&k 
vprefix=IVset vname='Independent variable set' 
wprefix=DVset wname='Dependent variable set'; 
var x1-x&n1; 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
 
Data diss.popgk&k; merge diss.popgk&k; 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
 
Data diss.popgk&k; set diss.popgk&k;  
pRctot1 = x1; 
pRctot2 = x2; 
pRctot3 = x3; 
prcsq1 = prctot1**2; 
prcsq2 = prctot2**2; 
prcsq3 = prctot3**2; 
Drop x1-x3; 
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%Do %until(&cnt=5001);  /* Sample Replication loop  */     
      
Data temp;   
if &k=11 then set disspop.GK11; 
if &k=0 then set disspop.GK0; 
if &k=1 then set disspop.GK1; 
if &k=3 then set disspop.GK3; 
if &k=5 then set disspop.GK5; 
if &k=8 then set disspop.GK8; 
/* Random sample of size n  */ 
ranno = ranuni(0); 
proc sort; by ranno; 
data smpldat; set temp(OBS=&n); Drop ranno; 
 
 
Proc cancorr  
data=smpldat all outstat=repout; 
var x1-x&n1; 
%let rest=%eval(17-&n2); 
with x&rest-x16; 
 
Data repout1; set repout;  /* Keep canonical correlations for each function 
*/ 
if _type_ = 'CANCORR'; 
KEEP x1-x3; 
 
Data repout2; set repout1;  
CM='g'; 
Rctot1 = x1; 
Rctot2 = x2; 
Rctot3 = x3; 
rctotsq1 = rctot1**2; 
rctotsq2 = rctot2**2; 
rctotsq3 = rctot3**2; 
Numx=&n1; 
numy=&n2; 
nratio=&n/&nvar; 
numvar=&nvar; 
sampsze=&n; 
popkurt=&k; 
 
Data outtempG;  /* Set up dataset with Rc values */  
merge diss.popgk&k repout2; 
drop x1-x3; 
f1psdiff=rctotsq1-prcsq1; /* Calculation of differences between pop Rcsq and 
sample Rc */ 
f2psdiff=rctotsq2-prcsq2; 
f3psdiff=rctotsq3-prcsq3; 
 
/* Calculation of adjusted Rcsq */   
f1smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg1why=f1whrry1; 
If neg1why<0 then neg1why=0; 
f1rho=sqrt(neg1why); 
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f1whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq1)**2)); 
f1pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f1cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq1))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f1lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq1))); 
f1darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f1whrry1**2))+f1whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f1whrry1)+f1rho); 
f1cldy1=((2*(f1rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f1cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq1)); 
f1rzbm2=(f1whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f1whrry1))/(f1whrry1)))); 
 
f2smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg2why=f2whrry1; 
If neg2why<0 then neg2why=0; 
f2rho=sqrt(neg2why); 
 
f2whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq2)**2)); 
f2pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f2cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq2))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f2lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq2))); 
f2darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f2whrry1**2))+f2whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f2whrry1)+f2rho); 
f2cldy1=((2*(f2rho)-rctot2)**2); 
f2cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq2)); 
f2rzbm2=(f2whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f2whrry1))/(f2whrry1)))); 
 
f3smith=1-((sampsze/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3whrry1=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
 
/* Set rho to 0 if Wherry-1 is negative */ 
neg3why=f3whrry1; 
If neg3why<0 then neg3why=0; 
f3rho=sqrt(neg3why); 
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f3whrry2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3olkpr=(((numvar-2)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3))-(((2*(sampsze-
3))/((sampsze-numvar-1)*(sampsze-numvar+1)))*((1-rctotsq3)**2)); 
f3pratt=1-((((sampsze-3)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-2.3)))); 
f3cldy3=1-((((sampsze-4)*(1-rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1+((2*(1-
rctotsq3))/(sampsze-numvar+1)))); 
f3lord1=1-(((sampsze+numvar+1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3lord2=1-(((((sampsze+numvar+1)*(sampsze-1))/((sampsze-numvar-
1)*sampsze))*(1-rctotsq3))); 
f3darst=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze+1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3browne=(((sampsze-numvar-3)*(f3whrry1**2))+f3whrry1)/(((sampsze-(2*numvar)-
2)*f3whrry1)+f3rho); 
f3cldy1=((2*(f3rho)-rctot1)**2); 
f3cldy2=1-(((sampsze-1)/(sampsze-numvar-1))*((sampsze-2)/(sampsze-numvar-
2))*((sampsze-1)/sampsze)*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm1=1-(((sampsze+numvar)/(sampsze-numvar))*(1-rctotsq3)); 
f3rzbm2=(f3whrry1)/(1+((numvar/(sampsze-numvar-2))*((1-
(f3whrry1))/(f3whrry1)))); 
 
/* Calculation of Differences between Adjusted Rcsq and pop Rcsq and adjusted 
Rcsq and sample Rcsq*/ 
p1smith=prcsq1-f1smith; 
s1smith=rctotsq1-f1smith; 
p2smith=prcsq2-f2smith; 
s2smith=rctotsq2-f2smith; 
p3smith=prcsq3-f3smith; 
s3smith=rctotsq3-f3smith; 
p1whrry1=prcsq1-f1whrry1; 
s1whrry1=rctotsq1-f1whrry1; 
p2whrry1=prcsq2-f2whrry1; 
s2whrry1=rctotsq2-f2whrry1; 
p3whrry1=prcsq3-f3whrry1; 
s3whrry1=rctotsq3-f3whrry1; 
p1whrry2=prcsq1-f1whrry2; 
s1whrry2=rctotsq1-f1whrry2; 
p2whrry2=prcsq2-f2whrry2; 
s2whrry2=rctotsq2-f2whrry2; 
p3whrry2=prcsq3-f3whrry2; 
s3whrry2=rctotsq3-f3whrry2; 
p1olkprt=prcsq1-f1olkpr; 
s1olkprt=rctotsq1-f1olkpr; 
p2olkprt=prcsq2-f2olkpr; 
s2olkprt=rctotsq2-f2olkpr; 
p3olkprt=prcsq3-f3olkpr; 
s3olkprt=rctotsq3-f3olkpr; 
p1pratt=prcsq1-f1pratt; 
s1pratt=rctotsq1-f1pratt; 
p2pratt=prcsq2-f2pratt; 
s2pratt=rctotsq2-f2pratt; 
p3pratt=prcsq3-f3pratt; 
s3pratt=rctotsq3-f3pratt; 
p1cldy3=prcsq1-f1cldy3; 
s1cldy3=rctotsq1-f1cldy3; 
p2cldy3=prcsq2-f2cldy3; 
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s2cldy3=rctotsq2-f2cldy3; 
p3cldy3=prcsq3-f3cldy3; 
s3cldy3=rctotsq3-f3cldy3; 
p1lord1=prcsq1-f1lord1; 
s1lord1=rctotsq1-f1lord1; 
p2lord1=prcsq2-f2lord1; 
s2lord1=rctotsq2-f2lord1; 
p3lord1=prcsq3-f3lord1; 
s3lord1=rctotsq3-f3lord1; 
p1lord2=prcsq1-f1lord2; 
s1lord2=rctotsq1-f1lord2; 
p2lord2=prcsq2-f2lord2; 
s2lord2=rctotsq2-f2lord2; 
p3lord2=prcsq3-f3lord2; 
s3lord2=rctotsq3-f3lord2; 
p1drstn=prcsq1-f1darst; 
s1drstn=rctotsq1-f1darst; 
p2drstn=prcsq2-f2darst; 
s2drstn=rctotsq2-f2darst; 
p3drstn=prcsq3-f3darst; 
s3drstn=rctotsq3-f3darst; 
p1browne=prcsq1-f1browne; 
s1browne=rctotsq1-f1browne; 
p2browne=prcsq2-f2browne; 
s2browne=rctotsq2-f2browne; 
p3browne=prcsq3-f3browne; 
s3browne=rctotsq3-f3browne; 
p1cldy1=prcsq1-f1cldy1; 
s1cldy1=rctotsq1-f1cldy1; 
p2cldy1=prcsq2-f2cldy1; 
s2cldy1=rctotsq2-f2cldy1; 
p3cldy1=prcsq3-f3cldy1; 
s3cldy1=rctotsq3-f3cldy1; 
p1cldy2=prcsq1-f1cldy2; 
s1cldy2=rctotsq1-f1cldy2; 
p2cldy2=prcsq2-f2cldy2; 
s2cldy2=rctotsq2-f2cldy2; 
p3cldy2=prcsq3-f3cldy2; 
s3cldy2=rctotsq3-f3cldy2; 
p1rzboo1=prcsq1-f1rzbm1; 
s1rzboo1=rctotsq1-f1rzbm1; 
p2rzboo1=prcsq2-f2rzbm1; 
s2rzboo1=rctotsq2-f2rzbm1; 
p3rzboo1=prcsq3-f3rzbm1; 
s3rzboo1=rctotsq3-f3rzbm1; 
p1rzboo2=prcsq1-f1rzbm2; 
s1rzboo2=rctotsq1-f1rzbm2; 
p2rzboo2=prcsq2-f2rzbm2; 
s2rzboo2=rctotsq2-f2rzbm2; 
p3rzboo2=prcsq3-f3rzbm2; 
s3rzboo2=rctotsq3-f3rzbm2; 
 
Data diss.outG;  /* Output file for CM G */ 
set diss.outG outtempG; 
if name='Correlation Matrix G' then delete; 
drop name; 
%let mult=%eval(&cnt/1000); 
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%if &mult=1 %then %put G&k n1=&n1 n2=&n2 nratio set=&c Sim #=&cnt; 
 
%let cnt=%eval(&cnt+1); 
 
 
%end; 
%Let c=%eval(&c+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let b=%eval(&b+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
%Let a=%eval(&a+1); 
%Let cnt=1; 
%end; 
run; 
 
%mend cca_rep_G; 
options nomprint; 
%cca_rep_G; 
 
Data diss.descripG; set diss.outG; 
Proc sort; by popkurt; 
proc means mean stddev clm max min n nmiss; by popkurt; 
var rctotsq1 rctotsq2 rctotsq3  prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3 f1psdiff f2psdiff 
f3psdiff p1smith p2smith p3smith p1whrry1 p2whrry1 p3whrry1 p1whrry2 p2whrry2 
p3whrry2 p1olkprt p2olkprt p3olkprt p1pratt p2pratt p3pratt p1cldy3 p2cldy3 
p3cldy3 p1lord1 p2lord1 p3lord1 p1lord2 p2lord2 p3lord2 p1drstn p2drstn 
p3drstn 
p1browne p2browne p3browne p1cldy1 p2cldy1 p3cldy1 p1cldy2 p2cldy2 p3cldy2 
p1rzboo1 p2rzboo1 p3rzboo1 p1rzboo2 p2rzboo2 p3rzboo2; 
run; 
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APPENDIX Q 

SAS PROGRAM TO OBTAIN MARDIA’S COEFFICIENT OF MULTIVARIATE KURTOSIS
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/* Macro to give Mardia's coefficient of multivariate kurtosis */ 
 
 
 
%macro multnorm (version, 
       data=_last_ ,    /*            input data set           */ 
       var=        ,    /* REQUIRED:  variables for test       */ 
                        /* May NOT be a list e.g. var1-var10   */ 
       plot=both   ,    /* Create multivar and/or univar plot? */ 
       hires=yes        /* Create high-res plots?              */ 
                ); 
 
%let _version=1.3; 
%if &version ne %then %put MULTNORM macro Version &_version; 
 
%if %sysevalf(&sysver < 7) %then %do; 
   %put MULTNORM: SAS 7 or later is required. Terminating.; 
   %let opts=; 
   %goto exit; 
%end; 
 
%let opts = %sysfunc(getoption(notes)) 
            _last_=%sysfunc(getoption(_last_)); 
%if &data=_last_ %then %let data=&syslast; 
options nonotes; 
 
/* Check for newer version */ 
 %if %sysevalf(&sysver >= 7) %then %do; 
  filename _ver url 'http://ftp.sas.com/techsup/download/stat/versions.dat'; 
  data _null_; 
    infile _ver; 
    input name:$15. ver; 
    if upcase(name)="&sysmacroname" then call symput("_newver",ver); 
    run; 
  %if &syserr ne 0 %then 
    %put &sysmacroname: Unable to check for newer version; 
  %else %if %sysevalf(&_newver > &_version) %then %do; 
    %put &sysmacroname: A newer version of the &sysmacroname macro is 
available.; 
    %put %str(         ) You can get the newer version at this location:; 
    %put %str(         ) http://support.sas.com/ctx/samples/index.jsp; 
  %end; 
 %end; 
 
/* Verify that VAR= option is specified */ 
%if &var= %then %do; 
    %put ERROR: Specify test variables in the VAR= argument; 
    %goto exit; 
%end; 
 
/* Parse VAR= list */ 
%let _i=1; 
%do %while (%scan(&var,&_i) ne %str() ); 
   %let arg&_i=%scan(&var,&_i); 
   %let _i=%eval(&_i+1); 
%end; 
%let nvar=%eval(&_i-1); 
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/* Remove observations with missing values */ 
%put MULTNORM: Removing observations with missing values...; 
data _nomiss; 
  set &data; 
  if nmiss(of &var )=0; 
  run; 
 
/* Quit if covariance matrix is singular */ 
%let singular=nonsingular; 
%put MULTNORM: Checking for singularity of covariance matrix...; 
proc princomp data=_nomiss outstat=_evals noprint; 
  var &var ; 
  run; 
%if &syserr=3000 %then %do; 
  %put MULTNORM: PROC PRINCOMP required for singularity check.; 
  %put %str(          Covariance matrix not checked for singularity.); 
  %goto findproc; 
%end; 
data _null_; 
  set _evals; 
  where _TYPE_='EIGENVAL'; 
  if round(min(of &var ),1e-8)<=0 then do; 
    put 'ERROR: Covariance matrix is singular.'; 
    call symput('singular','singular'); 
  end; 
  run; 
%if &singular=singular %then %goto exit; 
 
%findproc: 
/* Is IML or MODEL available for analysis? */ 
%let mult=yes; %let multtext=%str( and Multivariate); 
%put MULTNORM: Checking for necessary procedures...; 
proc model; quit; 
%if &syserr=0 and %substr(&sysvlong,1,1)>=8 %then %do; 
  %put MULTNORM: Using SAS/ETS PROC MODEL...; 
  %goto model; 
%end; 
proc iml; quit; 
%if &syserr=0 %then %do; 
  %put MULTNORM: Using SAS/IML...; 
  %goto iml; 
%end; 
%put MULTNORM: SAS/ETS PROC MODEL with NORMAL option or SAS/IML is required; 
%put %str(          to perform tests of multivariate normality. Univariate); 
%put %str(          normality tests will be done.); 
%let mult=no; %let multtext=; 
%goto univar; 
 
 
%iml: 
proc iml; 
  reset; 
  use _nomiss;  read all var {&var} into _x;   /* input data */ 
 
  /* compute mahalanobis distances */ 
  _n=nrow(_x); _p=ncol(_x); 
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  _c=_x-j(_n,1)*_x[:,];         /* centered variables    */ 
  _s=(_c`*_c)/_n;               /* covariance matrix     */ 
  _rij=_c*inv(_s)*_c`;          /* mahalanobis angles    */ 
 
  /* get values for probability plot and output to data set */ 
  %if %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=M or %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=B %then 
%do; 
  _d=vecdiag(_rij#(_n-1)/_n);   /* squared mahalanobis distances */ 
  _rank=ranktie(_d);            /* ranks of distances    */ 
  _chi=cinv((_rank-.5)/_n,_p);  /* chi-square quantiles  */ 
  _chiplot=_d||_chi; 
  create _chiplot from _chiplot [colname={'MAHDIST' 'CHISQ'}]; 
  append from _chiplot; 
  %end; 
 
  /* Mardia tests based on multivariate skewness and kurtosis */ 
  _b1p=(_rij##3)[+,+]/(_n##2);                    /* skewness */ 
  _b2p=trace(_rij##2)/_n;                         /* kurtosis */ 
  _k=(_p+1)#(_n+1)#(_n+3)/(_n#((_n+1)#(_p+1)-6)); /* small sample correction 
*/ 
  _b1pchi=_b1p#_n#_k/6;                           /* skewness test statistic 
*/ 
  _b1pdf=_p#(_p+1)#(_p+2)/6;                      /*   and df                
*/ 
  _b2pnorm=(_b2p-_p#(_p+2))/sqrt(8#_p#(_p+2)/_n); /* kurtosis test statistic 
*/ 
  _probb1p=1-probchi(_b1pchi,_b1pdf);             /* skewness p-value */ 
  _probb2p=2*(1-probnorm(abs(_b2pnorm)));         /* kurtosis p-value */ 
 
  /* output results to data sets */ 
  _names={"Mardia Skewness","Mardia Kurtosis"}; 
  create _names from _names [colname='TEST']; 
  append from _names; 
  _probs=(_n||_b1p||_b1pchi||_probb1p) // (_n||_b2p||_b2pnorm||_probb2p); 
  create _values from _probs [colname={'N' 'VALUE' 'STAT' 'PROB'}]; 
  append from _probs; 
quit; 
%if &syserr ne 0 %then %do; 
  %Put MULTNORM: Errors encountered in PROC IML. Terminating.; 
  %goto exit; 
%end; 
 
data _mult; 
  merge _names _values; 
  run; 
 
 
%univar: 
/* get univariate test results */ 
proc univariate data=_nomiss noprint; 
  var &var; 
  output out=_stat normal=&var ; 
  output out=_prob  probn=&var ; 
  output out=_n         n=&var ; 
  run; 
 
data _univ; 
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  set _stat _prob _n; 
  run; 
 
proc transpose data=_univ name=variable 
               out=_tuniv(rename=(col1=stat col2=prob col3=n)); 
   var &var ; 
   run; 
 
data _both; 
  length test $15.; 
  set _tuniv 
      %if &mult=yes %then _mult;; 
  if test='' then if n<=2000 then test='Shapiro-Wilk'; 
                  else test='Kolmogorov'; 
  run; 
 
proc print data=_both noobs split='/'; 
  var variable n test      %if &mult=yes %then value; 
      stat prob; 
  format prob pvalue.; 
  title "MULTNORM macro: Univariate&multtext Normality Tests"; 
  label variable="Variable" 
            test="Test"       %if &mult=yes %then 
           value="Multivariate/Skewness &/Kurtosis"; 
            stat="Test/Statistic/Value" 
            prob="p-value"; 
  run; 
%if %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=N %then %goto exit; 
%if (%upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=U or %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=B) and  
    %upcase(%substr(&hires,1,1))=Y %then %do; 
   ods exclude fitquantiles parameterestimates; 
   proc univariate data=_nomiss noprint; 
     hist &var / normal; 
     run; 
%end; 
%if %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=M or %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=B %then 
   %if &mult=yes %then %goto plotstep; 
   %else %goto plot; 
%else %goto exit; 
 
 
%model: 
/* Multivariate and Univariate tests with MODEL */ 
ods select normalitytest; 
proc model data=_nomiss; 
  %do _i=1 %to &nvar; 
    &&arg&_i = _a; 
  %end; 
  fit &var / normal; 
  title "MULTNORM macro: Univariate&multtext Normality Tests"; 
  run; 
  quit; 
%if &syserr ne 0 %then %do; 
  %put MULTNORM: Errors encountered in PROC MODEL. Terminating.; 
  %goto exit; 
%end; 
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%if %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=N %then %goto exit; 
%if (%upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=U or %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=B) and  
    %upcase(%substr(&hires,1,1))=Y %then %do; 
   ods exclude fitquantiles parameterestimates; 
   proc univariate data=_nomiss noprint; 
     hist &var / normal; 
     run; 
%end; 
%if %upcase(%substr(&plot,1,1))=U %then %goto exit; 
 
 
%plot: 
/* compute values for chi-square Q-Q plot */ 
proc princomp data=_nomiss std out=_chiplot noprint; 
  var &var ; 
  run; 
%if &syserr=3000 %then %do; 
  %put ERROR: PROC PRINCOMP in SAS/STAT needed to do plot.; 
  %goto exit; 
%end; 
data _chiplot; 
  set _chiplot; 
  mahdist=uss(of prin1-prin&nvar ); 
  keep mahdist; 
  run; 
proc rank data=_chiplot out=_chiplot; 
  var mahdist; 
  ranks rdist; 
  run; 
data _chiplot; 
  set _chiplot nobs=_n; 
  chisq=cinv((rdist-.5)/_n,&nvar); 
  keep mahdist chisq; 
  run; 
 
 
%plotstep: 
/* Create a chi-square Q-Q plot 
   NOTE: Very large sample size is required for chi-square asymptotics 
   unless the number of variables is very small. 
*/ 
%if %upcase(%substr(&hires,1,1))=Y %then 
  %if %sysprod(graph)=1 %then %str(proc gplot data=_chiplot;); 
  %else %do; 
    %put MULTNORM: SAS/GRAPH not found. PROC PLOT will be used instead.; 
     proc plot data=_chiplot; 
  %end; 
%else %str(proc plot data=_chiplot;); 
   plot mahdist*chisq; 
   label mahdist="Squared Distance" 
           chisq="Chi-square quantile"; 
   title "MULTNORM macro: Chi-square Q-Q plot"; 
   run; 
   quit; 
 
%exit: 
options &opts; 
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title; 
run; 
%mend; 
 
 
 
%multnorm (data=disspop.ak11, var=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 
x14 x15 x16, plot=both, hires=none); 
run; 
%multnorm (data=disspop.ak0, var=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 
x14 x15 x16, plot=none, hires=none); 
%multnorm (data=disspop.ak1, var=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 
x14 x15 x16, plot=none, hires=none); 
%multnorm (data=disspop.ak3, var=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 
x14 x15 x16, plot=none, hires=none); 
%multnorm (data=disspop.ak5, var=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 
x14 x15 x16, plot=none, hires=none); 
%multnorm (data=disspop.ak8, var=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 
x14 x15 x16, plot=none, hires=none); 
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APPENDIX R 

SAS SYNTAX FOR IDENTIFICATION OF EXTREMELY BIASED Rc
2 ESTIMATES BY 

CORRELATION MATRIX
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/* Correlation Matrix A */ 
Proc sort data=diss.outa; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.outa mean stddev median n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accpreca n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accpreca; set dissout.accpreca; 
biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
run; 
 
 
/* Correlation Matrix B */ 
Proc sort data=diss.outb; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.outb mean stddev n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accprecb n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accprecb; set dissout.accprecb; 
biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
run; 
 
/* Correlation Matrix C */ 
Proc sort data=diss.outc; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.outc mean stddev n; 
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var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accprecc n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accprecc; set dissout.accprecc; 
biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
run; 
 
 
/* Correlation Matrix D */ 
Proc sort data=diss.outd; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.outd mean stddev n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accprecd n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accprecd; set dissout.accprecd; 
biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
run; 
 
/* Correlation Matrix E */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.oute; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.oute mean stddev n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accprece n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
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mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accprece; set dissout.accprece; 
biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
run; 
 
/* Correlation Matrix F */ 
Proc sort data=diss.outf; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.outf mean stddev n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accprecf n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accprecf; set dissout.accprecf; 
biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
drop biased; 
run; 
 
/* Correlation Matrix G */ 
Proc sort data=diss.outg; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Proc means data=diss.outg mean stddev n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff prcsq1 prcsq2 prcsq3; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.accprecg n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3 
mean(f1psdiff)=accf1 stddev(f1psdiff)=sdf1 median(f1psdiff)=mdnf1 
mean(f2psdiff)=accf2 stddev(f2psdiff)=sdf2 median(f2psdiff)=mdnf2 
mean(f3psdiff)=accf3 stddev(f3psdiff)=sdf3 median(f3psdiff)=mdnf3 
mean(prcsq1)=poprc1 mean(prcsq2)=poprc2 mean(prcsq3)=poprc3 ; 
run; 
 
 
Data dissout.accprecg; set dissout.accprecg; 
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biaspop1=poprc1*.3; 
biaspop2=poprc2*.3; 
biaspop3=poprc3*.3; 
If abs(accf1)>biaspop1 then biasedf1=1; else biasedf1=0; 
If abs(accf2)>biaspop2 then biasedf2=1; else biasedf2=0; 
If abs(accf3)>biaspop3 then biasedf3=1; else biasedf3=0; 
run; 
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APPENDIX S 

SAS SYNTAX FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOST AND LEAST ACCURATE 

ADJUSTMENT FORMULAE BY CORRELATION MATRIX
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/* CMA */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.outa; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.outa; set diss.outa; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.outa sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
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drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjouta n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjouta; set dissout.adjouta; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
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smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
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If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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/* CMB */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.outb; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.outb; set diss.outb; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.outb sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
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smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjoutb n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjoutb; set dissout.adjoutb; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
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smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
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If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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/* CMC */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.outc; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.outc; set diss.outc; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.outc sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
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smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjoutc n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjoutc; set dissout.adjoutc; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
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smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
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If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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/* CMD */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.outd; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.outd; set diss.outd; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.outd sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
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smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjoutd n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjoutd; set dissout.adjoutd; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
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smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
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If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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/* CME */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.oute; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.oute; set diss.oute; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.oute sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
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smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjoute n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjoute; set dissout.adjoute; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
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smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
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If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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/* CMF */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.outf; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.outf; set diss.outf; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.outf sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
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smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjoutf n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjoutf; set dissout.adjoutf; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
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smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
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If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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/* CMG */ 
 
Proc sort data=diss.outg; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
 
 
Data diss.outg; set diss.outg; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1smith<=(prcsq1+.01)) then smith1u=1; else smith1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry1u=1; else whrry1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1whrry2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then whrry21u=1; else whrry21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1olkpr<=(prcsq1+.01)) then olkprt1u=1; else olkprt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1pratt<=(prcsq1+.01)) then pratt1u=1; else pratt1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy3<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy31u=1; else cldy31u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord11u=1; else lord11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1lord2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then lord21u=1; else lord21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1drst<=(prcsq1+.01)) then drstn1u=1; else drstn1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1browne<=(prcsq1+.01)) then browne1u=1; else browne1u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy11u=1; else cldy11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1cldy2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then cldy21u=1; else cldy21u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm1<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo11u=1; else rzboo11u=0; 
If ((prcsq1-.01)<=f1rzbm2<=(prcsq1+.01)) then rzboo21u=1; else rzboo21u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2smith<=(prcsq2+.01)) then smith2u=1; else smith2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry2u=1; else whrry2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2whrry2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then whrry22u=1; else whrry22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2olkpr<=(prcsq2+.01)) then olkprt2u=1; else olkprt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2pratt<=(prcsq2+.01)) then pratt2u=1; else pratt2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy3<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy32u=1; else cldy32u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord12u=1; else lord12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2lord2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then lord22u=1; else lord22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2drst<=(prcsq2+.01)) then drstn2u=1; else drstn2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2browne<=(prcsq2+.01)) then browne2u=1; else browne2u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy12u=1; else cldy12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2cldy2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then cldy22u=1; else cldy22u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm1<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo12u=1; else rzboo12u=0; 
If ((prcsq2-.01)<=f2rzbm2<=(prcsq2+.01)) then rzboo22u=1; else rzboo22u=0; 
 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3smith<=(prcsq3+.01)) then smith3u=1; else smith3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry3u=1; else whrry3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3whrry2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then whrry23u=1; else whrry23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3olkpr<=(prcsq3+.01)) then olkprt3u=1; else olkprt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3pratt<=(prcsq3+.01)) then pratt3u=1; else pratt3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy3<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy33u=1; else cldy33u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord13u=1; else lord13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3lord2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then lord23u=1; else lord23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3drst<=(prcsq3+.01)) then drstn3u=1; else drstn3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3browne<=(prcsq3+.01)) then browne3u=1; else browne3u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy13u=1; else cldy13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3cldy2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then cldy23u=1; else cldy23u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm1<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo13u=1; else rzboo13u=0; 
If ((prcsq3-.01)<=f3rzbm2<=(prcsq3+.01)) then rzboo23u=1; else rzboo23u=0; 
run; 
 
Proc means data=dissout.outg sum; 
var smith1u whrry1u whrry21u olkprt1u pratt1u cldy31u lord11u lord21u  
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drstn1u browne1u cldy11u cldy21u rzboo11u rzboo21u  
smith2u whrry2u whrry22u olkprt2u pratt2u cldy32u lord12u lord22u  
drstn2u browne2u cldy12u cldy22u rzboo12u rzboo22u 
smith3u whrry3u whrry23u olkprt3u pratt3u cldy33u lord13u lord23u  
drstn3u browne3u cldy13u cldy23u rzboo13u rzboo23u; 
by popkurt varset nratio; 
output out=dissout.adjoutg n(whrry1u)=nwhrry1u sum(smith1u)=smith1u 
sum(whrry1u)=whrry1u  sum(whrry21u)=whrry21u sum(olkprt1u)=olkprt1u 
sum(pratt1u)=pratt1u sum(cldy31u)=cldy31u  
sum(lord11u)=lord11u sum(lord21u)=lord21u sum(drstn1u)=drstn1u 
sum(browne1u)=browne1u sum(cldy11u)=cldy11u sum(cldy21u)=cldy21u 
sum(rzboo11u)=rzboo11u sum(rzboo21u)=rzboo21u 
n(whrry2u)=nwhrry2u sum(smith2u)=smith2u sum(whrry2u)=whrry2u  
sum(whrry22u)=whrry22u sum(olkprt2u)=olkprt2u sum(pratt2u)=pratt2u 
sum(cldy32u)=cldy32u  
sum(lord12u)=lord12u sum(lord22u)=lord22u sum(drstn2u)=drstn2u 
sum(browne2u)=browne2u sum(cldy12u)=cldy12u sum(cldy22u)=cldy22u 
sum(rzboo12u)=rzboo12u sum(rzboo22u)=rzboo22u 
n(whrry3u)=nwhrry3u sum(smith3u)=smith3u sum(whrry3u)=whrry3u  
sum(whrry23u)=whrry23u sum(olkprt3u)=olkprt3u sum(pratt3u)=pratt3u 
sum(cldy33u)=cldy33u  
sum(lord13u)=lord13u sum(lord23u)=lord23u sum(drstn3u)=drstn3u 
sum(browne3u)=browne3u sum(cldy13u)=cldy13u sum(cldy23u)=cldy23u 
sum(rzboo13u)=rzboo13u sum(rzboo23u)=rzboo23u; 
run; 
 
 
/* Calculate percentage of unbiased estimates provided by adj form */ 
Data dissout.adjoutg; set dissout.adjoutg; 
smith1u=smith1u/50; 
whrry1u=whrry1u/50; 
whrry21u=whrry21u/50; 
olkprt1u=olkprt1u/50; 
pratt1u=pratt1u/50; 
cldy31u=cldy31u/50; 
lord11u=lord11u/50; 
lord21u=lord21u/50; 
drstn1u=drstn1u/50; 
browne1u=browne1u/50; 
cldy11u=cldy11u/50; 
cldy21u=cldy21u/50; 
rzboo11u=rzboo11u/50; 
rzboo21u=rzboo21u/50; 
 
smith2u=smith2u/50; 
whrry2u=whrry2u/50; 
whrry22u=whrry22u/50; 
olkprt2u=olkprt2u/50; 
pratt2u=pratt2u/50; 
cldy32u=cldy32u/50; 
lord12u=lord12u/50; 
lord22u=lord22u/50; 
drstn2u=drstn2u/50; 
browne2u=browne2u/50; 
cldy12u=cldy12u/50; 
cldy22u=cldy22u/50; 
rzboo12u=rzboo12u/50; 
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rzboo22u=rzboo22u/50; 
 
smith3u=smith3u/50; 
whrry3u=whrry3u/50; 
whrry23u=whrry23u/50; 
olkprt3u=olkprt3u/50; 
pratt3u=pratt3u/50; 
cldy33u=cldy33u/50; 
lord13u=lord13u/50; 
lord23u=lord23u/50; 
drstn3u=drstn3u/50; 
browne3u=browne3u/50; 
cldy13u=cldy13u/50; 
cldy23u=cldy23u/50; 
rzboo13u=rzboo13u/50; 
rzboo23u=rzboo23u/50; 
 
lstlab1='Smith'; 
least1=smith1u; 
If least1>whrry1u then do; least1=whrry1u; lstlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If least1>whrry21u then do; least1=whrry21u; lstlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If least1>olkprt1u then do; least1=olkprt1u; lstlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If least1>pratt1u then do; least1=pratt1u; lstlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If least1>cldy31u then do; least1=cldy31u; lstlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If least1>lord11u then do; least1=lord11u; lstlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If least1>lord21u then do; least1=lord21u; lstlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If least1>drstn1u then do; least1=drstn1u; lstlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If least1>browne1u then do; least1=browne1u; lstlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If least1>cldy11u then do; least1=cldy11u; lstlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If least1>cldy21u then do; least1=cldy21u; lstlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If least1>rzboo11u then do; least1=rzboo11u; lstlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least1>rzboo21u then do; least1=rzboo21u; lstlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab2='Smith'; 
least2=smith2u; 
If least2>whrry2u then do; least2=whrry2u; lstlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If least2>whrry22u then do; least2=whrry22u; lstlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If least2>olkprt2u then do; least2=olkprt2u; lstlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If least2>pratt2u then do; least2=pratt2u; lstlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If least2>cldy32u then do; least2=cldy32u; lstlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If least2>lord12u then do; least2=lord12u; lstlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If least2>lord22u then do; least2=lord22u; lstlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If least2>drstn2u then do; least2=drstn2u; lstlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If least2>browne2u then do; least2=browne2u; lstlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If least2>cldy12u then do; least2=cldy12u; lstlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If least2>cldy22u then do; least2=cldy22u; lstlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If least2>rzboo12u then do; least2=rzboo12u; lstlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least2>rzboo22u then do; least2=rzboo22u; lstlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
lstlab3='Smith'; 
least3=smith3u; 
If least3>whrry3u then do; least3=whrry3u; lstlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If least3>whrry23u then do; least3=whrry23u; lstlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If least3>olkprt3u then do; least3=olkprt3u; lstlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If least3>pratt3u then do; least3=pratt3u; lstlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If least3>cldy33u then do; least3=cldy33u; lstlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If least3>lord13u then do; least3=lord13u; lstlab3='Lord1'; end; 
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If least3>lord23u then do; least3=lord23u; lstlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If least3>drstn3u then do; least3=drstn3u; lstlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If least3>browne3u then do; least3=browne3u; lstlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If least3>cldy13u then do; least3=cldy13u; lstlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If least3>cldy23u then do; least3=cldy23u; lstlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If least3>rzboo13u then do; least3=rzboo13u; lstlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If least3>rzboo23u then do; least3=rzboo23u; lstlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab1='Smith'; 
grtst1=smith1u; 
If grtst1<whrry1u then do; grtst1=whrry1u; grtlab1='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst1<whrry21u then do; grtst1=whrry21u; grtlab1='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst1<olkprt1u then do; grtst1=olkprt1u; grtlab1='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst1<pratt1u then do; grtst1=pratt1u; grtlab1='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy31u then do; grtst1=cldy31u; grtlab1='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst1<lord11u then do; grtst1=lord11u; grtlab1='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst1<lord21u then do; grtst1=lord21u; grtlab1='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst1<drstn1u then do; grtst1=drstn1u; grtlab1='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst1<browne1u then do; grtst1=browne1u; grtlab1='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy11u then do; grtst1=cldy11u; grtlab1='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst1<cldy21u then do; grtst1=cldy21u; grtlab1='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo11u then do; grtst1=rzboo11u; grtlab1='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst1<rzboo21u then do; grtst1=rzboo21u; grtlab1='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab2='Smith'; 
grtst2=smith2u; 
If grtst2<whrry2u then do; grtst2=whrry2u; grtlab2='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst2<whrry22u then do; grtst2=whrry22u; grtlab2='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst2<olkprt2u then do; grtst2=olkprt2u; grtlab2='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst2<pratt2u then do; grtst2=pratt2u; grtlab2='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy32u then do; grtst2=cldy32u; grtlab2='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst2<lord12u then do; grtst2=lord12u; grtlab2='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst2<lord22u then do; grtst2=lord22u; grtlab2='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst2<drstn2u then do; grtst2=drstn2u; grtlab2='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst2<browne2u then do; grtst2=browne2u; grtlab2='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy12u then do; grtst2=cldy12u; grtlab2='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst2<cldy22u then do; grtst2=cldy22u; grtlab2='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo12u then do; grtst2=rzboo12u; grtlab2='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst2<rzboo22u then do; grtst2=rzboo22u; grtlab2='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
grtlab3='Smith'; 
grtst3=smith3u; 
If grtst3<whrry3u then do; grtst3=whrry3u; grtlab3='Ezkl'; end; 
If grtst3<whrry23u then do; grtst3=whrry23u; grtlab3='Whry2'; end; 
If grtst3<olkprt3u then do; grtst3=olkprt3u; grtlab3='OlkPr'; end; 
If grtst3<pratt3u then do; grtst3=pratt3u; grtlab3='Pratt'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy33u then do; grtst3=cldy33u; grtlab3='Cldy3'; end; 
If grtst3<lord13u then do; grtst3=lord13u; grtlab3='Lord1'; end; 
If grtst3<lord23u then do; grtst3=lord23u; grtlab3='Lord2'; end; 
If grtst3<drstn3u then do; grtst3=drstn3u; grtlab3='DarSt'; end; 
If grtst3<browne3u then do; grtst3=browne3u; grtlab3='Brwne'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy13u then do; grtst3=cldy13u; grtlab3='Cldy1'; end; 
If grtst3<cldy23u then do; grtst3=cldy23u; grtlab3='Cldy2'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo13u then do; grtst3=rzboo13u; grtlab3='Rzbm1'; end; 
If grtst3<rzboo23u then do; grtst3=rzboo23u; grtlab3='Rzbm2'; end; 
 
run; 
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quit; 
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APPENDIX T 

SAS SYNTAX FOR ANOVA ANALYSES
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/* Merge all output files for CM A - G into one file */ 
Data diss.outall; set diss.outa diss.outb diss.outc diss.outd diss.oute 
diss.outf diss.outg; 
run; 
 
/* Set between and within correlations from CM info */ 
data diss.outall; set diss.outall; 
if (CM='A') then do; btwn=0; wthn=0; end; 
if (CM='B') then do; btwn=.10; wthn=.30; end; 
if (CM='C') then do; btwn=.10; wthn=.50; end; 
if (CM='D') then do; btwn=.30; wthn=.30; end; 
if (CM='E') then do; btwn=.30; wthn=.50; end; 
if (CM='F') then do; btwn=.50; wthn=.43; end; 
if (CM='G') then do; btwn=.50; wthn=.50; end; 
run; 
 
/* Sort and produce descriptives for output file for all CMs */ 
proc sort data=diss.outall; 
by popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
 
Proc means data=diss.outall n; 
var f1psdiff f2psdiff f3psdiff; 
by popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
output out=descrall n(f1psdiff)=nf1 n(f2psdiff)=nf2 n(f3psdiff)=nf3; 
run; 
 
/* ANOVA analyses for three functions */ 
Proc glm data=output.outall; 
class popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
model f1psdiff=popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
output out=anova.anvaout1; 
run; 
 
Proc glm data=output.outall; 
class popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
model f2psdiff=popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
output out=anova.anvaout2; 
run; 
 
Proc glm data=output.outall; 
class popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
model f3psdiff=popkurt varset nratio btwn wthn; 
output out=anova.anvaout3; 
run; 
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APPENDIX U 

SAS SYNTAX TO COMPUTE THE POPULATION CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BY 

CORRELATION MATRIX 
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%macro pop_corra; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.ak&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=corrak&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
 
  Data b1filter; set corrak&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
 
 Data b2filter; set corrak&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
run; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
run; 
 
 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
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  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrak&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrak&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrak&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
 
 
 %end; 
 %end; 
 run; 
 %mend pop_corra; 
 
 %pop_corra; 
 
%macro pop_corrb; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.bk&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=corrbk&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
 
  Data b1filter; set corrbk&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
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 Data b2filter; set corrbk&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrbk&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrbk&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrbk&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
 
 
 %end; 
 %end; 
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 run; 
 %mend pop_corrb; 
 
%pop_corrb; 
 
%macro pop_corrc; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.ck&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=corrck&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
 
  Data b1filter; set corrck&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
 
 Data b2filter; set corrck&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
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 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrck&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrck&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrck&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
 
 
 %end; 
 %end; 
 run; 
 %mend pop_corrc; 
 
%pop_corrc; 
 
%macro pop_corrd; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.dk&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=corrdk&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
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  Data b1filter; set corrdk&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
 
 Data b2filter; set corrdk&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrdk&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrdk&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrdk&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
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 %end; 
 %end; 
 run; 
 %mend pop_corrd; 
 
 
%pop_corrd; 
 
 
 %macro pop_corre; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.ek&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=correk&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
 
  Data b1filter; set correk&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
 
 Data b2filter; set correk&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
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If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.correk&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.correk&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.correk&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
 
 
 %end; 
 %end; 
 run; 
 %mend pop_corrd; 
 
 
 %pop_corre; 
 
 %macro pop_corrf; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.fk&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=corrfk&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
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  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
 
  Data b1filter; set corrfk&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
 
 Data b2filter; set corrfk&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrfk&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrfk&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within); 
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  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrfk&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
 
 
 %end; 
 %end; 
 run; 
 %mend pop_corrf; 
 
%pop_corrf; 
 
%macro pop_corrg; 
 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
 
Proc corr data=actpops.gk&k pearson noprint noprob nosimple outp=corrgk&k; 
run; 
 
%Do var=1 %to 4; /* Variable Set Loop */ 
 %if &var=1 %then %do; %let n1=6; %let n2=6; %end; 
  %if &var=2 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=4; %end; 
  %if &var=3 %then %do; %let n1=4; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %if &var=4 %then %do; %let n1=10; %let n2=2; %end; 
  %Let totvar=%eval(&n1)+ %eval(&n2); 
  %Let diff=%eval(16-(%eval(&n2)-1)); 
 
  Data b1filter; set corrgk&k;  /* Filter down to correlations only */ 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x1-x&n1; 
 
 Data b2filter; set corrgk&k; 
 if _type_='CORR'; 
 keep x&diff-x16; 
 
 Data b1filter; set b1filter; 
 numx=&n1; 
 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
Data b2filter; set b2filter; 
numx=&n1; 
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 numy=&n2; 
 popkurt=&k; 
If numx=6 and numy=6 then varset=1; 
If numx=4 and numy=4 then varset=2; 
If numx=4 and numy=2 then varset=3; 
If numx=10 and numy=2 then varset=4; 
within=.; 
between=.; 
 
 %Do ncnt=1 %to (%eval(&n1)-1); 
  Data ctemp&ncnt; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt)+1) 
obs=%eval(&n1) keep=x&ncnt numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt; 
  drop x&ncnt; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrgk&k data=ctemp&ncnt force; 
  %end; 
 
 %Do ncnt2=%eval(&diff) %to 15; 
  Data ctemp&ncnt2; set b2filter (firstobs=%eval(%eval(&ncnt2)+1) 
obs=16 keep=x&ncnt2 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  within=x&ncnt2; 
  drop x&ncnt2; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrgk&k data=ctemp&ncnt2 force; 
  %end; 
 
  %Do ncnt3=1 %to %eval(&n1); 
  Data wctemp&ncnt3; set b1filter (firstobs=%eval(&diff) obs=16 
keep=x&ncnt3 numx numy popkurt varset within between); 
  between=x&ncnt3; 
  drop x&ncnt3; 
 
  Proc append base=crrl.corrgk&k data=wctemp&ncnt3 force; 
  %end; 
 
 
 %end; 
 %end; 
 run; 
 %mend pop_corrg; 
 
 %pop_corrg; 

 

 

/* Compute descriptive statistics for population correlations by correlation 

matrix */ 

 

%macro descr_a; 
 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
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%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.corrak&k; 
by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.corrak&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrak&k; 
run; 
 
 
%end; 
 
%mend descr_a; 
 
%descr_a; 
 
 
 
%macro descr_b; 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.corrbk&k; 
by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.corrbk&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrbk&k; 
run; 
%end; 
%mend descr_b; 
%descr_b; 
 
 
%macro descr_c; 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.corrck&k; 
by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.corrck&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
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var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrck&k; 
run; 
%end; 
%mend descr_c; 
%descr_c; 
 
%macro descr_d; 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.corrdk&k; 
by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.corrdk&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrdk&k; 
run; 
%end; 
%mend descr_d; 
%descr_d; 
 
%macro descr_e; 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.correk&k; 
by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.correk&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrek&k; 
run; 
%end; 
%mend descr_e; 
%descr_e; 
 
%macro descr_f; 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.corrfk&k; 
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by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.corrfk&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrfk&k; 
run; 
%end; 
%mend descr_f; 
%descr_f; 
 
 
%macro descr_g; 
%Do cnt=1 %to 6; 
%if &cnt=1 %then %let k=11; 
%if &cnt=2 %then %let k=0; 
%if &cnt=3 %then %let k=1;  
%if &cnt=4 %then %let k=3; 
%if &cnt=5 %then %let k=5; 
%if &cnt=6 %then %let k=8; 
Proc sort data=crrl.corrgk&k; 
by popkurt varset; 
 
Proc means data=crrl.corrgk&k mean stddev median n nmiss; 
var between within; 
by popkurt varset; 
output out=crrl.dcorrgk&k; 
run; 
%end; 
%mend descr_g; 
%descr_g; 
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